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Much more than
‘lip service’

M

aybe the message about shipping’s
global worth is finally getting to
the man in the street if the
recent musings of one London cabbie are to
be believed.
London cabbies are notoriously talkative
chaps but one particular cabbie asked me a
few weeks ago what I did for a living and on
hearing that I was in the shipping industry,
started to tell me that shipping was
responsible for moving 90% of everything
we consume (where have we heard that
before?) and that there was an increase in
people with guns going to sea.
It transpired that he had had an executive
from a maritime armed guards company in
his cab a few weeks earlier who had waxed
lyrical about the important role shipping
plays globally, albeit sprinkled with some
additional talk about the realities of the
growing threat of piracy in international
waters. How appropriate I thought,
considering this particular cabbie was taking
me to Soho to see the London premiere of
A Hijacking – a terrifying account by
Scandinavian film producers of the seizing
by Somali pirates of a small cargo ship in the
Indian Ocean.
The film is a realistic tale of the horrors
associated with the taking of a Danish cargo
ship and the realities of the problems the
owner faced in personally trying to negotiate
the safe release of the ship and the crew. The
ending took the audience of 200 or so
shipping glitterati by surprise and the lack
of any closing ‘credits’ music only added to
the drama.
Good to see that shipping is of interest to
at least one man on the street and the
subsequent pasting on London tube walls of
posters advertising the opening of the film
will hopefully spread the message even
further. It is depressing that it takes the
portrayal of such a barbaric practice to open
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people’s eyes to the importance of a fully
functioning shipping industry.
But the sad thing for me sitting in the
premiere was that while this emotional drama
unfolded before us all on the silver screen,
there were still shipping executives around
the cinema using this downtime (in the dark)
to check their emails. The glittering flickers
of their mobile phone screens were easily
detected. And when the film ended and we
were all invited to enter into a 20-minute
debate about the issues raised in the film by
the organisers, a noticeable body of people
chose instead to rush out, coats in hand, to
catch early trains.
Maybe they really did have an important
dinner date to go to and, yes, we do all work
long days and the thought of another late
night ‘at the office’ can be off-putting to
some. But the screening of this excellent film
brought home at least to this moviegoer, the
problems associated with working long hours
and even longer months at sea. The uneasy
interaction in the opening seconds of the hero
explaining to his girlfriend why he will be
two days late on leave because of additional
work pressures was realistic as was the
trauma experienced by the crew at the hands
of their Somali captors.
These are powerful messages being
portrayed and maybe not the right ones to
promote a career at sea. But it may be good to
have such a screening now and then to
remind us all, in and out of the industry,
about what life is actually like onboard ship.
As we all say, we are dealing with people
here and definitely not commodities.
Happy reading.

Sean Moloney

NOTEBOOK
SHIPMANAGEMENT NEWS AND REPORTS FROM AROUND THE WORLD

Panama ‘has to make a
profit’ from Canal

P

anama is not responsible for the
over-tonnaging problems facing the
world’s ship owners and should not
be blamed when it comes to setting toll
rates for the new expanded Canal.
This was the hard hitting message from
Jorge L. Quijano, Administrator of the
Panama Canal Authority (ACP).
Speaking exclusively to SMI at the
recent Sea Asia event in Singapore, Mr
Quijano warned that the ACP’s costs had
also gone up and that Panama still had to
make a profit from its investment in the
locks upgrade.
“We live in a globalised world and we
are no longer restricted to a particular
region or a market but we have to be
competitive. We have to come up with a toll
structure that will satisfy all concerned and
deliver a profit to Panama,” he said.
“So thinking we are going to price
ourselves out of the market isn’t quite
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correct: owners may have to pay more in
some cases but less in others. It will depend
if you have a big vessel with 12,000teu you
will probably be paying less than if you
have a 4,500teu vessel. We are working on
the charging scales at the moment to see
how we can manage the capacity we think
we will attract and the product we will bring
on line.
“We do not want everything to move
over to the expanded canal because we also
want the existing canal which we maintain
well, to continue to provide a service to
those who can use it. So we have to have a
balanced toll structure which promotes both
– promotes itself to those vessels that have
the large economies of scale and those that
don’t. We are also subject to price increases
in products we buy. We are buying tugboats
right now that used to cost $4 million but
are now costing $11m. In 2001 we ordered
four tugs which cost $5m each, but they are
ISSUE 43 MAY/JUNE 2013

now $10.5m for a slightly higher powered
tug but what is basically the same tug,”
he said.
Mr Quijano added: “The locomotives
we operate in the current locks used to cost
$1.8m but the price has risen to $2.5m so
our cost structure has also gone up. The
problem the shipping industry is facing is
that it has an oversupply of slots but this
situation has not been caused by the
Panama Canal, that is something the
industry decided it wanted to pursue. Ship
owners wanted to build bigger ships and to
have more slots. The industry has created
this problem and it has nothing to do with
the Panama Canal but every time we raise
our tolls, we get blamed for the problems of
the industry and we cannot really accept
that because we are just a minor portion of
the whole cost structure of taking a
container from one end to another or taking
a cargo from source to market.” ■

NOTEBOOK

SAMI raises concerns on piracy
attack data

T

he Security Association for the
Maritime Industry (SAMI) has
raised concerns about the level of
piracy reporting globally, and more
particularly in the Indian Ocean High Risk
Area (HRA).
The concerns emerged as a result of a
workshop held by SAMI in Hamburg,
during which ship owner representatives
and company security officers were
encouraged to discuss their security
concerns.
Despite a reported drop in overall
attack figures, Somali piracy still poses a
significant threat as criminals remain
heavily armed and eager to hijack.
According to the feedback gained, the
figures showing a reduction in Somali
piracy mask the true numbers – in fact the
statistics which show a fall in the region are
somewhat misleading – while others call
them “downright wrong”.
It seems that the curse of “under
reported” pirate attacks or misunderstood
data are the next major issues to dog the

shipping industry, and there are calls for
an urgent shake up in the way that reports
are both generated, captured and
promulgated.
It also seems that problems have
emerged as the threshold for reporting has
undergone a significant change over the
past 18 months, due to the “dumbing
down” of reports and a failure to report.
Why is reporting becoming such a
toxic issue? According to SAMI there are
two immediate issues which could be
driving the under-reporting phenomena:
One is the fact that ship owners are
increasingly hesitant about reporting.
Another issue is the complication of
verifying incidents as piracy incidents. It
seems that defining a pirate attack is one
thing, but actually recognising one is
something else altogether. As the use of
shipboard armed guards has increased,
pirates are a little more subtle in their
approaches, quite literally. Guards
frequently report far more “probing
incidents” in which potential pirates
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maintain their cover by not overtly
attacking.
When is a skiff manned by a group of
pirates or just fishermen looking for their
next catch? The answer is dictated by their
ultimate actions so actually statistically
accounting for them is incredibly hard, says
SAMI. Increasingly vessels in the High
Risk Area (HRA) are subjected to incidents
that appear to be co-ordinated small boat
piracy approaches but, because they choose
not to ultimately attack, they are not
necessarily classified as piracy or a
suspicious approach.
Unfortunately the lack of definitive
figures makes it hard to ensure that the right
security resources are brought to bear on to
the piracy problems, says SAMI. While
there are concerns about complacency and
security fatigue creeping in, it is perhaps
understandable when the statistics are
mired in uncertainty. This makes it doubly
important that shipping has proper, clear
and defined data on which to make
decisions. ■
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Weak Yen helps ship sales

eakness in the value of the Yen
is helping Japanese ship owners
make more money from sales of
second hand tonnage, according to
Sebastian Davenport-Thomas, Managing
Director of Shipbroking at Braemar
Seascope.
Japanese ship owners are coming under
pressure financially from their lenders and
charterers and when a ship is approaching a
five year special survey or an expensive
drydock then the value of the Yen can be
crucial in ensuring that sale, he said.
Mr Davenport-Thomas made his
comments as Braemar Shipping Services
announced its results for the year to the end
of February 2013.
“The markets are quite contagious. You
have a lot of newbuilding activity then

suddenly people are buying ships. I
suspect that activity will continue because
for every ship that is on the market we are
probably getting six or seven people
looking at offering on the ship. So there is
a lot of enquiry. Now it is the same five or
six people and when they have acquired
their ships it will diminish. It is an
interesting market now that is being
purely price driven.
“They are looking at these ships and
thinking they are well priced assets. On
seven to eight year old ships you can go
out and fix the ships and actually if you
are a pure cash buyer you can get a
positive cash flow on that ship for the
short term, which in a market which
is very difficult is not a bad scenario,”
he added.

For the 12 months to the end of February,
Braemar saw revenue rise 7.7% to £143.8m
(2012: £133.5m), pre-tax profit dropped 5%
to £9.3m against £9.8m a year earlier. While
it delivered a ‘good performance’ in ship
broking in what is a challenging market,
Braemar reported an 88% growth in
divisional operating profit from its Technical
Services division, driven by a strong
performance in Braemar Offshore. It reported
improved operating profit in its logistics
division with excellent progress in the ship
agency business while a significant role was
played by the environmental division
concluding the work on the stricken RENA in
New Zealand. Braemar’s Technical, Logistics
and Environmental divisions now account for
over 60% of divisional operating profit
against 44% in 2012. ■

Ship owners and unions’ concern over casualty
reporting failures

S

hip owners and seafarers' unions have
joined forces to express concern at flag
states’ failure to submit maritime
casualty reports as required under
international Conventions.
The International Chamber of Shipping
(ICS), which represents 80% of the world
merchant fleet, and the International Transport
Workers’ Federation (ITF), which represents
seafarers’ unions worldwide, have made a
joint submission to the International Maritime
Organization (IMO) commenting on the
apparent failure of some flag states to submit
maritime casualty reports to IMO.
The ICS and ITF hope governments will
consider this issue at the next meeting of the

IMO Maritime Safety Committee in June.
In accordance with SOLAS regulation
I/21, maritime administrations undertake to
conduct investigations into any casualty
occurring to ships under their flag, and to
supply IMO with information concerning the
findings of such investigations. In accordance
with other guidelines adopted by IMO, this
is meant to include incidents defined as being
a "very serious marine casualty" involving
the total loss of the ship, a death, or severe
damage to the environment.
“The lack of investigation and accident
reports hinders the development of
appropriate measures by IMO to address the
cause of serious incidents in which seafarers
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may have lost their lives,” said ITF Acting
General Secretary Stephen Cotton.
ICS and ITF have suggested further
consideration might be given by IMO to what
constitutes “a very serious marine casualty”
and the extent to which flag states should
retain the latitude which they currently enjoy
when determining whether the results of any
investigation should be submitted to IMO.
As a first step, they have suggested that,
in consultation with ICAO (the International
Civil Aviation Organization), IMO might
consider whether any lessons might be learnt
from the approach taken towards the
submission and dissemination of accident
reports within the aviation industry. ■
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Jorge L Quinjano

Administrator of the Panama Canal Authority
(ACP)

A

s the months tick by in the run up
to the April 2015 opening of the
expanded Panama Canal, the rush
is on to allay ship owner concerns about
Canal tolls.
But as Jorge Quijano, Administrator of
the Panama Canal Authority (ACP), told
SMI, while ship owners may have to pay
more in some cases and less in others, the
industry has to bear in mind that Panama’s
own costs have increased and the Canal
cannot be held responsible for the financial
malaise affecting the shipping industry.
Panama also has to make a profit from its
investment, he warned.
“We live in a globalised world and we
are no longer restricted to a particular
region or market but we have to be
competitive. We have to come up with a toll
structure that will satisfy all concerned and
deliver a profit to Panama,” he said.
“So, thinking we are going to price
ourselves out of the market isn’t quite
correct: owners may have to pay more in
some cases but less in others. It will depend
if you have a big vessel with 12,000teu you
will probably be paying less than if you
have a 4,500teu vessel. We are working on
the charging scales at the moment to see
how we can manage the capacity we think
we will attract and the product we will bring
on line.”
The $5.2 billion Canal Expansion
Programme will build a new lane of traffic
along the Panama Canal through the
construction of a new set of locks, which
will double the waterway’s capacity.
Expansion will allow the Panama Canal to
satisfy the increasing demand of world
maritime trade.
“We do not want everything to move
over to the expanded canal because we also
want the existing canal which we maintain
well, to continue to provide a service to
those who can use it. So, we have to have a
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balanced toll structure which promotes
both – promotes itself to those vessels that
have the large economies of scale and
those that don’t. The other message I want
to send out is that we are also subject to
price increases in products we buy. We are
buying tugboats right now that used to
cost $4 million but are now costing $11m.
In 2001we ordered four tugs which cost
$5m each, but they are now $10.5m for a
slightly higher powered tug but what is
basically the same tug,” he said.
Mr Quijano added: “The locomotives
we operate in the current locks used to
cost $1.8m but the price has risen to
$2.5m so our cost structure has also gone
up. The problem the shipping industry is
facing is that it has an oversupply of slots
but this situation has not been caused by
the Panama Canal, that is something the
industry decided it wanted to pursue. Ship
owners wanted to build bigger ships and
to have more slots. The industry has
created this problem and it has nothing to
do with the Panama Canal but every time
we raise our tolls, we get blamed for the
problems of the industry and we cannot
really accept that because we are just a
minor portion of the whole cost structure
of taking a container from one end to
another or taking a cargo from source to
market.”
As part of the permanent dialogue
with the shipping industry, a Panama
Canal Authority (ACP) delegation, headed
by Administrator Quijano, recently visited
South Korea to hold discussions with the
vehicle carrier market segment and to
obtain feedback on the future toll structure
being developed by the ACP that will go
into effect upon completion of the Canal
Expansion Programme.
Canal officials met with the Korea
Shipowners’ Association, Hanjin Shipping
and STX Pan Ocean. The delegation also
ISSUE 43 MAY/JUNE 2013

met with several vehicle and heavy
equipment companies.
In addition, Canal officials met with SK
Energy to discuss the new possibilities that
the expanded Canal will open to trade of
liquefied natural gas (LNG). “This is maybe
one of the most relevant potential markets
that the expanded Canal will facilitate, from
the US Gulf to Asia,” Mr Quijano said.
The Panama Canal Administrator also
held discussions with the International
Chamber of Shipping (ICS) in December
2012. In February 2013, Mr Quijano
met with the International Association
of
Independent
Tanker
Owners
(INTERTANKO) as well as the
International Association of Dry Cargo
Shipowners (Intercargo). The ACP will hold
meetings with other market segments in the
next few months.
In 2012, PC/UMS tonnage for vehicle
carrier transits registered 37.7 million, an
8.6% increase from the previous year. This
segment's traffic through the Canal
remained dynamic, along with the rise of
vehicle flows in the main maritime
trade routes.
But when the decision was taken to
expand the Canal, did the ACP anticipate the
effect the financial crisis would have on
shipping volumes?
“When we first embarked on the
expansion back in 2007, we did not
anticipate that there would be a global
economic crisis as we had in 2008 and 2009
and which continues to this day. We think it
will be a while before the market fully
recovers but the world population will
continue to grow; demand for goods will
continue to grow and globalisation has not
stopped. There is still a lot of interest in the
US investing in China and even the other
way round.
“The movement of goods will still be
required but from our standpoint we see a

FIRST PERSON

deployment would be more focused on
having vessels of 8,000teu to 9,000teu
utilising our trade route. The analysts did
not foresee going higher. Yes, at the time
there was talk of 14,000teu vessels but not
on our route.
“You get to a point when you are
adding more space and adding more water,
not to mention a lot more concrete, that it
would have probably added another $1
billion worth of

“

investment. So it was a point of diminishing
returns where you have to say where you
will be at. This is a business and we would
all like to have things bigger and better but
if you cannot afford it then it is not worth it.
“You must remember that we do not
have contracts with anyone, we don’t have
a contract with Maersk or NOL or APL and
they can take off at any time and we will
still be stuck with something that lasts 100
years. The locks will last more than four
times the life of a vessel so we have to build
it so that it is good enough now and for 100
years to come. We cannot put a VLCC
through the Panama Canal but how
many VLCCs come through this
area – very few. We can
accommodate most of the
tankers up to 160,000dwt to
180,000dwt partially loaded
and that is good enough for
our region and our business.
We don’t have to be
everything to everyone.
“We have very
specific markets we
serve, even though there
are over 140 routes that
go through the Panama
Canal; the main ones
being North East Asia to
the US east coast; west
coast South America to the
US east coast; we also have the
west coast of South America to
Europe and then you have
intercoastal from west coast US
and Canada to the US east
coast. We were concerned
because we like to
keep all of the

“

very strong Latin America, up and coming
strengths in economic development in
countries with high GDPs which are also
putting a lot of demand on our transit
operations and on the movement of
containers. We believe that the evolution of
Latin America will probably take over some
of that cargo slippage from the other
countries that were normally the best
customers of the US.
“We still see a very strong Korea for
example; Japan as well, even though it is
experiencing its own economic problems.
We do not see the levels we originally
expected immediately being put into place
but we are also looking at developments we
originally did not anticipate such as the
growth of the LNG sector. LNG is a new
trade and the Canal doesn’t just serve the
container trades; it serves all of the
sectors such as bulk carriers and chemical
tankers, everything. So we see a lot of
possibilities in different sectors, less
reliability on the container segment and
more reliance on the other segments. We
have never passed one cubic metre of LNG
before but there is a lot of interest. We have
had several visits from both providers of
LNG and future consumers of LNG asking
about the Canal – when is it coming on line,
how much will we charge for the vessels
etc. So there are a lot of possibilities from a
segment that was not at the forefront of our
minds when we were proposing expansion
of the Canal,” he said.
But as operator of the Canal, and with
ships getting larger and larger, does he
regret not expanding the Canal so it could
accommodate containerships of say
18,000teu?
Mr Quijano again: “It gets to a point of
diminishing returns. If we had done that we
would have had to price ourselves out of
the market. We looked at it and
decided that the situation
gets to a point
that is not
sustainable.
We
were
told
in
2004/5
that vessel

The Canal doesn’t just serve the
container trades; it serves all of the
sectors such as bulk carriers and
chemical tankers, everything
MAY/JUNE 2013 ISSUE 43
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FIRST PERSON

business that we get and if someone
decides to go elsewhere then there is not a
lot we can do about it at this stage.
“I have been asking shipping lines
what they are going to do after the
expanded Canal is opened and most likely
those guys will look at the economics and
decide that adding 11 days to their voyage
by going through Suez is not an option.
We are 11 days faster and 11 days of less
consumption of high cost fuel is
important. If the industry continues to

push for low sulphur fuels then it will be
more convenient to use the Panama
Canal,” he said.
“We are now looking at improving
transit times by utilising a better tracking
system of the vessels once they have left
port and are en route to Panama. We can
optimise the schedule so they don’t have
to arrive early but when they arrive we
will take them on arrival to the locks. We
can do that with the technology that is
available. We are conducting a prototype

right now. Ship owners will pay a little
more for that service but you can slow
steam and there is no need to hurry up to
get here so your ship can be registered in
the queue to be put into the schedule. That
will be a premium service and ship
owners will have to pay for it.
“I can understand people looking at
their own economics but we will have a
better offer in the end. Come 2015 we will
have an offer that even Maersk will not be
able to resist,” he said. ■
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HOW I WORK

SMI talks to industry leaders and asks the question
How do you keep up with the rigours of the shipping industry?

JEFFREY PRIBOR

Global Head of Maritime Investment
Banking, Jefferies & Company

H

ectic travel since he joined
Jefferies & Company as its Head
of Maritime Investment Banking
in February may have left Jeffrey Pribor
somewhat jet-lagged. But rarely has he felt
more elated and upbeat about a career and
a job, the 55-year-old Mr Pribor told SMI
during an interview in Jefferies’ New York
headquarters.
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Mr Pribor spent more than two months
crisscrossing the globe for client meetings,
logging some six dozen of these in places
as far apart as Houston, Europe,
Scandinavia, Britain and the Far East.
Jefferies, of course, has no ordinary
story to tell. A maritime banking pioneer,
the company has provided a full slate of
services – M&A, restructuring advice,
ISSUE 43 MAY/JUNE 2013

equity and public debt, besides equity
research and analysis – since the 1980s.
Despite Mr Pribor’s merchant
banking pedigree and experience, it was
more a case of him catching up with
Jefferies’ vast army of clients and
its specific strengths than him
having to provide the momentum,
he admitted.

HOW I WORK

sector with potential, he decided to press
the new recruit to assume charge.
Shipping began to assume an identity
on Wall Street over the coming few years,
and Mr Pribor’s star rose in equal measure.
He caught the attention of seasoned
European banks, in whose homelands
shipping was more entrenched both as a
culture and a business.

“

“

Really, I have moved
from the best job in
shipowning to the best job
in shipping
investment banking

Mr Pribor stayed on as Managing
Director and Group Head of Transportation
Banking at ABN AMRO, which acquired
ING Barings in 2001. In 2002, Den norske
Bank – now renamed DnB NOR – hired Mr
Pribor as head of US operations at DnB
Markets, the bank’s merchant banking
division.
In 2004, it was time for a major change
of tack. General Maritime, which had gone
public in 2001, was in the market for a
seasoned Chief Financial Officer, someone
who knew the US regulatory system and
disclosure requirements for public
companies, and was equally at ease with
lenders and bankers “on the other side of
the table”.
For a career merchant banker, gaining
experience at a ship owner’s office is an
invaluable novelty in itself. For Mr Pribor,
the GenMar period was to become another
defining phase. This was partly because
his tenure overlapped with both an
unprecedented boom and an unprecedented
bust in shipping.

“

“

Mr Pribor’s hiring by Jefferies has been
described as a return to his roots. Asked
how he took to the profession after
spending eight and a half years at ship
owner General Maritime, he said: “There is
more regulation and more technology, but
frankly, there is nothing different about
the work.
“Someone new to investment banking
might have been daunted, but I found that I
retained the classical banker’s mentality:
‘This is the way it is, just get on with it’.”
Still, the significance of his new
position is not lost on Mr Pribor. “During
all this travel, I always found people very
eager to meet me. I wondered why,”
he said.
“Then one day it struck me: who
wouldn’t want to meet the Jefferies head of
shipping? Really, I have moved from the
best job in shipowning to the best job in
shipping investment banking.”
Despite such simplicity, Mr Pribor’s
career story is intricately fascinating. In the
New York of the 1990s, listed shipping
companies could be counted on the fingers
of one’s hands, and the phenomenon of the
whiz maritime investment banker had not
made an appearance.
But there was Hamish Norton, and
there was Mr Pribor. The two men,
respectively at Lazard Frères & Company
and ING Barings at the time, were generally
believed to be the “only two shipping
bankers in town”.
It is a quirk of fate, then, that Jefferies
hired Mr Pribor as Mr Norton’s
replacement.
Adding to the symmetry was the fact
that while Mr Pribor was rejoining the
profession after working at an owner’s
office since 2004, Mr Norton departed for
his first career job with a ship owner, Greek
magnate Petros Pappas-led Oceanbulk
Maritime.
Jefferies’ presence as the common
thread in the career journeys of Mr Norton
and Mr Pribor is even more uncanny. The
catalyst here is Brian Friedman, President
of Jefferies owner Leucadia National.
“It was 1996, and Brian introduced me
to shipping when both of us were at ING
Barings,” Mr Pribor recalled. “Until then, I
did not know much about the industry.”
Equipped with a Master of Arts from
Yale University, topped off with a law
degree and an MBA from Columbia
University, Mr Pribor spent 12 years from
1984-1996 as a corporate lawyer and doing
mergers and acquisition work at Merrill
Lynch.
Then, in 1996, he joined Furman Selz
(which was acquired by ING Barings two
years later). With this came a tidal shift that
was to define Mr Pribor’s career. Mr
Friedman was head of investment banking
at the firm. Having identified shipping as a

Having sat in my
clients’ seat, I know
their needs better
than before

Early on, conservatism was the name
of the game. The years 2005-2007 came
and went. While other tanker owners were
gleefully ordering new ships – at disastrous
prices, as it later would turn out – GenMar
was content to tread water. In fact, the
company streamlined its fleet by selling old
and inefficient ships, reaping premium
prices that even relative rustbuckets fetched
at the time.
While other owners were borrowing
money to fund their newbuilding sprees,
GenMar in 2008 declared a special
dividend of $15 a share, or some $500m in
all. This was largely cash generated at thenprevailing rates by the company’s ships. It
was quietly funnelled to shareholders,
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because Mr Pribor and his team were
adamant about not buying into the
asset bubble.
The global bubble duly burst in 2008,
and GenMar for a while was among the
better positioned companies. Then came
the fateful decision of June 2010.
Believing that the post-2008 slump had
finally bottomed, the company acquired
seven tankers from Metrostar for $620m,
with which came $372m in new bank
borrowing.
An unfortunate saga unfolded.
GenMar’s November 2011 Chapter 11
filing resulted in common equity
being wiped out, as Oaktree Capital
Management became the company’s
new owner.
But Mr Pribor’s cap sported several
new feathers. By shipping standards, the
six-month reorganisation was among the
smoother and more amicable. An
astonishing 20 banks held GenMar’s
secured debt. Thanks to Mr Pribor’s
stewardship, all were satisfactorily
handled.
Most importantly, GenMar’s entire
fleet, and all its seagoing and shoreside
jobs, emerged intact when the Chapter 11
case ended in May 2012.
Just when Mr Pribor was mulling
whether he could endure the staid life of a
shipping CFO again, Jefferies came
knocking. Mr Norton had departed for
Oceanbulk at the end of 2012, which had
opened up a slot.
Mr Pribor said his years at GenMar
make him appreciate and admire his new
employer even more. “Having sat in my
clients’ seat, I know their needs better than
before. I am thrilled that at Jefferies, there
is virtually no investment banking service
they need that we do not have,” he said.
His professional life having thus come
full circle, Mr Pribor is also able to better
appreciate some personal good fortune.
He and Susan, his wife of 30 years,
recently sold their primary residence in
Madison, New Jersey and purchased an
apartment in Manhattan, their weekday
abode that eliminates a tedious commute.
They also purchased a country house in
Bernardsville, New Jersey, an ideal
weekend getaway.
With three of his four children – three
boys and a girl, aged between 19 and 27 –
already out of college, Mr Pribor also has
more time for his hobby, sailing, and his
44ft yacht.
While these things have their place,
Mr Pribor said his purest joy stems from
something far more elementary.
“My wife and I are lucky to have
married young. With three kids already out
of college, we feel we now have the
opportunity to really appreciate and enjoy
life,” he said. ■
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HOW I WORK

HAMISH NORTON

Head of Corporate Development,
Oceanbulk Maritime

A

career change at the beginning of
this year that saw him take a top
executive position with renowned
Greek shipowner Petros Pappas cannot
hold a candle to what happened in 1984,
Hamish Norton maintains.
That was the year he left his job as a
visiting university physicist – a by-product
of an AB in physics from Harvard
University and a PhD in physics from the
University of Chicago – and joined Lazard
Frères & Company in New York as an
associate in corporate finance.
“For a physics graduate to become a
banker – that was the more abrupt change,
for sure,” Mr Norton told SMI. Nonetheless,
his move from investment banking
powerhouse Jefferies & Company to Mr
Pappas’ private Oceanbulk Maritime is
nothing short of seismic.
In the ship finance world, Mr Norton is
a true original – probably the first modernday shipping investment banker in New
York, since before that phrase was even
coined. After spending 11 years as
generalist at Lazard, in 1995 he was
elevated to general partner and became the
head of shipping. That role led to some
notable achievements, including his
advisory work in Frontline’s absorption of
London and Overseas Freighters, and the
sale of Pacific Bulk Shipping.

HOW I WORK

Mr Norton’s reputation in public
listings and public debt issues began to take
root in the 1990s, when he spearheaded the
flotations of Nordic American Tanker
Shipping and Knightsbridge Tankers,
believed to be the first shipping companies
built on high dividends and controlled
leverage.
In 2000, Mr Norton moved to Bear
Stearns as Senior Managing Director and
Head of Shipping, and was a key player in
the flood of shipping initial public offerings
that ensued in the mid-2000s. This expertise
served as the platform for a move to
Jefferies in the summer of 2007, as
Managing Director and Global Head of the
maritime investment banking group.
Jefferies was so keen to have him that it
allowed Mr Norton to take May to July
2007 as gardening leave, as mandated by
his Bear Stearns contract. His impact was
immediate when he did get his feet under
his desk. Jefferies advised Arlington
Tankers in its August 2008 merger with
General Maritime, which was the last major
shipping deal before the economic crash.
With shipping in a quandary in the
years that followed, Jefferies became active
in restructuring advisory work, in which Mr
Norton played a stellar hand as well.
Then, after what amounted to a 27-year
innings in investment banking, he joined
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Oceanbulk in January this year, tasked with
the brief of helping the Greek owner and its
investment partner Oaktree build a fleet of
dry bulk carriers from scratch.
No executives hold titles at the parent
Oceanbulk, but Mr Norton is de facto head
of Oceanbulk Maritime USA, a wholly
owned subsidiary based in New York that
was formed along with his induction.
Mr Norton is also Chief Financial
Officer and Head of Corporate Development
at Oceanbulk Carriers and Oceanbulk
Shipping, joint venture companies between
Oceanbulk
and
Oaktree
Distress
Opportunities Funds, a vehicle controlled by
the eponymous private equity giant.
Oaktree owns the majority in the joint
ventures and Oceanbulk a minority. These
two entities are said to have committed up
to $500m in initial seed money for the joint
ventures to embark on their corporate
mission.
The joint ventures already have
newbuildings on order. Oceanbulk Carriers
has penned letters of intent for four
ultramaxes in China, plus four options.
Oceanbulk Shipping is awaiting deliveries
in 2014-2015 of one kamsarmax, three
capesizes and two capesize options in
Japan. Oceanbulk Shipping also has one
modern capesize and one modern supramax
already trading.
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The existing pair of bulkers is
technically managed by New York-listed
Star Bulk, which Mr Pappas chairs. Mr
Norton would not be drawn on whether
future additions to the joint ventures’ fleets
would be handed to Star Bulk as well.
On the surface, Mr Norton’s
responsibility is simple: To help grow the
joint ventures’ fleets, and potentially take
Oceanbulk Carriers and Oceanbulk
Shipping public at an undetermined time in
the future, when conditions are conducive.
“My job is to help Oceanbulk develop
opportunities that might not have been
available before I joined,” he said. “My
responsibility is to create the framework to
analyse those opportunities, and to finance
those opportunities.”
Mr Norton ruled out any immediate
IPO plans, and seemed equally sure that the
Oceanbulk vehicles would not raise money
in the near term through public debt
securities. These are areas, of course,
where Jefferies and its new head of
shipping, Jeffrey Pribor, are leading
experts.
“If we ever are in a place where we
need an investment banker, it would be
negligent of me not to talk to Jeff and
Jefferies, among others” Mr Norton said.
For the immediate horizon, however, he
expects to raise money to complement
the equity largely through conventional
bank loans.
“While at some point I do not rule out
working with banks in complicated
financial situations, so far [the joint
ventures’] expansion strategy has been

straightforward. At this point, I think all we
need is conventional bank loans.”
Mr Norton’s 29-year banking career
should make this a piece of cake. Still, he
admitted that the move to the ship owner’s
side of the table has come with a learning
curve. First, there is the financial side. Mr
Norton is so confident in long-term
prospects at the joint ventures that he has
invested almost his entire liquid net worth
in them.
“So as you can see, my every waking
moment is dedicated to thinking about how
the companies can do even better,” he said.
Philosophically, too, he admits to a sea
change.
“In almost three decades as a banker, I
always tried to understand how owners
thought. I generally dipped below the
financials, to see how they ran their
businesses.
“Despite that habit, now that I am a
ship owner, I find I am still learning how to
run a shipping business. How does an
owner think? There is a lot of attention to
industrial processes. He is concerned with
the entire gamut of keeping a ship running
and bringing in income – everything from
crews, fuel, charters, as well as finance. A
banker’s thinking, on the other hand, is
typically restricted to evaluating how the
credit analyses look.”
Nonetheless, Mr Norton believes his
“ability to think like a lender” will in fact
help his new employers as he sets about the
task of bringing in new capital.
The move to Oceanbulk has also come
with an important perk for Mr Norton: The

complete elimination of his commute to
work (which, it must be said, was only 20
minutes to Jefferies anyway).
Mr Norton owns a three-story private
residence in lower Manhattan, where he
lives with his wife and three children, two
boys aged 14 and two-and-a-half, and a 13year-old girl.
He has rented out the ground floor,
actually the “garden floor”, to Oceanbulk
Maritime USA, where he and his recently
hired secretary work as the only two US
employees.
Mr Norton estimates that he spends
40% of his time in New York and 33% in
Athens, with the rest spent travelling
elsewhere.
“Oceanbulk Maritime is a large
enterprise, but Athens is the nerve centre
and we might not need many more
employees in the US – Oceanbulk
Maritime USA was primarily formed as a
legal way to hire me and my assistant,” Mr
Norton said.
“I must also stress that I am charging
Mr Pappas a rent that no one could
possibly complain about – it is low,
believe me.
“However, look at all the advantages I
get. When I am in New York, I get up at
6:30 am, put on some old clothes, commute
downstairs and start getting into the
European business day.
“There is no way of entering my office
without going outside my house, so my
kids cannot interrupt me once I am at work.
No commute, privacy and great location –
could I have asked for a better office?” ■

Phoon in call for a unified Asian Voice

S

views of Asian ship owners were heard loud and clear on issues
ingapore will continue its drive to be a leading
such as piracy and armed robbery as well as greenhouse
international maritime centre and will
gas emissions.
work even more closely with countries
“We strongly support the education of young
and shipping associations in the region to
people with a potential interest in shipping
realise its goal of creating a unified
through a number of initiatives – including our
‘Asian Voice’ in the shipping industry.
support of the MaritimeONE initiative, the
This was the message given by
provision of scholarships by both the
Singapore Shipping Association
Association and our members and through
(SSA) President Patrick Phoon at a
our support for our SSA YEG (Young
press conference held at the start of
Executives Group) which, incidentally, is
April’s Singapore Maritime Week.
celebrating its seventh anniversary this
“World shipping is moving
year. Encouraging the young to join our
east, that is clear, so it is important
industry is absolutely a key objective of
for the SSA to work more closely
the SSA,” Mr Phoon added.
with other organisations in Asia to
“In fact we are trying very hard to
ensure the Asian message is heard
glamorise the shipping industry to make it
internationally. The industry is going
more ‘sexy’ to attract young people to join our
through difficult times but we must all
shipping industry. We are achieving success in
ensure that shipping is fit and strong
Patrick Phoon, President, Singapore
this. I am pleased to note that even young
when the crisis ends,” Mr Phoon said.
Shipping Association (SSA)
Singaporean women have taken up a seafaring career
The need for a unified ‘Asian Voice’ was

never more important than in the area of shipping
regulation, he stressed, where it was essential that the
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with some of them already onboard ships as deck officers
and engineers.”

DISPATCHES

DISPATCHES
SHIPPING BUSINESS REPORTS

FROM AROUND THE WORLD

Cyprus Financial Crisis

Clinging on to the future

T

he Collapse of the Cypriot banking
system in March and the
introduction of tough fiscal
measures to steady the country’s economy,
took the shipping industry massively by
surprise. But while the Limassol-based
shipping industry backed up by the Nicosia
government has been quick to proffer a
message of business as usual, it has opened
the door to the debate on Cyprus’ future
and the potential for a possible successor
to the Mediterranean island as a major
shipmanagement cluster.
Cyprus stands by its assertion that
shipping is unaffected by the crisis and that
the economy will quickly recover, but there
is a growing feeling that Athens may just be
the ‘left field’ option that ship managers are
looking for; especially if they want to get
close to the 854 ship owners still happily
trading from the Greek capital.
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“I think the attraction of Athens will
grow in any case even if Cyprus did not
have a problem because while we had two
very difficult years, sentiment is changing
now,” said Harry Vafias, CEO of
StealthgGas.
Speaking to SMI, Mr Vafias said:
“People have forgotten that there was a
possibility of Greece exiting the Euro.
Everything has become quite cheap here so
if you combine factors like the abundance
of available personnel, the lowering cost of
living, the nice weather, and the fact that
taxation of shipping is next to zero, then
Athens is an amazing place from which to
run your ships.”
It would appear that this talking up of
Athens as a growing maritime cluster may
not just be linked to optimistic
embellishment. Indeed, two major Cyprusbased
shipmanagement
companies
ISSUE 43 MAY/JUNE 2013

Columbia and V.Ships have formed strategic
management alliances with Greek owners –
the owner of Columbia Shipmanagement,
Schoeller Holdings with Tsakos Shipping
and V.Ships with Costamare. Indeed,
V.Ships very recently announced that the
former President of InterManager had taken
up the new role of General Manager of
V.Ships Greece to spearhead the company’s
expansion into the container market with
Greek-based business Costamare to
establish a cell within V.Ships Greece by the
second quarter of 2013.
According to Alastair Evitt, the new cell
will service vessels under the head
management of Costamare and those of
third party clients, with a restructure
meaning V.Ships Greece will now manage
Ciel Ship Management resources, the
current
Costamare
shipmanagement
company.

DISPATCHES

“

“

He said: “Both companies are set to
benefit from each other’s strengths, with
Costamare’s foothold in the Greek shipping
market enabling us to make the most of
opportunities in that part of the world. They
have a comprehensive understanding of the
business and like V.Ships, are fully focused
on achieving success through continued
growth.”
Harry Vafias does not see an escalation
in these types of owner/manager mergers,
preferring to cite Athens’ real advantages of
a good available workforce, lowering living
and real estate costs and a nearness to your
clients as being the reason that will attract
companies to the Greek capital.
“I know the examples you mentioned
but I don’t think there will be more
examples like this. These are one off cases
of shipping companies who want to find
ways to lower their costs by getting together
with a major ship manager by taking
advantage of its expertise and knowledge.
I do not think this will happen in a big
scale.”
Is there potential for a bigger cluster in
Athens? What is the driving force? Harry
Vafias again: “Don’t forget we have 854
shipping companies here. We don’t need
anything else, so if you want to be close to
the owners and you are a broker or an
investment banker or an insurance broker,
whatever, why not be here next to your
clients? Where else can you have such an
abundance of owners in such a small
proximity? Nowhere. This is the number
one argument. If you think that you are in
Athens and in 20 minutes radius you have
access to 800 companies.
“You will see more and more
companies coming here because of the
improved sentiment. Also the government
is more serious than the previous one. We
have had two difficult years but finally with
a lot of hard work and gainful measures we
have started to see some good results. It
took some time but some of these measures
showed people it was worth the painful
measures and the high taxes.
“Tourist bookings this year are up 30%
- a crazy increase. So generally people are
very happy on a comparative basis – not as
happy as 2007 when the markets were high
but in comparison with the beginning of last
year sentiment is very positive. If we
maintain this it will be very good in a
couple of years,” he confirmed.
And what of the situation in Cyprus?
Well, according to a report by Ernst &
Young, the island’s business credentials will
remain largely unaffected by the crisis.
“Despite the planned changes in taxation,
the favourable environment of Cyprus for
the international businesses companies
remains significantly unaffected,” it said.
But while the country will continue to
promote its position as an attractive

People are now
asking questions
about the validity of
the European Union
Captain Kuba Szymanski,
Secretary General of
InterManager

international centre, there are concerns
internally that the situation was allowed to
happen in the first place. And there are
wider concerns about the overall viability of
the Eurozone itself.
Captain Kuba Szymanski, Secretary
General of InterManager, added to the
debate: “I was surprised when everything
happened as it did. It all happened when we
were in the US for CMA. And while the
situation was gruesome, we didn’t know to
what extent we would be affected because
the lack of information is always worse than
having too much information.
“So being in the US when your credit
card stops working and you cannot make a
payment to your own people, makes you
very very worried. And the banks, Laiki
especially, were not available to explain;
they sent no emails and returned no phone
calls, and the day they froze all the bank
accounts, cash flow was the biggest
problem. If you combine that with rumours
that you may lose £10K or £100K then the
situation wasn’t very nice. At the end of the
day, businesses did not lose, but that is with
hindsight. On March 18th the situation did
not look good. All the money in the bank
was not available to us.
“A lot of smaller companies were
affected by that. I can’t imaging a shipping
company just having one bank account. Any
shipping company would have other bank
accounts in different jurisdictions. So all the
big companies did not have a problem but if
MAY/JUNE 2013 ISSUE 43

you take the smaller Cyprus-based players
then they were in trouble. As far as the
shipping industry was concerned there was
panic, but this panic has been overcome.
People are now asking questions about the
validity of the European Union.
“I am not necessarily concerned about
Cyprus but about Europe. If you think about
it, shipping doesn’t have to be in Europe;
shipping has been drifting away because
Europe has acted badly. The European
Union is not helping shipping – it is not
helping cadets, it is extremely bureaucratic
and it is slow. Then all of a sudden when you
have jurisdictions that are user friendly like
Singapore and Hong Kong, why would
anyone stay in Europe? And now the
decision which really hurts business in
Europe is the freezing of accounts in
Cyprus.
“So statistics may show that it may be
the last straw which broke the camel’s back.
And people will be moving out. The IoM
was trying to attract business and smaller
companies have moved around but the IoM
is close to the EU. The answer could be
Singapore and Hong Kong,” he added.
“It’s fair to say that the local
community as well as the shipping
companies did not really expect the
financial situation to develop in the way it
did,” said Andreas Hadjipetrou, Deputy
Managing
Director
of
Columbia
Shipmanagement
“It was a surprise having a major bank
go bankrupt and the largest bank on the
island having to undergo restructuring. This
is definitely not good for the island and
subsequently for the companies operating
here because it affects the morale of the
people, and there is a social impact on the
local community and foreigners also
working here in Cyprus who we want to
keep,” he said.
In terms of the social environment, as
far as the people are concerned this has
been a shock and it has become one of the
things that people are talking about on a
daily basis, the Columbia boss added.
“Of course this has affected business as
well - in Cyprus and how Cyprus is seen by
the outside world and how business is done
locally. Being a shipping company, we are
primarily involved in international business
which means you can do your worldwide
operations, servicing the ships out of any
office location and through the means of
communicating these days we will still be
able to conduct our business without the
operations really being affected.
“On that basis, and during the period
that we had the banking sector closed here
in Cyprus and the imposition of the tight
restrictions, yes it is a fact that our business
was disturbed to some extent, but not to a
major extent because, like with most
shipping companies based in Cyprus, we do
SHIP MANAGEMENT INTERNATIONAL
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maintain bank accounts internationally as
well as here locally so we have been able to
conduct our business via our bank accounts
abroad. I believe this has also been the case
for the industry.
So will companies start to move money
out of Cyprus?
Andreas Hadjipetrou again: “There is
surely a risk that some of the companies
conducting their banking here in Cyprus,
but who were not doing it with the two
main banks, would move money out of
Cyprus. So, the banking sector would
obviously shrink and would be affected by
this change but the fact that local companies
do have offices here and do employ
qualified people out of Cyprus does not
mean they will close offices or will move
out of Cyprus.”
Mr Hadjipetrou is not concerned that
Cyprus will shrink as a maritime centre
although he believes it will be tough for the
island to bounce back. “I think it will be
tough. It will take time to reach the same
level as before. At the same time we
shouldn’t forget that Cyprus is still an
attractive location to do business from. The
tax regime has not been significantly
affected. Corporation tax will increase to
12.5% which is still quite good, and if you
look at personal taxation, this is still better
than most European countries.
“Cyprus is a country with a very nice
climate, and people do like to live here.
There are many advantages to doing
business out of Cyprus,” he concluded.
“Cyprus is a small country, it is a small
economy, it is easy to bring things back to
where they were. That is the positive side,”
said Thomas Kazakos, Director General of
the Cyprus Shipping Chamber (CSC). “But
don’t think I am saying everything is hunky
dory. No the whole thing was a big issue
and a big blow built around this big new
financial policy that the Eurozone group
decided to start applying starting with
Cyprus. Maybe it was because we were the
smallest European economy and we are a

I think the attraction
of Athens will grow in
any case even if Cyprus did
not have a problem
Harry Vafias, CEO of
StealthGas
test case to try this new policy. My
concern is whether this new non-tested
policy will have an impact on the medium
to longer-term viability of the Eurozone
itself. This is the bigger issue. It is
not about what happened to the two
Cypriot banks.
“I say in an ironic way that Cyprus is
now the safest investment place around
because what has happened to Cyprus has
happened to Cyprus and other countries
are starting to get in line to take the test.
What has happened to us and, I am not
saying we are blameless, because we could
have taken financial measures ourselves,
that was our fault. I am the first to admit
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where was our central bank, why did it
allow this to happen.
“But the €10 billion loan Cyprus will
be receiving from Europe is the same
amount of money that was allowed to go
through these troubled banks through
emergency liquidity assistance from the
European Central Bank itself. Whether our
bankers were liable or incompetent is being
investigated at the moment and our central
bank may have lacked proper experience.
That is our Mea Culpa but regarding the
regulatory bodies of the Eurozone itself,
how were they allowed to give €10bn of
emergency liquidity assistance to a bank
that wasn’t obviously going the way it
should be going? These banks that have
been amalgamated will, we believe, come
out stronger in the medium to longer term
because they are in the process of
restructuring,” he said.
Kazakos again: “What happened was
that a substantial banking issue developed
out of which the two main banks in Cyprus
were affected. One is being closed down
and absorbed from the other big one but the
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My concern is
whether this new
non-tested policy will have an
impact on the medium to
longer-term viability
of the Eurozone itself
Thomas Kazakos, Director
General of the Cyprus
Shipping Chamber (CSC)

rest of the banking system has not been
affected. Because of the decision to freeze
assets on deposit, the first time ever in
Europe, panic spread. It was supposed to
happen across the whole of the banking
sector including local and international
banks but because of the outcry and the
rejection that followed, the decision was
taken to freeze the assets in these two
banks. The rest of the banks have not been
affected. However, because the amount
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needed to recapitalise these two banks as
well as the state debt to the level of €10bn,
this was a substantial amount for Cyprus
but small amount for the rest of Europe.”
Despite imposition of the banking
restriction after the banks reopened on 28th
March shipping has been unaffected.
Kazakos again: “The first few days were
difficult because in order to take any money
out you had to get permission but the
restrictions have been eased up and we
believe that by the end of May there will be
no restrictions.”
This point was echoed by Philippos
Philis, Chairman and CEO of Lemissoler
Navigation, an owner and manager of bulk
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carriers, container vessels and pallet/ro-ro
carriers. “It is still the case that Cyprus is
an attractive centre for shipping – there has
been no impact at all. We are continuing to
operate uninterrupted. Because there is no
impact even on money that was initially
blocked, they have been released apart from
those that we need to prove are client
accounts but practically speaking all new
money coming in is fully released. We are
operating 100% uninterrupted.”
What about attracting new people in?
“I have received in the past month maybe
six to seven applications from people
overseas looking for jobs here as
superintendents. There is no change to the
existing tonnage tax as from 2010. There is
nothing that has changed. The government
will pay more attention to attracting more
shipping companies now because it is part
of the economy that is affected. Tourism
and shipping are the two main sectors that
the government will focus on.
“The government has announced a
number of undersecretary positions – one
for shipping and one for tourism. Tourism is
improving. Shipping is something they pay
a lot of attention to and one of the primary
tasks of the new undersecretary is to market
the tonnage tax and attract more companies
to relocate to Cyprus,” he said.
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It is still the case that
Cyprus is an
attractive centre for shipping
– there has been no
impact at all
Philippos Philis,
Chairman and CEO of
Lemissoler Navigation

Cyprus made the announcement to
create this new position to deliver the
campaign promises of the country’s new
President, Nicos Anastasiades, whose first
days in office were derailed by the island’s
banking shock. The move has been a
longstanding goal of the shipping
community based on the island and appears
to signal strengthening bonds between the
industry and the government in the wake of
the crisis.
Mr Anastasiades has pledged measures
to reinforce the sector and to intensify
efforts to end the long-running Turkish
embargo against Cyprus-flag ships, which
constitute the third-largest fleet in the
European Union. Mr Anastasiades said at
the time: “We now come to realise that
under these extreme circumstances
merchant shipping is perhaps the only
sector in Cyprus that operates on a global
scale and whose size and international
importance go far beyond the size of
Cyprus as a country.” Shipping “now
constitutes a crucial part of the spinal
column upon which the Cyprus economy
will depend in its road to recovery”, he said.
“This on its own is a perfectly good reason
for advocating the creation of this position.”
Mr Anastasiades said that shipping “as a
direct local and foreign investment in
Cyprus must be safeguarded and promoted
even more”. In often heated negotiations
with the troika in March, the overall
operational and tax infrastructure for
shipping was not affected, he said. “This is
now a great opportunity to advertise our

strengths in order to counterbalance our
weaknesses and the government is ready to
initiate or support any such actions.”
He said Cyprus’ shipping still faced
trade prohibitions imposed by Turkey on
Cyprus ships calling at Turkish ports and
pledged that “efforts made by the Cyprus
government to end this illegality against our
country and EU shipping at large will be
intensified and continue until these illegal
restrictions are lifted”. Shipping has
traditionally fallen under the aegis of
Cyprus’ Ministry of Communications and
Works. One of the first challenges that an
undersecretary for shipping will confront is
the lack of a permanent Director at the
Department of Merchant Shipping, based in
Limassol. The post has been vacant for the
last year and negotiations with creditors
have seen vacant civil service positions

frozen. The director’s position is being
rotated between acting directors.
“We need the immediate appointment
of a Director at the Department of Merchant
Shipping,” said CSC President Eugen
Adami. He said strict austerity measures
imposed on Cyprus, and the temporary
banking restrictions, had affected the
“smooth operation also of the shipping
companies based in Cyprus”. The
government and fiscal authorities have
sought to help shipping to operate without
significant interruption and to preserve
outside confidence in the industry. “These
restrictions are being reduced by the day. It
is, however, now most imperative that all
restrictions are lifted the soonest. Our aim
must be to reduce to the least possible
extent the exposure of shipping companies
to the affected banks.” ■
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hipping companies can’t afford to
cut corners when it comes to safety
training, but E-learning specialists
are focusing on how small, seemingly
insignificant mistakes can culminate
towards a catastrophe onboard – and
paying attention to these finer details is a
vital weapon in preventing devastation
at sea.
The tragic reality of deaths in enclosed
spaces indicates more should be done to
educate seafarers of associated dangers and
how apparently simple, logical actions –
such as rushing to the rescue of a crewmate
without first properly considering the risks
– can jeopardise safety.
Videotel Marine International, supplier
of maritime training and education
solutions, has produced a training
programme – the ‘Entry into Enclosed
Spaces Series’, to educate seafarers on the
topic because, as Nigel Cleave, CEO, told
SMI: “One death in enclosed spaces is
too many.”
According to Videotel, casualties are
often caused by seemingly innocuous
cargoes such as timber, charcoal and steel,
all of which have taken their toll on the
lives of seafarers and continue to do so.
Training each and every individual at risk
is vital, as many seafarers are unaware of
ISSUE 43 MAY/JUNE 2013

dangers such as fumes which can emit from
cargoes and so, many crewmembers do not
realise the need to be cautious with
such cargoes.
Noting that deaths in enclosed spaces
have become an unfortunate fact in
industry, but that this rarely makes
headlines, Mr Cleave said raising
awareness of the problem among seafarers
and their employers will be key to address
the problem.
Videotel’s Enclosed Spaces Series,
which was produced in association with
Mines Rescue Marine, is a seven-module
course plus an accompanying CBT with a
broad remit, serving as suitable viewing for
all kinds of maritime professionals,
including seafarers, superintendents and
classification professionals.
Videotel has made a commitment to
this issue by working in partnership with a
number of industry bodies, including Mines
Rescue, to develop the Entry into Enclosed
Spaces series, a comprehensive programme
consisting of seven modules (awareness;
preparation and procedures; equipment;
enclosed spaces entry; emergency
procedures and rescue; correct use of
breathing apparatus; and working in
enclosed spaces), along with an
accompanying CBT course.

E-LEARNING

A

A grim reality
s maritime insurance companies
have confirmed, deaths in
enclosed spaces remain a grave
reality in our industry and the problem is
made all the more tragic considering how
easily avoidable such deaths are.
The Britannia Steam Ship Insurance
Association told SMI about its handling of
a claim where a stevedore died in an
enclosed space. This occurred when third
parties were working onboard a vessel,
carrying out cargo operations.
In this incident, the stevedore entered a
cargo hold while the ship was discharging a
cargo of coal. A fully enclosed spiral ladder
was fitted at the aft bulkhead of the hold
and the lower opening of the ladder was
immersed in the cargo and harmful gases
entered the spiral ladder space. The
stevedore succumbed to the presence of
harmful gases and a lack of oxygen in the
spiral ladder space.
Many cargo spaces onboard ships fall
within the definition of an enclosed space
and so, crew must remain vigilant during
loading and discharge operations and
ensure that access by stevedores and other
third parties is carefully monitored and
controlled in compliance with standard
operational procedures and with the ship’s
enclosed space entry procedures. Cargo
spaces may also be deficient in oxygen
and/or contain flammable or toxic fumes,
gases or vapours.
Britannia has made entry into enclosed
spaces a major feature of its technical
seminar programme in recent years and the
Club has been keen to emphasise the need
for proper procedures and arrangements
prior to any entry into an enclosed space.

Videotel is continuing to develop
programmes in this important area to ensure
maximum impact on its seafarer audience,
and to raise awareness of the issue with ship
owners and ship managers around the world.
According to the Marine Accident
Investigators International Forum, accidents
in enclosed and confined spaces continue to
be some of the most common causes of
work-related fatalities onboard today. Mr
Cleave added: “Every seafarer should be
made aware of the risks of enclosed spaces –
and indeed, have the message reinforced at
every opportunity – there is no justification
for another death.
“The legislation is in place; by law
vessels should have the proper equipment in
place, and yet time and time again seafarers
fail to use the protection available to them
and another preventable death is in
the news.”
He said when a serious incident has
occurred, particularly when a seafarer sees a
colleague has collapsed or is in distress, the
natural instinct to immediately go to the
rescue can be intense and this often leads to
multiple casualties, with the first seafarer
collapsing and his crewmates then rushing to
his aid and themselves being overcome.
“This is the very reason we choose video
as the medium for Videotel’s courses in this
area. It makes a unique, emotive connection
with the seafarer, ensuring that the proper
safety procedures – and the reasons for them
– stay in the mind even under the stress of an
emergency situation,” Mr Cleave said.
“We have created films with actors
portraying scenes and we have aimed to
make it realistic, but shocking, such that it
will stay in the minds of seafarers for a long
time,” Mr Cleave said.
Another company specialising in
maritime training films is Walport, which,
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with its new film The Human Element
(created jointly with Pukka Films), has
created a powerful device focused on how
simple mistakes from each crew member
can add up to a disaster onboard.
The Human Element was adapted
from the award-winning book of the same
name produced for the UK Maritime &
Coastguard Agency (MCA), by Dik
Gregory and Paul Shanahan of GS
Partnership – a firm specialising in
organisational psychology. However, the
film is not simply a ‘re-make’ of the book
but instead, draws on its major themes
concisely, creating a fascinating ‘who
dunnit’ kind of scenario. Following a
major incident onboard, the viewer is
presented with an account of what
happened from each crew member, along
with ‘re-enactments’ to help demonstrate
events from each crew member’s point
of view.
The resulting product, which comes
with a facilitator’s training booklet, is
sleek, high quality and gives the feeling
of watching a motion picture in your local
cinema with professional, convincing
actors and an engrossing storyline. The
film aims to highlight how a major
incident could have been prevented if
each character took more care, thought
and attention. Positive and negative
aspects of the human element are also
explored, including how issues such as
home life problems or a heavy workload
can distract crew members to extremes in
their daily tasks.
At a screening of the finished product
in Soho, London, Marc Williams, Human
Element Development Manager at the
MCA, said: “We’ve learnt how to identify
problems in human behaviour and how to
employ procedures to help cope in high-
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pressure situations but it is important we don’t lost sight of
the fact that the human element also contributes to our
successes.”
Walport’s Training Producer, Chris Young, told SMI
great care has been taken to make the film’s scenario as
realistic as possible, including through the use of actors
with recognisable nationalities (Filipino, Indian, German
etcetera). He said the scriptwriter also worked hard to
make the film more dramatic but with careful consultation
from shipping experts. The script was re-worked a number
of times to get the training element correct but also to make
it believable.
Stills from The Human Element Film provided courtesy of Walport/Headland Media
“The Human Element film, along with the
accompanying in-depth training booklet, is aimed at
creating greater operational mindfulness, thereby allowing
safety, rather than danger, to emerge from human
behaviour. We set out to make people really think about
their actions and we think we have adapted a great book
into a fantastic training aid for maritime staff at all levels,”
Mr Young said.
Mr Young also explained how his own, personal
experience of health and safety influenced the film: “I used
to work in the construction industry, where I got hurt in an
accident after taking a shortcut – we were lucky to get
away with what we did. I understand the rationale some
people have, whereby they won’t pay proper attention to
protocol, but I have a new take on this now. I hope I can
make a difference and that’s why I worked on this film – I
am utterly determined to make a difference.” ■
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espite the heavily publicised roll
out of the mandated carriage of
ECDIS, many ship owners and
operators are still going into the new area
of navigation with their eyes closed.
That’s according to Colin Stephenson,
Digital Sales Manager at chart suppliers
Thomas Gunn, who says many are still
unprepared for what lies ahead when their
vessels are required to convert to an
electronic chart display and information
system.
Since the mandation timetable started
last July, some companies have already had
to make the switch-over for some of their
vessels, depending on type and size, but by
2018 all passenger ships over 500 GT and
all commercial vessels over 3,000 GT will
have to carry such systems.
Nearly a year on from the introduction
of the mandate, Mr Stephenson is urging
companies to learn from the experiences of
those who are already using ECDIS as
several problems have come to light.
“Everyone has been regularly exposed
to the timeline for the roll out mandated
carriage of ECDIS thanks to the heavily
copied diagram produced by British
Admiralty a few years ago. Although from
what we see in the market, how well it has
registered with the managers and fleet
directors that have to make the appropriate
decisions on how their fleets meet the
requirements is fairly mixed and on a more
practical level there is a lot that can be
learned from the experience of shipping
companies that have already made the
transition,” said Mr Stephenson.
One of the main problems he has seen
is companies rushing to use ECDIS without
a clear understanding of what is required.
“If you swap from a paper chart to a
digital chart, some of the symbols are
completely different and the colour scheme
is changed completely – it is quite a
transition,” he warned.
He recently spent a number of days
visiting tanker operators in the Middle East
who are moving towards ECDIS mandation
and who said they were going to keep paper
charts onboard.
“They want to allow their crews to get
used to using ECDIS alongside paper charts
because of the training and because they are
not yet confident to go fully digital. I think
that is a great idea.
“Unforeseeable problems with an
ECDIS have caused unnecessary delays and
significant costs that could have been
avoided by what is a very small investment.
We recommend ships carry a back-up folio
of paper charts.”
Jason Scholey, Product Manager for the
United Kingdom Hydrographic Office,
agreed saying: “It is far from clear that ship
owners and operators yet appreciate how
long or complex the transition process to

ECDIS

digital navigation can be. The key is to start
planning as soon as possible.”
Another major problem which has been
highlighted during the past year, has been the
training involved with ECDIS.
“The training is a big issue. When we
visit our customers they are saying they
cannot get their people trained in time and it
is so expensive,” said Mr Stephenson.
“Also, if they train a person on one
system and they are then promoted and for
logistical or crewing reasons they have to
move to another vessel, they have to consider
they might have to be trained on another
ECDIS unit. It is so difficult for them.”
The United Kingdom Hydrographic
Office said it was estimated that up
to 200,000 officers still needed to go
through generic and type-specific
ECDIS training between now and the
end of 2018.
Mr Scholey said: “ECDIS
mandation has created the need for a
significant number of seafarers to
undergo ECDIS training in a
relatively short period of time, which
could create the temptation to cut
corners.
“With this in mind, we welcome
the revisions made to IMO training
requirements as an important move
to raise training standards. We shared
the concerns of others in the industry
that seafarers may undergo training
that did not meet the Standards of
Training,
Certification
and
Watchkeeping (STCW) requirements
or that they may turn to training
providers that lacked the necessary
ECDIS expertise. This not only
raised concerns about compliance
with mandated training standards,
but also seriously undermined the safety at
sea of vessels and crew.”
He said that by setting out a more
stringent set of criteria governing the required
content of its ECDIS Model Course,
including a 40-hour course outline, a
maximum instructor-trainee ratio of 12:1, a
more detailed teaching syllabus and the need
for robust evaluation across five areas and 27
topics, the IMO had “acted to address these
concerns”.
However, Michael Bergmann, Director
Maritime Industry for Jeppesen Marine,
which makes electronic navigational charts,
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Gunn’s Colin Stephenson believes this is not
as effective as direct learning.
“Keep the time between training and the
time the crew goes aboard and starts using the
equipment as short as possible otherwise it’s
only human nature to forget if you don’t put
the training into action straight away.”
With regards to incidents and accidents
related to improper use of ECDIS and how
better training may have prevented them,
Jeppesen’s Mr Bergmann said it was a “very
sensitive” area and would need much
research to create sound statements.
“As such I only can say that I would love
to see academic research on this topic to
better help the industry and regulators to
streamline training courses – model
or detailed courses – based on
incident and accident reports. One
way of helping to utilise incident and
accident reports could be to
introduce an ‘effects on training
requirements’ section in those
reports so the body creating the
report can shed some light on these
aspects.”
Mr Stephenson said other
problems which had come to light
since the mandate introduction
included confusion over the
Martek, iECDIS
difference
between
official
electronic charts and unofficial
alternatives and ENC housekeeping.
“Unlike other electronic chart
services like ARCS, ENCs do not
switch off or disappear from your
chart folio and ECDIS screen when
they expire. The crew still have
access to them but importantly they
aren’t being updated.
“One of the common problems
we are seeing with Vetting and Port
State Control inspections on ships navigating
He also said it was important to look at
digitally are observations around out of date
on-going training, to make sure crews were
ENCs onboard, and because there are many
using ECDIS correctly and some member
more ENCS than there are paper charts with
states were asking for time-related ECDIS
complex three, six, nine or 12-month licence
training certificates, lasting for five years.
periods, it is no mean feat for the bridge team
“In other industries it is common practice
to keep track of the coverage they should
for regular refresher training. This concept is
have onboard.
not necessarily well established in the marine
He added: “We also often get calls from
navigational environment, but as systems are
ships unable to access a chart they need.
improving and changing, refresher training
They’ve purchased it and downloaded the
can help to ensure a mariner is up to speed.”
permit and can’t work out why it won’t
In terms of the resources available to
display. The reality is that while electronic
train all the people that need training, options
charts make a huge difference in terms of
include distance E-learning, but Thomas

questioned whether the training revisions
were enough.
“The new versions of training
requirement documents have closed some
gaps. Still, I see possibilities of improvement
by focusing training more on limitations of
electronic navigation and type specific
limitations. Training in general looks more
toward what the system can do and how to
navigate with those tools in hand. While this
is important, the aspect of limitations intrinsic
with electronic navigation and the special
technology and implementation focused
borders of specific systems need to be fully
understood to be able to get the full
situational awareness.”
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getting faster access to charts as and when
required and can be a lot more flexible than
the paper alternatives, you still need to have
the ENC data onboard before you can access
it. So, for many ships with limited bandwidth
that means weekly deliveries of ENC update
CDs and being unable to access new charts
immediately.
One company which is aiming to combat
this problem and revolutionise ENC updates
is manufacturer of maritime electronics and
safety systems Martek Marine.
It will soon launch its iECDIS with builtin GSM mobile connectivity technology
providing wireless updates ranging from
simple daily Notices to Mariners to full chart
downloads required each month by law. It is
claimed to be the first ECDIS system which
does not rely on time-consuming and
logistically challenging physical disc updates
or expensive VSAT or broadband downloads.
“Ships currently have to organise a
monthly delivery of paper charts to coincide
with port visits, while navigators have to
mark Notices to Mariners on charts as they
are received. The iECDIS eliminates these
issues, freeing time for navigators to
concentrate on safe sailing using clear,
automatically updated charts.”
Mr Stephenson advised companies to
ensure they had good quality day to day
technical support from their chart agent.

“The market is being flooded with
smaller ECDIS manufacturers promising
worldwide technical support and service but
will they really have the resources to repair
one of your ECDIS units when it fails off the
coast of Africa or South America?”
One technical problem which has been
experienced by a number of vessels using
ECDIS is the settings of alarms. Although all
ECDIS units work to the same criteria,
sometimes one of them will flash a very
audible and visual alarm for, say, an expired
chart, but another could just have a bleep in
the corner.
“The trouble is that these ECDIS units
are setting off alarms all the time depending
on which criteria you have them set to for
warning levels. People might get used to
thinking it’s not an important alarm going off
when it’s something serious,” said Mr
Stephenson.
“The alarm status could do with being
standardised with every ECDIS displaying
the same alarm in the same way.”
Did Mr Stephenson expect so many
teething problems to have arisen from the
ECDIS mandation?
“To be honest, yes. We never thought it
would be easy. Because of the delay in flag
states eventually quantifying what they
wanted, or their interpretation of the ECDIS
mandation, the ship manager didn’t even

know what he had to do to comply for his
flag state’s mandation and as such that put a
delay on things and really the 2014 deadline
became slightly unachievable I think.
“We have to go to the customer armed
with a set of information about what the
vessel is and what flag state it is, and saying
your flag state allows this on these three
vessels but on these six vessels you have to
do this instead. There are a lot of different
scenarios – it’s not straight forward.”
UKHO’s Mr Scholey said: “There are
dozens of ECDIS models on the market and
differing flag state and classification society
requirements on ECDIS Type Approval
certifications, installation requirements and
approved training. They also need to be
aware of the practical aspects of how
compliance is to be demonstrated, such as the
evidence of generic and type-specific ECDIS
training that port state control inspectors will
be looking for.
“There is no silver bullet when it comes
to arming seafarers with the ECDIS training
that they need. Owners and operators need to
take a number of steps, including reviewing
the ECDIS training certificates of their
officers, establishing their generic and typespecific ECDIS training needs and
identifying an appropriate training provider,
but above all, they need to start preparing
early.” ■
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ince the Arab Spring of late 2010,
Dubai has been hailed as a kind of
safe haven, as shipping companies
wary of setting up shop with the potential
for political unrest on their doorstep, are
choosing the ‘City of Gold’ as a secure
option in the Middle East.
Lars Modin, Managing Director,
International Tanker Management, which
is headquartered in Dubai, with branch
offices in Germany, Singapore and
Houston, said he is unsure if Dubai has
inadvertently capitalised on unrest in
other parts of the Middle East, but he
acknowledged the region’s maritime
cluster has become a definite business
hotspot.
“The Middle East growth trend is
boosting the situation for Dubai as a
regional hub,” Mr Modin said. “The local
regimes have seen this as a potential
power tool and are boosting the types of
activities that shipping generates.”
But is shipowning becoming a greater
part of the regional hub? “When you talk
about shipowning I suppose you talk
about investment, so the answer is yes,”
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Mr Modin said. “Hopefully this will
create waves for the ship managers.
“The present opportunities in the low
market attract investors and this timing
coincides with a larger interest for the
shipping industry where it is expected
substantial profitability can be realised.”
One man who is keenly aware of the
profitability potential in Dubai’s shipping
cluster is Khamis Juma Buamim, Chairman,
Drydocks World and Maritime World, who
said his business strategy for the coming
years will depend on a ‘holistic approach’,
with respect for the fact that after careful
plotting, his company has discovered the
only industries with a growth cycle up to
2030 are those relating to oil, gas and energy.
“We must change but not allow change
to change us,” Mr Juma Buamim said. “A
company like ours has a great future and
immense global potential. We know where
we would like to be and we don’t mind the
challenges but we know how to handle them.
We have sustained our company through
severe, turbulent times and financial
difficulties and we have emerged
triumphant.”
ISSUE 43 MAY/JUNE 2013

“We are targeting specific areas in the
energy sector, offshore and engineering,
ship and rig repair maintenance and
overhauling, shipbuilding and conversion,
floating storage offloading and floating
production, storage and offloading units.
We also undertake mega fabrication for
offshore wind power facilities and
structures.”
The Middle East is becoming a kind of
specialist centre when it comes to windfarm
construction and according to Jørgen Traun,
Det Norske Veritas’s (DNV) Regional
Manager for India and the Middle East,
2013 marks a period of rapid growth in this
sector, with operational demands,
particularly for jack-up system designs,
coming to the fore.
Mr Traun confirmed that at least 20
new windfarm installation vessels will be
required by 2020, to meet Europe’s
anticipated growth in offshore wind
capacity (expected to reach 40GW,
according to the European Wind Energy
Association).
“Growth in vessel orders is now
doubling every two years, Mr Traun said.

DUBAI

REGIONAL FOCUS

“It is critical that the already established
practice of allowing for limited design
conditions are treated consistently across
flag states and that emerging trends in
operational requirements are catered for.”
With Dubai-based companies realising
the need to collaborate in order to maximise
their business potential, this has led to the
setting up of the Dubai Council for Marine
and Maritime Industries, a new umbrella
industry body, designed to help enhance the
region’s shipping sector. Mr Modin said of
the Council: “I don’t know what this will
produce but it is a sign of something
happening.”
This new Council is in its infancy,
having held its first introductory members’
meeting in April, but it boasts local
members from a broad range of shipping
companies and related services providers.
It currently has three committees focused
on Technical Services, Legal Affairs and
Corporate Communications.
When asked what the Council aims to
achieve, Mr Juma Buamim, Council
Member for Drydocks World and Maritime
World, said: “We aim to present a strong
industry voice at relevant platforms. The
Council will strive to support government
initiatives for the industry and local and
international laws and regulations related to
the marine industry.
“It is also committed to working with
an environmental conscience and

2.27 million m² of reclaimed land has
been earmarked.
Overseen by Maritime World, DMC
also houses an academic quarter, containing
the Emirates International Academy, while
the industrial precinct repairs and maintains
ships and yachts and provides maritime
services.
On SMI’s visit to the site, a large
number of empty units suggested demand
for a spot in this maritime hub may not be
as high as expected and some companies
based there claim to have suffered
setbacks, including major delays in the

“Although this was an extremely difficult
ask, once again the challenge was taken up
and slowly but surely we prevailed. We have
maintained the agreed strategy that was the
objective at inception – a three phase process.”
Mr Juma Buamim added that he is
confident in sticking to this schedule as a
number of milestones have been put in
place to ensure this will be successful, and
he said his company is heavily involved in
re-building the infrastructure and increasing
capacity at DMC.
“In the commercial side of the city, we
have resolved many of the outstanding

promoting green industries that will direct
the future of shipping.” The Council is
also designed to develop business
collaboration, integration and synergies
and will participate in industry dialogues
on laws and regulations.
Such efforts to enhance maritime
business in the country may give further
encouragement to shipping companies
considering a move to Dubai. Lars Modin
again: “I am not sure if it is a safe haven
but Dubai in general is very busy right
now. With this comes financial
accessibility and a willingness to
participate in what will make good
investment sense.”
Indeed, a ‘willingness to participate’
from Foreign shipping companies has
seen major investment in the region, as an
influx of new players must be catered to.
One project tipped to assist new amd
established maritime businesses in the
region is Dubai Maritime City (DMC), the
world’s first purpose-built maritime centre
– a gargantuan industrial park of sorts,
which is not yet fully complete, for which

connection of utilities, such as electricity
and water, to their units.
The ambitious project, located near
Port Rashid, may need more time to
establish itself in the hearts and minds of
local maritime bosses, such as Lars Modin:
“My personal opinion is that it is another
money generating association [Dubai
Maritime City Authority] that doesn’t have
full back-up from the industry. There are
still too many questions as to how this
would benefit maritime related companies.”
Phase three of the DMC is expected to
conclude by 2014, though some are
sceptical owing to previous delays in the
project. But Maritime World Chairman
Khamis Juma Buamim has made
assurances that this will happen on
schedule: “As you can appreciate, like
many mega projects of the world, the
financial downturn adversely affected the
initial development of DMC. In the last
quarter of 2012, we were asked to resolve
all problems that stood in front of the relaunch of DMC and to get back on stream
in earnest.

commercial issues relating to the global
financial slowdown of 2008. We are reemerging just as strong as we were prior to
the financial meltdown. The phased out
plan indicates revenues of AED 2.7billion
from 2013 to 2015.” In addition, the
industrial operation revenue for DMC,
which stood at zero in 2010, has now seen
an income generation of AED 106 million
and is expected to reach AED 185 million
each year, with a 10% additional potential.
One sign that international interest in
DMC is growing, is that it was discussed
favourably at a ship owner’s meeting at
The Capital Club, in Dubai International
Financial Centre. In addition to Mr Juma
Buamim, the meeting was attended by
renowned owners including Nikolas
Veniamis, President, Hellenic Shipping
Association and Owner and Chairman,
Golden Union Shipping.
“We discussed the diverse portfolio of
services offered at Dubai Maritime City
and the growing demand for these from
within and outside the region,” Mr
Veniamis said. “We have also launched

His Highness Sheikh Majid bin Mohammed bin Rashid Al
Maktoum (centre) at the ‘Majlis’ meeting place, Jadaf shipyard
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The Majlis, which
was
recently
inaugurated by His
Highness Sheikh Majid
Bin Mohammed Bin
Rashid Al Maktoum,
Chairman of Dubai
Culture and Arts
Authority, will help
the local maritime
community to network
and debate industry
issues, in a location
H.E. Sultan Ahmed Bin Sulayem, Chairman, DP World
near Dubai Creek, with
presents the Mayor of London, Boris Johnson, with a
large meeting spaces
model dhow during his visit to Jebel Ali Port
and a prayer hall. The
Jadaf maritime cluster
boasts 300 maritime
companies and is one of the oldest shipping
the Dubai Maritime Green Initiative, which
communities working in the region.
will explore the possibility of using green
Following on from its successes in the
technology in shipping, encompassing a
UAE, marine terminal developer DP World
plethora of programmes.” He added that the
is currently replicating its Dubai model in
LNG powered tug project, which foresees
the UK, with the creation of the company’s
the possibility of LNG as a commonly used
major project, London Gateway port and
fuel in shipping, has been an ideal start to
logistics park. This will be capable of
the initiative, which is being carried out
hosting the world’s largest containerships
with partners Rolls-Royce and DNV.
through six deep water berths, and will add
DMC certainly boasts an international
an additional 3.5 million TEU to UK port
flavour, but local traditions are being
capacity.
respected through new initiatives, including
London Gateway, which will open for
the creation of a special ‘Majlis’ (traditional
business in the fourth quarter of this year,
meeting place) at Jadaf shipyard.
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is expected to create 12,000 jobs and this
has been much cause of celebration for the
Mayor of London, Boris Johnson, who
recently paid a visit to Jebel Ali Port in
Dubai, to meet with DP World Chairman
Sultan Ahmed Bin Sulayem.
Mr Ahmed Bin Sulayem gave Mr
Johnson a tour of the port and briefed him
on how London Gateway will bring
savings to UK supply chains. The Mayor
was also shown how operational
efficiencies and new technologies are being
utilised at Jebel Ali Port, the intention
being to install these systems and processes
at London Gateway soon.
Clearly pleased to have had an
opportunity to consult with the Mayor on
his visit to Dubai, the Chairman said: “Jebel
Ali Port, together with the free zone
have both supported and driven the growth
of Dubai and the UAE over the past
four decades.
“We have modelled DP World’s
London Gateway on Jebel Ali, knowing
that a modern deep water port and logistics
park within the important London and
South East market will bring direct benefits
to the wider UK economy. Strong historic
ties bind the UAE and the United
Kingdom, and we believe the London
Gateway project will further cement our
excellent relations.” ■
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Drastic measures?
ince the announcement of reinforced
Iranian sanctions late last year (EU
Council regulation 1263/2012),
banning the direct or indirect sale, transfer,
supply or export of ‘key naval equipment or
technology’ for use in the construction of oil
tankers ‘to any Iranian person, entity or body
or simply for use in Iran’, UAE-based ship
managers have claimed this may bring
negative consequences for trade across their
region.
“The Iranian business has had an impact
of course. There are so many Iranians in the
UAE and they have traditionally used
companies here for what they don’t do
themselves. So the sanctions will have a
negative effect for sure,” said Lars Modin,
Managing Director, International
Tanker Management.
The new restrictions are an addon to previous legislation,
preventing the transfer of
funds and financial

services (regulation 267/2012), but according
to the US Energy Information Administration,
the impact has already been keenly felt by
Iran, as can be seen by dwindling figures
concerning the country’s exports of crude oil
and lease condensate, which have dropped to
their lowest level since 1986.
As the United States and the EU have
tightened sanctions targeting Iran's oil sector,
Iran's 2012 net estimated oil export revenue,
at $69 billion, was significantly lower than
the $95 billion total generated in 2011.
Exports make up 80% of Iran's total export
earnings and 50% to 60% of its government
revenue, according to the Economist
Intelligence Unit.
According to the US Energy
Information Administration, the
sanctions have impacted on
investment in Iran's oil sector,
resulting in cancellation of new
projects by

several foreign companies and negatively
affecting existing projects.
Following the implementation of
additional sanctions in late-2011 and mid2012, Iranian oil production dropped
dramatically. Although Iran had been subject
to four earlier rounds of United Nations
sanctions, these broader measures passed by
the United States and the EU have hampered
Iran's ability to export its oil and this has
directly affected its production of petroleum
and petroleum products.
Iran's exports of crude oil and lease
condensate declined to approximately 1.5
million barrels per day (bbl/d) in 2012,
compared to 2.5 million bbl/d in 2011. The
US Energy Information Administration has
confirmed this 39% decline in exports was
coupled with a 17% drop in crude oil and
condensate production and a 1% decline in
liquid fuels consumption including
gasoline, diesel, jet fuel, and
other products. ■
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t is ten years since the IMO agreed to
establish a fresh regulatory framework,
Goal-Based new ship construction
Standards (GBS), in response to major
marine casualties caused by oil tankers
colliding, grounding and sinking, as well
as many serious bulk carrier casualties in
which a large number of seafarers lost
their lives.
At the same time, the International
Association of Classification Societies
(IACS) embarked on the development of a
set of Common Structural Rules (CSR),
which would specify the comprehensive
and uniform safety requirements for oil
tankers and bulk carriers.
The two sets of CSRs, for bulk carriers
and double hull oil tankers, came into force
in April 2006. Seven years later, CSR is
once again occupying minds in the
classification sector, as IACS continues its
work to harmonise the two sets of CSRs –
tackling issues such as corrosion, buckling,
fatigue, finite element assessment and
prescriptive assessment.
In principle, CSR harmonisation is
nothing more than the harmonisation of
common requirements between the two sets
of CSRs and it is not the development of
new requirements, a spokesman for Japan’s
ClassNK, the world’s largest classification
society, pointed out.
“The original CSRs were developed in
a fairly short period of time by two
independent project teams the Joint Bulker
Project (JBP) and the Joint Tanker Project
(JTP),” he said. “Two-and-a-half years after
their development began, they were
adopted by IACS. ClassNK played a major
role in the development of CSR-B as the
leading society of the JBP.
“While the two CSR projects were
separately progressing, ClassNK also took
the lead in another project to harmonise the
two sets of rules; however, disagreements
regarding technically fundamental methods
between the two project teams, as well as
time constraints, resulted in the regrettable
postponement of the harmonisation of some
fundamental technical elements such as
loads, FEM and fatigue.
“However, the continued strong
industry demand for a harmonisation of the
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technical requirements which can be shared
between the CSRs led IACS to announce
the restarting of the CSR Harmonisation
Project in 2008. In addition, IACS also
decided to make the Harmonised CSR
compliant with the GBS functional
requirements, since these were finally
adopted by the IMO in 2010.”
In ‘stark contrast’ to the approach
followed during the development of the
original CSRs, a sufficient amount of time
has been set aside for an industry review
of each draft, to allow industry feedback
to be sufficiently taken into account,
said ClassNK.
IACS released the first draft of
Harmonised CSR on 1st July 2012, and this
was followed by the first industry review,
up to the end of last year. The second draft,
incorporating assessments and industry
feedback, was released on 1st April this
year, and the second industry review is
scheduled to last until the end of August;
IACS is looking to adopt the final version
of the Harmonised CSR by the end of 2013.
“This assumes that all of the
classification
societies
will
have
independently assessed whether their rules
are compliant with GBS and submit selfassessment reports to the IMO for
verification of conformity with the GBS by
the end of 2013,” said ClassNK. “Because
the IMO GBS will apply to double hull oil
tankers and bulk carriers contracted for
construction on or after 1st July 2016, the
rules of every classification society are
required to be verified as GBS compliant by
this time.”
Although the project is essentially
harmonisation, several new requirements
were added to the current draft in response
to industry requests – including the
introduction of oblique waves into design
wave loads and the expansion of FEM
analysis to cover the entire cargo area. In
comparison to the current CSRs, more
efficient software is essential to handle the
extremely large number of complex
calculations involved in designing ships
compliant with the Harmonised rules,
said ClassNK.
Roberto Cazzulo, Chairman of RINA
Services, takes over as chairman of IACS
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in June (2013), so it will fall to the Italian
classification society to shepherd into use
the new Harmonised CSRs.
“It is quite fitting, as it was under the
chairmanship of Ugo Salerno, CEO of
RINA, that the original CSRs were
introduced,” said Paolo Moretti, general
manager, business line marine, at RINA.
“IACS has put up a draft for public review.
Comments and input from shipyards and
owners, which will be gathered through the
web and dedicated meetings in various
geographical areas, are vital to ensure the
rules meet the needs of the entire marine
community.
“Under the leadership of RINA, IACS
will take these comments into account and
produce an updated draft of the rules which
should be finalised and submitted to IMO
to meet its Goal-Based Standards by the
end of 2013. It is a fine balance. Although
the rules are a technical standard, they are
complex and require compromise across the
board from all interested parties, so it will
be an interesting task for RINA to build the
consensus which will make the rules an
accepted reality.”
Another ‘hot topic’ in classification
circles is the planned merger between
Norway’s Det Norske Veritas and
Germany’s Germanischer Lloyd, which
would create a new organisation
dominating the sector; it is estimated that
DNV-GL could hold a 17.5% share of the
global fleet. Rumours that the merger had
hit a stumbling block seemed to be
dispelled (in April) when the two parties,
still waiting for approval from competition
authorities, announced the names of the
new management team for the merged
operation, to be led by present DNV Chief
Executive Henrik Madsen.
While they wait for the green light,
DNV and GL will ‘act as before’, as
competitors and with no cooperations in the
markets, according to a spokesman for
DNV. The response from the rest of the
classification industry is predictably upbeat.
Philippe Donche-Gay, Bureau Veritas’
Executive Vice President and head of BV’s
marine and offshore division, said:
“Consolidation is normal and desirable in
all global industries. I think it will be good
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Paolo Moretti, General Manager, Business
Line Marine, RINA Group
for ship owners to have another large class society which
will be able to aim for something like our (BV’s) global
scale. It will keep us all on our toes.”
Size is important in both shipping and offshore markets
and delivers big benefits for BV’s clients, added Mr DoncheGay. “BV is by a very long way the largest group involved
in ship classification and offshore certification and
verification. That scale gives us financial strength. In a rocky
market without many good prospects, ship owners need to
know they are dealing with a solid partner, and offshore
operators want to deal with a partner who can meet all their
needs and do it quickly.”
Financial strength gives BV the resources to support
high technology research and development through a market
trough, he added, and BV continued ‘hiring good people’
last year. “2012 was a tough year for ship owners, a tough
year for shipyards and a year of pushing technological
frontiers for offshore energy of all types. And it was a year
of paradox; there is less and less money around in shipping,
yet an ever greater demand for very specialised expertise.
Reacting to that, BV has invested a lot to make expensive
advice and high technology cost-effective and accessible.”
According to Paolo Moretti, the DNV-GL deal is already
creating opportunities for RINA to expand in Germany,
Northern Europe and Scandinavia. “Smaller ship owners in
particular do not always feel comfortable dealing with mega
organisations,” he said. “They seek the personal service and
access to senior people they can get with RINA, and we have
seen substantial numbers of vessels owned in north Europe
moving to RINA class. They appreciate the way in which
RINA has a partnership approach with its clients, adding
value to their daily operations through a wide range
of services.”
According to ClassNK, the DNV-GL merger will be an
impetus for clients to re-examine the different class societies
in the industry. “We at ClassNK see this as an opportunity to
raise the quality of our services and gain even more trust
from existing and potential clients,” said the spokesman.
ClassNK is already taking steps towards earning this
trust and, in particular, has its eye on clients in the EU. A
manager from its survey department in Tokyo was posted to
Hamburg, the location of GL’s headquarters, nearly two
years ago. “This has made it possible to provide approvals
regarding survey-related matters locally, further increasing
our ability to respond swiftly to the needs of our European
clients. The response from these clients has been
overwhelmingly positive.”
NK said vessels totalling 5m gt transferred from other
class societies to NK last year, and German ship owners
accounted for about one-fifth of that figure. “In the future,
we expect more ship owners, including those from Germany,
to transfer over to ClassNK. In addition, our society earned
authorisation from Germany’s BG Verkehr in January and
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Philippe Donche-Gay, Executive
Vice President, Head of Marine &
Offshore Division, Bureau Veritas
from the Romanian Naval Authority in
March to carry out statutory surveys on
German and Romanian flagged vessels,
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marking our continued growth within the
EU maritime community. As we expect
even further growth in European vessels
registering with ClassNK, in January of this
year we dispatched an additional manager
from our survey department to the region.”
Size, said Philippe Donche-Gay at BV,
does not have to mean distance from the
client. “In our highly globalised industries,
size is imperative to deliver customer
intimacy. In a global world, you have to be
big to appear small everywhere.”
As well as its global footprint and
network, BV has organised itself into
geographical zones with their own technical
resources and authority, bringing the
expertise and senior decision-makers closer
to the customers, he added. It also grouped
its marine and offshore teams during 2012.
“Size gives us synergies. Offshore
energy can learn from shipping and
shipping can learn from offshore. Together
they can drive new projects.”
Offshore energy of all sorts is
developing rapidly, he pointed out, pulling
in new players, including ship owners
moving into LNG RV. “Ship owners, rig
owners, offshore energy operators and oil
majors all tapped into BV’s expertise
during 2012.”

Meanwhile, the big focus on fuel
saving and emission reduction also implies
a move to gas fuel for many owners. BV
classed the first dual-fuel gas carriers in
2004, and many since then. “BV is working
hard internationally at IMO and ISO to get
a safe rule structure in place for gas-fuelled
vessels and for standard bunkering
requirements.”
Despite the lack of rules and
infrastructure, owners and yards are looking
ahead at gas-fuelled designs, said Mr
Donche-Gay. Amongst ongoing projects,
BV is working in Germany with design
office Ingo Schluter, Becker Marine and
ship owner Schramm on an LNG-hybrid
ferry for use in Germany’s Wadden Sea
inland waters. The 75 m loa ferry will carry
480 passengers and 58 cars and be powered
by twin 630 kW electric motors.
These are driven by a 2,000 kWh
battery pack continually charged by three
285 KWe LNG gensets and topped up by
wind energy when the ferry is berthed at
night. LNG will be supplied in a 20ft tank
container stored in a gastight garage and
will be changed every three days.
As part of the same project, Bureau
Veritas is helping to develop LNG power
barges for the port of Hamburg. ■
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Government backs
London’s maritime credentials

E

fforts to push and promote London’s
importance as an international
shipping cluster received an
unexpected fillip when the Coalition
Government went public in its support for an
industry that generates £31.7bn to the UK
economy annually.
In an address to top-level shipping
executives, the UK Shipping Minister
Stephen Hammond said he was committed to
putting the shipping industry centre-stage.
He noted that, contributing GBP13.8bn
to the UK economy directly and enabling a
further GBP17.9bn, the UK’s maritime
industry accounts for 2.1% of the entire
economy, supports one in every 50 jobs and
creates GBP8.5bn for the UK Exchequer.
The minister thanked the shipping industry,
saying that its “contribution is appreciated at
the highest levels of government” and
declaring that “transport is the key to the
UK’s growth”.
This public declaration of support is
significant especially when you consider the
jostling for position among the world’s
community of maritime clusters and against
the backdrop of the launch this year of
London International Shipping Week (LISW)
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– a week long collection of industry events
that will bring the global shipping industry to
the City of London.
Announcing the beginning of a “much
more coordinated approach from the
government to shipping policy”, Mr
Hammond cited the establishment of a crossgovernment forum with the Department for
Transport, the Cabinet Office, the
Department for Business, Industry and Skills
(BIS) and industry bodies such as Maritime
London and the Baltic Exchange to discuss
how the government can help the industry
continue to prosper.
Mr Hammond said the government
particularly welcomes the launch of London
International Shipping Week, an event from
9th to 13th September 2013 focusing on
London’s role in the development of global
shipping. The world centre for professional
and business services to the international
maritime industry, London accounts for 21%
of premiums in international marine
insurance and provides over GBP64bn in
ship finance, and handles GBP744m of
shipbroking activity. London also has the
world’s largest concentration of legal firms
specialising in the maritime sector.
ISSUE 43 MAY/JUNE 2013

Concluding the speech at the joint
Maritime
London
and
Shipping
Professional Network London event hosted
by Clyde and Co., the minister declared
himself committed to “protecting our profile
as a world leader in shipping”, saying
Britain’s maritime sector is a “national
asset” and an “industry with a proud past
and a very positive future.”
Doug Barrow, Chief Executive of
Maritime London and a member of the
LISW steering group, said backing from the
UK Government for London International
Shipping Week shows politicians are now
realising the importance of London and the
country as a maritime sector and the
contribution this makes to the overall
economy.
“Up until recently, there hasn’t been the
realisation in Government of the real
importance of the maritime sector and its
continuing growth, even in these difficult
times. The Government is actually getting
this now and is working towards helping us
to do even better, which I’m sure we can,”
said Mr Barrow.
“A UK maritime strategy is what we’re
ideally looking for, for the future, and if we

“
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With the Government behind this, I think it will become a regular fixture and people
will see that we are the centre of global maritime excellence for maritime services
Doug Barrow, Chief Executive, Maritime London, LISW steering group member

can get that signed up not only by the
government of the day but the opposition as
well, so you’ve got an under-lying policy
going forward not just for four or five years
but for the next 10 or 20 years, then you’ll
get investors saying they have confidence in
the UK.”
The more the shipping industry is
promoted, the more revenue it will bring
into the UK, resulting in more pennies in the
pot for the Chancellor. Mr Barrow said the
Chancellor currently received £1 of every
£71 from shipping, ports and maritime
services.
“This is a factor that will be there for a
long time. We have globalisation throughout
the world and we can’t have globalisation
without shipping and that’s a fact. If you’ve
got that huge business, it is on-going. It’s a
long-term business and shipping will
always need lawyers, accountants, insurers
and education – the UK is incredibly strong
in maritime education.”
London International Shipping Week is
organised by Shipping Innovation – a joint
venture
between
Elaborate
Communications and Petrospot – in
association with Maritime UK partners The

Baltic Exchange, Maritime London, and the
UK Chamber of Shipping, and with
TheCityUK, the independent promotional
body for UK financial and professional
services.
It has the backing of well over 60
international shipping organisations and
three Government departments.
“It will be different to Posidonia and
Nor-Shipping because they are both
exhibitions predominantly for hardware,”
said Mr Barrow. “It is bringing people
together from across the industry and what’s
important is that they are using the
opportunity to have their own events during
the week. With the Government behind this,
I think it will become a regular fixture and
people will see that we are the centre of
global maritime excellence for maritime
services.”
With maritime clusters springing up in
places like Shanghai and Singapore, how
does Mr Barrow see London’s long-term
future as a shipping services centre? “London
is incredibly important and I think it will
remain so for a long time,” he said. “I know
we are seeing certain aspects of the maritime
world shift towards the East, such as ships’
MAY/JUNE 2013 ISSUE 43
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finance and some of the brokers, but London
as a global maritime centre is incredibly
important.”
He added that he had recently spoken to
a German bank who had located one of its
employees from Hamburg to London
because they saw London as an on-going,
important financial centre: “All the
knowledge and expertise is here and when
you see a bank make a positive signal by
sending someone over here because of the
relationships and involvement and looking at
it long term, it is encouraging.”
So, why will London remain a strong
centre? Mr Barrow believes this is down to
several reasons. Firstly, its history and the fact
that with many ship owners once in the UK,
services were developed around them.
English Law too is also used universally, but
perhaps the greatest factor, he said, and its
unique selling point was its one-stop-shop
capability.
“Everything is here in and around
London and the UK and it’s that connectivity
between the sectors. I’ve been to other
maritime service centres, we meet with the
lawyers and we meet with the insurers and
they don’t actually seem to work collectively
SHIP MANAGEMENT INTERNATIONAL
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together in the same way they do in London,”
he said.
“The other thing we should not forget,
and the UK and London is particularly
known for, is our ethics. While not every deal
that is arranged goes to plan as exactly as
hoped, in general, using the Baltic Exchange
logo ‘Our word, our bond’ that is accepted
and we’ve seen the damage caused in the
banking community by not adhering to that,
I think that is very much true. People trust our
word and that has helped London as a
centre,” he concluded.
Jeremy Penn LISW steering group
member and Chief Executive of The Baltic
Exchange, also noted the city’s significance
as a shipping cluster: “London still retains its
position as the largest centre for maritime
services in the world, so in terms of
shipbroking, insurance, legal services
accountancy, finance and so on – London still
maintains a preeminent position.” He added
that although there are many others cities
where maritime services are growing in
importance, LISW will provide an
opportunity for London to remind us of the
distinct position it holds.
“I think its focus is in two directions.
Looking outward to the world shipping
community, it’s a reminder to them of the
importance of London and the completeness
of the suite of services available in London

as a one-stop shop. You can come to London
and obtain and use every service that you
need related to shipping so that’s the outward
looking message. Obviously other aspects are
very important as well – the International
Maritime Organization (IMO) is here as well
as
many
important
international
organisations, such as the International
Chamber of Shipping (ICS) which have their
key representation locally.
“Looking within the UK, LISW has
already served as an important reminder to
the UK Government of the importance of
maritime services to the UK economy and its
gaining considerable traction with the
Government here. I believe it will serve the
industry very well when policy issues are
debated, for the Government to recognise the
importance of the maritime sector.”
However, Mr Penn said the industry
must work to champion itself if it is to
influence ministers and the general public:
“It’s up to us in the shipping industry to make
our presence felt. It’s true, globally, that
shipping is relatively invisible to the general
population, so you have to work hard to bring
attention to it. So far, it’s been really pleasing
and we’ve seen a great commitment from the
Department for Transport and from Downing
Street, in addition to the city of London
Corporation, The Lord Mayor and The
Mayor of London.”

Mr Penn said he believes well-known,
governmental speakers place the event closer
to the general population because as a result
of these attendees, rather than being an
introspective, industry-led event, it has
gained a significantly higher profile. “I think
we’re going to see that with LISW – we will
see a profile which moves well beyond the
confines of the maritime services
community,” he said.
When asked if he believes LISW will
help in raising awareness of The Baltic
Exchange, Mr Penn said he hopes that the
Baltic can benefit from the event as part of
the wider communities of Maritime UK and
Maritime London, both of which will gain
interest as a result of the event.
Hamish Rowan-Hamilton, Director of
Financial and Professional Services at
TheCityUK (an independent membership
body promoting the UK’s financial and
professional services industries), who is also
a member of the LISW steering group,
agreed that London forms a critical element
within Britain’s maritime services ‘financial
ecosystem’ but he said that London’s
importance on the global maritime map
should also be celebrated.
“Law, insurance, broking and banking
make London an important part of the global
shipping community,” he said, adding that at
present, there is a massive drive from other
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position, showing the strengths of the
cluster,” he said.
Describing how LISW is shaping up, Mr
Rowan-Hamilton noted that the event is
proving London’s drawing power, with over
50 international organisations attending the
event, an extensive range of events
happening during the week and quality
international speakers booked for the main
conference event.

“

“

cities to emulate the London model.
“There’s a big international financial centre
move – every major city wants to be an
international financial centre but for
London, maritime services are a cornerstone
– they are one of our foundation blocks.”
Despite London’s strengths in this
realm, Mr Rowan-Hamilton warned that
competition from other cities is an important
incentive in driving the London shipping
cluster forward: “We can’t be complacent
and sit on our hands enjoying London’s preeminent position. We need to promote and
to bring to the attention of the global
community, the fact that London provides a
fair, stable, transparent environment in
which firms can do business, get reliable
outcomes from disputes, and grow valuable
companies in our sector, long-term.
“You have to promote your strengths
and that’s where LISW is fulfilling an
important role. The context is very much
that we have a strong maritime services
sector and the world knows London’s
standing within that, but the market is
becoming increasingly competitive and we
should not take London’s position for
granted. LISW will draw the attention of the
international community to what is the
greatest maritime business services centre in
the world. It’s going to confirm our position
and increase awareness of that international

It’s up to us in the
shipping industry to
make our presence felt
Jeremy Penn, Chief
Executive, The Baltic
Exchange, LISW steering
group member

TheCityUK is particularly interested in
the services aspect of LISW and Mr RowanHamilton said he believes his members, the
London business community and local
shipping sector, will all benefit from an event
that pitches the city of London at the highest
level on a global scale.
But in what ways will shipping play a
major role for the future economic growth in
the UK? Jeremy Penn again: “The key point
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to recognise is that world trade has developed
at an extraordinary rate over the past 20
years. The easy and correct approach is to
attribute that to the success of The World
Trade Organization (WTO), which has
massively reduced the barriers to trade.
“However, the success of WTO is built
on the platform of incredibly efficient and
cheap shipping and shipping is the engine of
the WTO’s success. That should spin out into
a recognition of the importance of ports,
infrastructure and support for shipping in all
its aspects within the UK because going
forward, the Government talks about trading
its way out of recession and towards future
prosperity, but you can only do that with the
benefit of the shipping and maritime services
that are available here.”
Hamish Rowan-Hamilton added: “The
Government’s growth and jobs agenda is of
course aimed at securing the manufacturing
and services that the UK already has, as well
as building on it. The good thing about
maritime services is it has a strong multiplier
effect, so out of a small number of people
employed directly in the UK’s maritime
business services, you get a great multiplier
back into the GDP – it contributes
disproportionately to the number of people it
employs.
“What I would like to see and what is
important to the TheCityUK, is that the sector
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is highlighted, not only to the international
community but also to Government because
it has suffered a couple of knocks due to
policy, which has been probably been aimed
at other targets in the economy but these have
inadvertently impacted on the sector.”
On London’s strengths, Mr RowanHamilton added that the city is safe,
transparent and fair, offering everything
required to grow a global business. “You
don’t always get those things in other parts of
the world so that’s a key point. The depth and
the breadth of the skills here in shipping and
professional services, in addition to the ability
to innovate, are also key facets of London
which make it stand out.”
Mark Brownrigg, a fellow LISW
steering group member and Director-General
of the UK Chamber of Shipping, also told
SMI of London’s importance as a shipping
cluster, with marine insurance, ship finance,
law, classification societies, shipbroking,
education and consultancy organisations all
based in the heart of London. “It remains one
of the world’s premier maritime hubs, as it is
a ‘one stop shop’ for all shipping and
maritime business services, making it the
ideal place for ship owners and maritime
businesses to visit and base themselves,”
he said.
He added that global shipping’s
importance to the UK economy and to jobs

is considerable, yet within the UK, the
sector is relatively unknown outside of the
industry itself. Mr Brownrigg said that
following the dynamic revival of the UK
fleet over the last decade, shipping and the
maritime services sector have been a major
source of growth – with the latest data
showing that the UK’s maritime services –
including shipping, ports and the City’s
maritime business services – contributing
£31.7bn to UK GDP, supporting 537,500
UK jobs and providing £8.5bn in tax
receipts to the UK exchequer.
When questioned about why he
believes LISW will be beneficial, Mr
Brownrigg said: “There are two things to be
gained from hosting this week of events,
particularly as we expect to see leaders
from all sectors of the international
shipping industry participate. Firstly, for the
industry, it is an opportunity to boost
understanding of the importance of global
shipping to the UK’s economy and
employment and to raise its profile among
important political stakeholders and the
public. Secondly, it provides an opportunity
for London to demonstrate its positive role
and influence in the development of global
shipping, with all the benefits that brings to
the global industry and the UK economy.”
But what part does Mr Brownrigg think
shipping can play in the future of economic
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growth for the UK as a whole? “Shipping
alone has seen annualised growth of nearly
11% in real terms over the last decade. The
UK is an island nation, and shipping is
always going to be critical to our daily lives
and our livelihoods. The growth and
employment that we have seen from
shipping and maritime activities during
difficult times show that there is a real
future for continued growth in this sector
with the right conditions.”
Commenting on why he believes
London will remain a strong service sector,
Mr Brownrigg concluded: “London’s key
strength is in the breadth and depth of
quality shipping and maritime services
available in one, easily accessible place –
making it an effective place to do business.
We are also a community, and the
opportunity to network and hold
discussions about major issues for shipping
with industry leaders is second to none.
“These things don’t happen by
accident – people in this industry work
hard to keep up with competition from
other maritime centres and maintain the
standards of excellence that London is
known for. These are the reasons I believe
London will remain a strong centre for
maritime business services and for
shipping across the board long into
the future.” ■
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HEARTBEAT

heartbeat
Convention sets standard
for safer drinking water

T

he need to maintain high quality
drinking water onboard ship will be
set out under new regulations when
the Maritime Labour Convention (MLC)
2006 enters into force in August.
The move will aim to give more
protection to crew from waterborne health
risks, as improperly managed water is an
established route for infectious disease
transmission on ships. In a review of more
than 100 outbreaks associated with ships,
undertaken by Rooney et al (2004), one
fifth was attributed to a waterborne route.
In response to the regulations,
Wilhemlsen Ships Service (WSS) has
launched the Nalfleet Potable Water Test
Kit which enables seafarers to monitor the
quality of the potable water network
onboard ship, providing tests for common
infectious bacteria and, in the process,
reducing the chance of possible risk to
health from bacteria.
The basic test kit includes test
equipment for E Coli and Coliform

A

bacteria, chlorine and PH, as well as an
incubator and UV lamp for detection of E
Coli bacteria. WSS says the inclusion of the
incubator ensures a controlled temperature
environment and therefore consistent
results of bacteria tests. The kit also comes
with an instruction manual and video
showing how to carry out testing.
There is also a comprehensive kit
which includes tests for total bacteria count
(HPC), Legionella bacteria, colour,
turbidity and Intestinal Enterococci,
depending on the specific requirements of
the flag state.
Graham Hunter, Technical Sales
Director, Chemicals, WSS Singapore said:
“The MLC has been in the process of
adoption for some time and it’s fair to say
that the maritime industry may still be
getting to grips with the scope and reach of
its compliance requirements. Developing
compliance measures takes time and we
encourage the industry to start this work
immediately.

“The quality of fresh water onboard
ship may seem a small part of the overall
picture but in fact it is very significant, both
in terms of crew health protection and in
avoiding possible detention for noncompliance. Ships not only need to be
inspected and certified within the deadlines,
they are required to continue demonstrating
that compliance or risk delays and
detentions.” ❤

New network for seafarer welfare
new international body has been
launched to offer support and
provide direct welfare services to
seafarers.
The International Seafarers’ Welfare and
Assistance Network (ISWAN) is the result of
the merger of the International Committee on
Seafarers’ Welfare (ICSW) and the
International Seafarers’ Assistance Network
(ISAN). It is hoped the new body will harness
the strength of both these organisations to
provide a stronger and more unified voice.
ISWAN
provides
a
24-hour
multilingual helpline, SeafarerHelp, which
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is free for seafarers to call from anywhere
in the world and it also administrates an
emergency welfare fund for seafarers in
desperate
need,
produces
health
information for seafarers and provides
information to seafarers on the 450
seafarer centres around the world.
ISWAN will also work to support
organisations and bodies that provide
direct welfare services to seafarers and
will work for the implementation of the
Maritime Labour Convention (MLC)
2006 in partnership with companies,
unions,
governments,
welfare
ISSUE 43 MAY/JUNE 2013

organisations and ports for the benefit of
seafarers’ welfare.
Roger Harris, Executive Director of
ISWAN, said: “The new organisation will
be able to serve both seafarers and welfare
organisations a lot more effectively.
ISWAN brings together practical
experience of dealing with seafarers’
welfare problems and the strategic issue
of developing and sustaining welfare
services, facilities and structures. We aim
to grow our influence by recruiting more
members from the industry, particularly
from shipping companies and ports.” ❤
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CEGA Air Ambulance gains quality accreditation

EGA Air Ambulance which
assists clients in the maritime
industry, oil and gas sector, has
become one of the first international fixed
wing providers to be fully accredited by
the Care Quality Commission (CQC), the
independent regulator of all health and
social care services in England.
CEGA, which operates a fleet of air
ambulances
from
Bournemouth
International Airport in the UK,
underwent a rigorous inspection of all
aspects of its service to gain the

accreditation; from its cleanliness and
infection control, to the quality of its
critical care provision and the welfare of
those who use it. All are meeting essential
national standards of quality and safety,
according to the CQC.
Among CEGA’s practices to be
recognised by the CQC were its proactive
arrangements to deal with foreseeable
emergencies and its pre-flight visits to
individual patients and their relatives; not
just to make medical assessments but also
to allay personal concerns and fears.
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“This endorsement is testament to
CEGA’s expertise in the air ambulance
sector, built up over 40 years’ service in
the industry,” says Jackie Gillard,
Services Manager of CEGA Air
Ambulance.
“The relevance of the Care Quality
Commission is recognised by all our
clients in the National Health Service
(NHS) and beyond and the essential
standards of quality and safety are seen as
central to our work in transporting sick
and injured patients.” ❤
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Get your healthcare
in check for MLC

W

hen the Maritime Labour
Convention (MLC) 2006 comes
into force on 20th August many
seafarers will be hoping for better
standards in healthcare.
For Regulation 4.1 (b) states ‘Each
member must ensure that seafarers are
given health protection and medical care as
comparable as possible to that which is
generally available to workers ashore
including prompt access to the necessary
medicines, medical equipment and facilities
for diagnosis and treatment and to medical
information and expertise’.
The Convention also stipulates that
‘Care is not limited to treatment of sick or
injured seafarers but includes measures of
a preventative character’.
But what will the impact of the MLC
really be and how will it affect the
management of seafarers’ health?
While one medical insurer has
welcomed the advances which will be made
by the new Convention and the additional
benefits it provides, it has warned that
appropriate insurance is just as important as
it has ever been.
London-based
medical
insurer
MediCare International said there was a big
difference between the requirement to now
give access to medical facilities ashore and
any kind of guarantee as to the quality and
appropriateness of those facilities. It is
concerned that an injured or ill seafarer
could be put ashore and sent to a wholly
inappropriate treatment centre.
Managing Director Debbie Purser said:
“While signatory countries through which
territory a ship is passing should guarantee
treatment onshore in serious cases, those
facilities may not actually be suitable for
the treatment required or the specific
medical experience required might not
be available.
“If the crew are covered by an
international private medical insurance
policy, companies such as ourselves work
with assistance providers on the ground
who actively monitor the quality of
facilities available. In the event that those
in the territory being passed through by the
ship are not of an acceptable standard, a
MediCare International policy would
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provide for the patient to be airlifted at no
additional cost to the nearest appropriate
facilities for treatment.
“Overall, therefore we feel ship owners
should still be looking carefully at
specialised and tailored insurance policies
in this area.”
Professor Tim Carter, of IMHA
Quality, the International Maritime Health
Association, said the quality of health
advice and support in the maritime world
did vary widely “from that which meets the
best standards of practice to that which is
frankly dangerous.”
He said: “Sometimes the standards are
set by governments implementing
international conventions from ILO and
IMO, but many governments lack the will
or resources to secure quality and may
avoid doing so because they recognise it
would show up major gaps in their
provision.”
This is why IMHA Quality, a not for
profit organisation, has been launched to
carry out quality assurance and
accreditation of service providers. So far it
has supported development of the first set
of quality assurance standards covering
medical examinations to determine fitness
to work at sea. Further sets of standards
covering other aspects of maritime health
will be developed over the next few years
including accreditation of port health
clinics, repatriation and rehabilitation
providers, shore based telemedical advisory
services and maritime occupational health
advice.
“A single accreditation system for
maritime health providers removes conflict
and gives transparency in a way that
governments, ship operators and P & I
clubs cannot do on their own,” said
Prof Carter.
“This initiative is designed to put
maritime health at the forefront of best
practice within the maritime sector.”
Robin Pegg, CEO at Medibroker, an
independent specialist international private
medical health insurance broker, said that
while he believed the MLC would afford
more protection for most seafarers, there
would be areas where it might not work
properly.
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new
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Labour
“The
Convention will offer those falling ill
onboard ships enhanced levels of access to
hospital and medical facilities both onboard
and when they are offshore of the 39
countries which have ratified the
convention. As a specialist, international
broker, Medibroker believes that while this
is a big step forward, in practice, many
shipping lines will tend to operate over
relatively fixed routes so if they are passing
through the waters of a country which has
not ratified the Convention, it will make
little difference to the health and well-being
of the crew.
“In these circumstances the solution
will still be to buy specialist international
medical insurance.”
Niki Barnes, a spokesman for BUPA
International, said a health plan such as the
one it offered to the maritime industry, was
vital to ensure member states provided
adequate cover. Its online services suite,
MembersWorld, provides instant access to
health assessments as well as information
on prevention, symptoms, diagnoses,
treatment and management of a number
of conditions.
“Life at sea can be unpredictable. For
your seafaring staff it is a profession like no
other, with health risks being considerably
higher than the average office job. Despite
the changeable conditions your staff may
find themselves in, one thing remains
constant – having a fit and healthy
workforce is essential for commercial
success,” she said.
Areas in
particular that BUPA
International recommend HR and
occupation teams should consider include
being aware of employees’ existing health
problems, making sure those with preexisting conditions have enough medication
to last while they are at sea, giving
employees preventative health information,
identifying diseases that present the highest
risk in certain regions in advance and
planning necessary vaccinations and
making sure all kitchen facilities and health
and safety procedures are up to scratch.
“Whatever channel, sea or ocean your
business finds itself navigating, make sure
your staff are covered.” ❤
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Hour of need

S

eafarer charity Apostleship of the
Sea (AoS) has revealed its Port
Chaplains are often called on to
assist seafarers suffering mental distress
onboard, with causes ranging from money
worries to bullying.
Sharing a selection of Port Chaplain
report findings with SMI, which date from
2009-2012 (with names and details changed
to protect identities), AoS has cited
employment woes, ship arrest, cabin
fever, inadequate training and a lack of
communications with shore as key causes
for mental distress among seafarers.
The recession has played a role in such
problems, particularly considering the
knock on impact felt by crew when ships
spend longer at anchorage, in which case
provisions and shore leave play an even
greater significance for crew when they
eventually dock.
An interesting example, reported by an
AoS Port Chaplain, involved a ship
detained by the Maritime & Coastguard
Agency (MCA) 20 minutes before it was
due to sail. The crew were Ukrainian, with
only the captain being able to speak English
and, as the port chaplain confirmed in their
report, after some time it emerged the
Russian shipowning company was trying to
sell the vessel and was aware the ship was
in danger of detention, due to incomplete
certification.
The company’s failure to respond to the
Captain’s communications before and
during the ship’s detention took its toll on
him, as the Port Chaplain confirmed: “The
psychological impact of being ignored was
having a strong impact on the captain. He
is a very able, balanced character
and mild mannered but was clearly
personally wounded by the whole
experience.
“I visited the crew every couple of days
and we were due to take them out for a tour
to break the ‘cabin fever’ which had set in
when the ship was suddenly released.
However, having left port they then sat at
anchor for four days.” He added that the
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ship returned to the port but
there was no sign of lighter
spirits among the crew. Instead,
they were fearful of what
would happen next and had
clearly lost trust in their
employers.
In another case, an AoS
Port Chaplain was asked to go
onboard a cruise ship,
following the suicide of a seafarer. The port
chaplain stayed on the vessel for three days,
to the next port and back. He also led a
service with about 150 people in attendance
and spent the next two days going around
the ship meeting crew on a group and
individual basis. He helped a number of
crew members, one of whom was
extremely frightened, to change their
accommodation and also attended a debriefing meeting at the cruise company’s
headquarters, attended by senior personnel.
He was thanked for his help in contributing
to the better mental health and wellbeing of
the crew at this difficult time.
A different AoS Port Chaplain
recounted another incident, concerning a
Filipino seafarer who was working as a
cook onboard. His ship visited a port to
offload fertiliser and during this time, an
AoS volunteer ship visitor went to visit the
ship. She took the usual gifts, newspapers,
hats and an AoS contact card (detailing
other port chaplains around the world).
There were eight Lithuanian crew members
and a German Captain. The cook was the
only Filipino onboard and was four months
into a year-long contract. The Captain was
also the ship owner.
The AoS ship visitor did not receive a
positive welcome and she was not invited
onboard, but she thought this was because
the ship was sailing within the following
two hours. An hour after this visit, the Port
Chaplain was contacted by the ship’s agent.
He said the Filipino cook had left the ship to
try and find the AoS ship visitor as he had
found the charity’s contact number in the
bin in the kitchen, covered in juice and
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rubbish – the Captain had just thrown
everything the AoS ship visitor had given
him into the refuse.
The cook was desperate and was
threatening to leave the ship, he did not
want to return, and told the agent life
onboard was intolerable. He said the
Captain was verbally and sometimes
physically abusive towards him and the rest
of the crew would join in too. He felt there
was no escape.
The cook said he had not been paid for
four months but the ship’s agent
encouraged him to go back onboard and
promised him he would contact AoS to get
him some help. The AoS Port Chaplain
called the seafarer, who explained they
were
about
to
sail
and
that
he couldn't talk, in case any of the crew
heard him.
The Port Chaplain texted him to
confirm they would do everything possible
to get him some help. The seafarer’s texted
replies included: ‘Mam all I want is to go
out of this ship to go home peacefully, get
my salary. I got so much pain here
emotionally and mentally I have no peace
of mind here,’ and ‘No chance to get off this
ship the captain won’t allow me.’ He also
texted his thanks for the Port Chaplain’s
support, saying with their support he felt he
wasn’t alone.
After much debate with his Captain and
involvement from the International
Transport Workers' Federation (ITF), the
seafarer was sent home with an agreement
for his salary to be paid, though AoS is
unsure if the company respected this
financial agreement. ❤
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Shipshape
W

hen it comes to shipping
clusters Norway is leading the
way, as healthy competition and
a supportive government help keep this
shipping nation on top – and on the west
coast,
long-established
shipping
companies are shifting their tactics, in line
with competition from the Far East and
new opportunities in offshore markets.
A major strength of the Sunnmøre
region is its shipbuilding capabilities, with
yards including Ulstein and Kleven Verft,
established in 1917 and 1944 respectively.
These companies operate in healthy
competition and according to Ståle
Rasmussen, Kleven Group CEO, they are
happy to “learn from each other”. Both
firms, which are a major source of
employment for the local community,
remain family-owned, both having been
founded by blacksmiths generations ago.
The Kleven Group, which owns and
operates two shipyards, Myklebust Yard in
Gursken and Kleven Ulsteinvik, reported an
operating profit of NOK 263million (USD
45.3 million) for 2012 – the company’s
strongest ever financial performance. Pretax profit reached NOK 258 million ($ 44.5
million) and the two shipyards produced
seven new vessels in total last year, giving
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By Helen Jauregui

a combined contract value worth around
NOK 2.7billion ($465 million).
As Mr Rasmussen explained, for the
Kleven Group, “bringing shipbuilding back
to Norway” is at the focus of his firm’s
aims. “We believe the steel part of
shipbuilding, although it isn’t the highest
value part, is very important in order to
have a successful shipbuilding project.
Because we have the facilities, the
knowledge and the people and we define
steel building as a core competence in our
field, we don’t want to outsource this – we
want to keep it.”
A number of local ship owners have
made Kleven their shipbuilder of choice but
why have these owners decided to shop
locally, rather than commission yards in the
Far East? Is this simply due to romantic
loyalty to the local maritime cluster? “I
would like to say there is an element of that,
but certainly not at any price – it is, in fact
a very competitive business,” Mr
Rasmussen said. “That’s why, if we want to
continue doing what we are doing, we need
to improve, to be more competitive.”
He added that part of his company’s
strategy is to constantly strive to improve
its workers’ core skills in steel building but
to do this on a sensible cost base, with good
ISSUE 43 MAY/JUNE 2013

productivity. “We are investing in the
process. It makes sense economically and
gives us higher quality and better control of
the building process,” he said. “Another
shipyard or shipbuilding entity might have
a different strategy and that’s fine – but
we already have a lot of the infrastructure
in place, so we don’t need to make
investments in all aspects of this
technology.”
He added that another major benefit for
local owners is that by having their vessels
built nearby, they can easily perform
regular inspections at the yard. “Most of the
owners live next door, so it’s a good way of
developing our business,” he said.
West coast owners have certainly
helped support nearby yards but is there a
big enough market locally for this to
continue? “We are fortunate to have that
market next door, but we work
internationally and regard ourselves as a
global brand. We are targeting international
clients but we are fortunate to have loyal
clients nearby.” He added that vessels built
at the yard are utilised all over the world,
including in Brazil, Australia, India and
West Africa.
In encouraging Norwegian owners to
build vessels in their own country, the need
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We are dependent on the success of other
companies in the cluster
Gunvor Ulstein, CEO, Ulstein Group and Managing Director,
Ulstein Shipping

for innovative ship design must not be
underestimated. Gunvor Ulstein, CEO,
Ulstein Group and Managing Director,
Ulstein Shipping, said this must be
balanced with a sound understanding of
risk: “Being an innovative company, it’s
always good to have ideas, to think about
what you can do to invent the next big thing
for the future but you should also have a
clear view of what you are going to do
today, of your profit and loss results and
your balance sheets.
“My brother (Tore Ulstein, Deputy
CEO, Ulstein Group and Managing
Director, Ulstein International) is always
thinking about innovation and the future – I
am not against the future, I am going to
spend the rest of my life in the future – but
we must balance ourselves positively
because when we enter into new
innovations and projects, they are always
long-lasting and full of risk.”

Ms Ulstein added that a balanced
approach has led to much success for her
company in the past but she warned that
one can’t stay in the past, as “what we did
yesterday won’t necessarily be successful
tomorrow”.
“We need to see what can bring us the
furthest step up the ladder, to see if there is
anything we can do to enhance our business
opportunities and to see how we can
continue to being a successful company,
while delivering what is important today.”
By creating new designs, including the
environmentally-friendly X-BOW hull line
design, which has gained recognition in
industry for offering higher fuel economics,
Ulstein has retained a positive foothold in
the local shipbuilding market but according
to this modest CEO, it is important to
remain cautious, whatever your successes:
“I was asked in 2005, when we got the first
contract for an X-BOW, if I was satisfied at
MAY/JUNE 2013 ISSUE 43
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Gunvor Ulstein, with her brother
Tore Ulstein, Deputy CEO, Ulstein
Group and Managing Director,
Ulstein International
that point – if the contract was proof the XBOW was a success. I said ‘when we have
sold 100 of these, come back and then I will
tell you whether or not it is a success’. I
think you must have bold visions and goals
but keep your direction as well as you can
and not be too influenced by other
companies taking other directions – if you
believe in something strong enough.”
Although she is keen for her own
company to take an individual route, Ms
Ulstein said much of Norway’s shipping
success lies in strong bonds within
maritime clusters such as those found in the
Sunnmøre region. “There is a staying power
within the region,” she said. “It is a place
where you are allowed to succeed and yet,
we are dependent on the success of other
companies in the cluster. We co-operate
SHIP MANAGEMENT INTERNATIONAL
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Five years back,
there were far
fewer players in the North
Sea but now, there are many
new companies
popping up
Capt Stig Remøy, President
and Chief Executive,
Olympic Shipping

when we can and we compete when we
must.” She also said that it would be “the
beginning of the end” if companies within
the region started to disparage each other.
As the granddaughter of the company
founder (the late Martin Ulstein), Gunvor
Ulstein is patently aware of the burdens of
tradition, but she noted that this must be
coupled with progression: “When you are
third generation and you have many other
shareholders, it is easy to go into a vision
concerned with how you can preserve what
you have, and not lose what the generations
you took over from have created. But I
think if you get too stuck into that, you are
behind and you will lose it all eventually.
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“You have to put yourself forward a
little and say that they did it their way, but
we will try and see if we can find our own
way. We have tried, together with the
terrific people we have here at Ulstein and
with our father, until he died last spring, to
see what we can build for this generation
and see how we can go forward for the
next generation.”
But progression and investment in a
time of recession is no easy task, as Ms
Ulstein said: “We did a lot of new things.
For example, it wasn’t easy to make the
decision to build a dock hall – we took the
decision when the market was very down
and it cost NOK 200million in investment.
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Many people said we were crazy and asked
why we would want to spend so much
money at this time in history, when most
ships will be built in China, South Korea
and Japan. But we grew up in the 1970s
listening to our father, around the dinner
table, telling us about Japan, then in the
1980s South Korea and then in the 1990s
and 2000s, the Chinese – so we have learnt
a lot about staying in competition and if you
can’t beat them, you have to join them and
see how can you play a role together.”
Building on the relationship between
Norway’s maritime cluster and that of other
nations, the Norwegian government is
working to ensure the country’s export
goods business is well promoted and
supported. The Norwegian Guarantee
Institute for Export Credits (GIEK) is the
main government body for ensuring
government export credits and providing
guarantees.
Wenche Nistad, GIEK Managing
Director, said: “Our task at GIEK is to
provide guarantees on behalf of the
Government to foreign buyers. With a
guarantee it is easier to obtain financing for
export so what we do, in effect, is to finance
the buyer of Norwegian goods. In 2012, we
contributed to export contracts totalling
approximately NOK 27.5billion and we
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believe our activity has contributed to a
strong and historic growth in the
Norwegian export industry.”
Ms Nistad said that by providing
guarantees on behalf of the Norwegian
Government to foreign buyers, GIEK
makes it simpler for Norwegian companies
to obtain sound financing and secure export
contracts. These guarantees are based on
Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD) terms and
conditions and aim to secure competition
internationally, but fairly. GIEK has over 70
employees who manage guarantees worth
around NOK 100billion total.
“If it’s a large, complicated transaction
we have an underwriting team which
considers the risk elements, along with our
legal and analyst teams – these teams are
working together all the time and we have
evaluation ratings, just like a normal bank.
What we ask for in premium is roughly the
same as a bank. Last year we paid
compensations of NOK 24million, so this
is good business for the Norwegian
Government,” Ms Nistad added.
In addition to supporting the
Norwegian export industry, GIEK also
operates a shipbuilding loans scheme for
new ships, but only if long-term funding for
the vessel has been secured. GIEK will
guarantee up to 50% of a vessel building

loan, but the buyer must also pay at least
20% of the purchase sum during the
building period.
The guarantee ensures the ship owner
can finance the ship on competitive terms
and with GIEK’s participation, the exporter
is ensured full settlement upon delivery.
The buyer is also ensured a credit which
can extend for over eight years for capital
goods and 12 years for ships/
ship equipment.
GIEK
covers
Export
Credit
Norway/the bank’s risk for vessel owners
who lack payment during the entire credit
period, but the buyer is subject to a
guarantee premium. GIEK’s total guarantee
liabilities have reached the NOK 22 billion
mark, with customers from Vard (NOK
12,5 billion), Ulstein (NOK 4,6 billion)
and Kleven (NOK 4,5 billion) making up
this figure.
Schemes such as this are a welcome
boost for Norwegian ship owners,
particularly those keen to expand their
presence in offshore markets such as Brazil,
but how are local owners altering their
strategies in a time of repressed shipping
markets?
Capt Stig Remøy, President and Chief
Executive, Olympic Shipping, a ship
owning company specialising in offshore
and fishing vessels, has some strong views
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Wenche Nistad, Managing
Director, GIEK
on how shipping has evolved in his
local cluster.
Born in the small town of Fosnavåg on
the west coast of Norway, Capt Remøy
grew up under the influence of his father, a
captain of deep sea fishing vessels. Age 19,
Capt Remøy purchased a fishing vessel
with a market value of NOK 6 million, then
aged 21, he became Captain of a factory
trawler operating in the Balearic and
North Seas.
Fishing and shipping has been a way of
life in the region for generations, but Capt
Remøy said the changing markets of recent
years have led him to wonder what the
future holds: “In this region there are so
many players. If you consider even just five
years back, there were far fewer players in
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We are targeting
international clients
but we are fortunate
to have loyal
clients nearby
Ståle Rasmussen, CEO, Kleven
Group

the North Sea but now, there are many new
companies popping up.
“The market is not right according to
utilisation. If you look at the market for the
past 10-15 years, this is not the way things
were before. There are now many vessels
but when you see utilisation is at 90%, rates
should be stronger and so, I think some of
the new players will consolidate.”
Olympic currently owns 21 vessels and
also has two more ships on order, both of
which are subsea vessels, being built at the
Kleven Verft yard in Ulsteinvik. “We have
multi-function vessels which we contracted
two or three years ago – we were not able
back then to see clearly how the subsea
market would pan out, but now we can
understand this more. There is a lack of
vessels in the subsea market and the
platform supply vessel (PSV) market
doesn’t look too worried.”
Capt Remøy has high hopes for his two
new subsea vessels, one of which already
has a contract with Reef Subsea Norway,
beginning on delivery of the vessel from
Kleven Verft in August. The firm contract
period is five years but with further options
for 5x1 year.
Acknowledging that “the market is
worrying and this is making people
nervous” Capt Remøy said well-established
Norwegian owners are now focusing their
energies on Brazil. Olympic has seen the
successful charter of its own PSVs to major
Brazilian players, including Petrobras, but
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Scandinavia gets direct route to Busan

outh Korea is one of Asia’s fastest-growing economies and now, for the first time,
Swedish importers and exporters are getting a direct route to Busan, in the eastern
part of the country.
Maersk Line recently added Busan to one of its routes from the Port of Gothenburg,
meaning cargo can be shipped there directly, without transhipment in Europe.
“This is really good news. We know this region is important to many companies in
Sweden and the Nordic region, for example for the export of steel,” said Magnus
Kårestedt, CEO, Gothenburg Port Authority.
South Korea is experiencing considerable industrial growth with renowned export
brands such as Samsung, LG, Hyundai and Kia. The country is a major manufacturer of
tyres, which are exported to Sweden and elsewhere and for Swedish companies, South
Korea is also an important market for forestry products, steel, car parts and more.
Busan has a favourable geographical location for reaching important industrial
regions in South Korea and for onward transport to Japan and Russia. This complements
the city of Kwangyang in the west of the country, which is already served by Maersk Line
via a direct route from the Port of Gothenburg.
The transport time from Sweden to Busan is 40 days, and the route offers weekly
departures from the container terminal in the Port of Gothenburg.
The entire route covers: Gdansk (Poland), Århus (Denmark), Gothenburg (Sweden),
Bremerhaven (Germany), Rotterdam (the Netherlands), Tangiers (Morocco), Singapore,
Yantian (China), Hong Kong , Busan (South Korea), Kwangyang (South Korea), Ningbo
(China), Shanghai (China), Tanjung Pelepas (Malaysia).

Capt Remøy warned of the need for caution
in this particular market.
“Brazil is not for beginners – most
definitely not. There has been a huge
change in Brazil since we took our first
vessel there a decade ago,” he said, noting
how differences have occurred owing to
new rules and taxes. He also emphasised
the need to remain in control of one’s
own business in Brazil through proper
representation and management: “I think
that is key, if you want to succeed in
Brazil, which is going to be one of the
main players in offshore in the future –
you need to have control of the situation
and not try to move faster than you are
able to.”
But in Norway, what does Capt Remøy
view as the main challenges for the future?
“There is definitely an effect of the market
from having many owners – if you look at
the utilisation and rates of four years ago
compared to today, it’s a different story –
that tells me the market is not as it should
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be. My view is there are too many players
and that is impacting on the market.”
He added that Norway’s ambitions for
oil exploration in the future will also bring
further challenges to the nation’s shipping
cluster: “I’m not sure if it’s a serious
problem but it’s definitely a challenge that
in the next two to three years, we will have
about 40 new rigs and this means 4,000
workers will be required, but where shall
we take them from? We need the right
crew and people – but we don’t have
enough heads.
“My point of view is, the authorities
need to do something with the system in
Norway and with the Flag, to allow more
foreign people to work on our rigs,
otherwise we will have a cost drive like
Brazil – it will be the same problem.
Olympic is recruiting abroad because we
can see there are no other possibilities. We
have people from Poland, Sweden,
Scotland and many people from The
Philippines.” ■
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ALTERNATIVE VIEWPOINT

Alternative

viewpoint
Michael Grey

The crew will fit in where it can

T

he health of seafarers, not least in
this excellent journal, is clearly a
matter of concern, with all manner
of medically qualified folk commenting on
facets of the modern seafarer’s lifestyle,
which tended to militate against longevity.
The wrong sort of diet, lack of exercise,
shortage of sleep, stress and the lack of
any sort of social cohesion in a ship’s
company so small that they never seem to
meet one another as they rattle around in
their enormous vessels, have all been
blamed. Solutions, which don’t involve
either sacking the cook or compulsory
physical jerks on the afterdeck after
breakfast each day, neither of which may
be practical, tend to be in short supply.
The intensity of modern ship
operations, with port stays measured in
hours rather than days, not to mention the
administrative hoops that have to be
jumped through if crew members wish to
stretch their legs ashore, clearly do not
encourage personal fitness. And even in a
ship well provided with an on-board
“fitness suite” with its rowing machines
and treadmills, such brain-deadening
activity as a regular workout takes a certain
dedication to health which is clearly far
from universal, whether one works at sea
or on shore.
It cannot help that seafaring has
changed from an occupation involving an
enormous amount of fresh air, to one that
has become both enclosed and sedentary.
This is not the place to become involved
in fresh arguments about comfortable
“posture-perfect” seats in wheelhouses (left
to me I’d ditch the lot), but the whole
modern approach to accommodating the
crew of a ship does little to encourage their
physical fitness.
It is tempting to blame naval architects,
but they just do what they are told and their
priorities involve the long list of economic
and operational needs delivered to them by
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their shipowning clients, which may, or
may not, have some brief mention about the
needs of the ship’s crew. The understanding
is that after all the other requirements have
been met, the people who will take the ship
to sea and live aboard her, will just fit in to
what space might be available. It is an ageold principle which was to see the crew
accommodated in spaces that could not
possibly be used for any paying cargo, such
as can be seen in the forecastle of the old
clipper Cutty Sark or the spaces allocated
to the seamen who had to live alongside
their guns in Nelson’s Victory.
The modern merchant ship continues
this age-old principle perfectly, witness
the multi-decked steel towers of
accommodation perched on the poops of
large numbers of ship types, great and
small. These are ships designed for the
optimum carriage of cargo and the crew is
an afterthought and a design nuisance,
which clearly takes the space of quite a lot
of deck cargo which would otherwise
be carried.
One can guarantee that were it not for
the regulations (although the 1969 tonnage
rules actually militate against decent crew
accommodation), seafarers would live in
far worse conditions than they do today.
Nevertheless, those of a certain age, if they
are asked, will tell you that their living
conditions in the ships emerging from
shipyards today are invariably far worse
than they would find if they went aboard a
30 year old vessel.
Nobody would suggest that those
shipowners, ordering new vessels from
their friendly shipyards, go out of their way
to specify cheap and mean accommodation
for their crews; it’s just what is on offer, and
nobody bothers to demand anything better.
A deck where the crew can enjoy some
fresh air and exercise? Are you joking –
where are we going to put that? A view of
something other than the back end of a
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container? Don’t be ridiculous it’s a
container ship! An alternative to a steel,
vibrating tower block, with a couple of
crew members on each deck? Think of the
exercise they get, running up and down the
stairs! It doesn’t exactly thrill, this sea life
in modern ships, does it?
It is the sheer lack of imagination,
which suggests that nobody ever thinks
about trying to make life aboard ship more
pleasant, bringing us back to that list of
priorities facing the designers. What could
be nastier than life aboard one of these
giant containerships now emerging from
the shipyards in some numbers and
designed with the one aim of reducing
the unit cost of carrying a box around
the world?
The designers now make a big deal
about putting the superstructure amidships,
but that is nothing to do with the comfort
of the crew but all about forward visibility
from the wheelhouse, over the sea of steel
represented by containers piled seven high
on deck. The ships are wide, and the crews
no bigger, so they could arguably have
larger cabins and a more pleasant
ambience, except that the designers like to
squash the accommodation as close to the
centreline as possible, so those with
windows to port and starboard look out
between great walls of boxes at a small arc
of sea. Those whose aspect is forward or aft
– no need to explain what their view
consists of!
For a short period, in the fifties and
sixties, possibly running into the 70s,
shipowners actually thought about the
accommodation they put on their ships.
They inclined to the view that the very best
seafarers would tend to gravitate to those
well-fitted vessels. And do you know – they
were right. ■
Michael Grey, MBE, is an
internationally respected maritime
commentator

COATINGS, CHEMICALS & CORROSION

A

s the shipping industry continues
to operate in challenging
conditions, the pressure is on for
chemicals,
paints
and
coatings
companies to come up with solutions that
will save owners fuel, time, and money.
There is also the added headache of
undertaking environmental obligations
such as reducing VOC emissions and
ensuring safe transit for both crew and
vessel, so manufacturers must move with
the times at quite an astonishing pace.
“The marine coatings industry has
experienced a period of intense product
innovation over the last 25 years,
responding both to regulation and the
changing needs of ship owners,” said
Sijmen Visser, Global Marketing Manager
M & R, PPG Protective and Marine
Coatings.
“In today’s market conditions, where
fuel costs are at a premium and customer
demands are centred around cost savings,
vessel operators are looking to save fuel,
increase operational efficiency and
maximise the lifespan of their ships.
“Another consideration for owners is
the need to reduce carbon emissions and
we are actively working to enable
emissions reductions wherever possible,
focusing our research and development on
the production of environmentallyfriendly products that deliver not just easy
application and increased maintenance
intervals but lower emissions through
reduced fuel costs.”
Steve Goodrick, European Project
Development Manager Marine at UKbased Sherwin Williams Protective &
Marine Coatings, agreed, adding:
“International Maritime Organization
Performance Standard for Protective
Coatings (IMO PSPC) and The
International Convention for the Safety of
Life at Sea (SOLAS) legislation is greatly
changing how coatings companies
approach the design and supply of our
products and how ship owners view the

application of coatings and maintenance
of their vessels.
“In the end, this will result in
significant changes in the technology used
to design, apply and inspect coatings.”
Mr Goodrick said with ship owners
keeping tight controls on costs, it was
vital to ensure value was being provided
with every coating system the company
sold.
“The price per litre is important, but
the long-term performance value of the
system is more important. Time and
labour savings are engineered into
Sherwin-Williams marine products, so
this isn’t a big adaptation for us. We have
a proven and trusted track record in the
marine market, and high-performance
technologies for every kind of marine
surface preparation scenario.”
Sherwin-Williams provides timetested, high performance PFP and
anti-corrosive coatings solutions to the
fire protection, steel, oil and gas and
marine sectors, among others, and in the
marine sector Mr Goodrick said the most
business growth had been seen in water
ballast tank coatings.
“With PSPC regulations, everyone is
aware of their importance and getting the
job done right first time,” he said.
Echoing the need to move with the
times and to cater for cost-conscious
owners, Paul Robbins, Marine Marketing
Director for International Paint, which has
just opened a new global Marine Coatings
headquarters in Singapore, said: “Amid
record high bunker fuel prices and lack of
liquidity within the shipping industry, the
economic importance of underwater hull
condition cannot be understated.”
One area International Paint has been
focusing on at its research centre, also
based in Singapore, is the evergreen
problem of slime, which has haunted ship
owners and operators for years and is an
obstacle which is not only stubborn
but costly.
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According to a recent formula
produced by Professor Michael P. Schultz,
of the Department of Naval Architecture
& Ocean Engineering at the US Naval
Academy, at today’s bunker prices, the
effects of slime potentially cost the
shipping industry a staggering 44 million
extra tonnes of bunker fuel, $28.6billion in
additional fuel costs and an extra 134
million tonnes of CO2 emissions
every year.
Slime is a complex and dynamic
organism which begins to gather on
surfaces as soon as they enter water and
has been proven to have an adverse effect
on the efficiency on all types of vessels.
International Paint recently launched,
what it claims to be, the industry’s first
biocide free fouling control coating
featuring unique patented slime release
technology. Intersleek1100SR has been
designed for all commercial vessels and is
said to combat micro fouling on ships’
hulls, maintaining performance throughout
the docking cycle.
Coinciding with the launch, was the
unveiling of another ‘sea-change’ product,
Intercept8000 LPP – a new biocidal linear
polishing antifouling coating which aims
to deliver protection for in-service periods
of up to 90 months. The company said
both technologies would improve vessel
operating performance, increase efficiency
and help control fuel costs and emissions.
The LUBYON polymer technology in
the Intercept8000 LPP gives the coating a
‘superhydrophilic’ surface so when the
coating is immersed, the seawater has a
lubricating effect, resulting in less friction.
According to International Paint, the
reduction of drag increases energy
efficiency
giving
average
fuel
consumption and associated emissions
savings of 5% annually compared to
typical controlled depletion polymer
antifoulings.
“The launch of Intercept8000 LPP
and Intersleek1100SR demonstrates our
SHIP MANAGEMENT INTERNATIONAL
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commitment to providing customers with
real choice and the broadest range of
fouling control solutions that meet the
specific needs of their vessels, fleets
and operational preferences,” said Mr
Robbins.
“It also highlights International
Paint’s mission to introduce new, often
revolutionary innovations and marketleading
technologies
that
drive
operational, cost and environmental
efficiencies for our customers. Research,
development and innovation underpin
everything we do to provide the market
with technology choice while also
supporting
our
commitment
to
sustainability.”
PPG Protective & Marine Coatings
has consolidated its premium products
around three main technologies – silicone
based, biocide-free fouling release
coatings, silyl acrylate antifouling
coatings which offer hydrolysing, selfpolishing and self-smoothing properties
and zinc acrylate antifouling coatings that
offer distinguished premium properties
and at the same time being copper-free.
“All three technologies score highly
in reducing environmental footprint and
lowering operational expenses. With fuel
accounting for 50% or more of daily
operating costs, ship owners are

“
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With PSPC
regulations, everyone
is aware of their importance
and getting the job
done right first time
Steve Goodrick, European
Project Development
Manager Marine, Sherwin
Williams Protective & Marine
Coatings

increasingly expecting their coatings to
contribute positively to potential cost
savings,” said Mr Visser.
The company recently launched a new
product, SIGMA ECOFLEET 690, a high
performance antifouling for short sea and
coastal shipping delivering antifouling for
extreme and aggressive fouling conditions.
Developed for the dry dock, maintenance
and repair market, it is claimed to ensure
consistent performance levels and fouling
control for in-service periods of up to 60
months. It is fully compliant with the IMO
AFS Convention and said to reduce
potential
VOC
emissions
by
approximately between 10 and 20%.

So, how does Mr Visser see business
development
and
technological
advancement for PPG over the next 12 to
18 months?
“We will continue to work with our
customers to develop coatings solutions
that will enable them to increase the
lifespan of their vessels, promote
operational efficiency and reduce VOC
emissions,” he said.
Sherwin-Williams’ Mr Goodrick said
he believed his company’s business would
increase in volume in Europe, the Middle
East and Africa over the next 12 to 18
months and said it was well placed to
serve Asia too, with its factories in
Malaysia serving Singapore and
Shanghai.
“Sherwin-Williams’ integrated supply
chain is a differentiator, and a hallmark of
our business philosophy. We position our
service centres near where customers need
products to be. Our offering goes beyond
the cost of the bucket of paint, with highly
qualified, on-the-ground technical support
to ensure that coatings are applied
properly and customers get the proper
value without further problems.”
Customer support has also led to
Norway-headquartered Wilhelmsen Ships
Service’s Marine Chemicals sector
offering a new tool to its customer which
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takes its experience and knowledge onboard
ship to those who need it.
It says shortages and issues of
competence and training are increasingly
putting a strain on crew members and, with
an increasing regulatory burden, there is even
greater pressure on crews to update their
expertise in order to operate the ship
efficiently and safely.
The shortage of crew, as well as an
increasing turnover of experienced seafarers,
places a challenge on suppliers to ensure their
products and services are used in a safe and
effective way and Wilhelmsen Ships Service
has recognised it has a responsibility to
provide training and support materials for its
customers and their crews.
It has developed a customer support
tool, the WSS Active Solutions Portal
(ASP) to help increase customer
competence and make it easier and
safer to work with its marine chemical
product range.
“The challenge often, especially onboard
the ship, is to have everything in one place.
The chemical manuals, safety data sheets and
training materials are usually in different
locations and what makes it worse is that
most of the time the crew do not have proper
access to the internet,” said Bernd Bauer,
Business Director, Marine Chemicals
at WSS.

“We decided to come up with
something which would almost equal
going on the internet.”
The ASP is on a CD which is given to
companies to be installed on vessels’
computers as an active tool. As well as
including manuals and data sheets there is
an e-learning programme with training
modules so crews can see how the
products should be used.
“No other companies are offering
something on this scale. There are some
other CDs out there, but they are more
like a catalogue with data sheets and that’s
about it,” said Mr Bauer.
The ASP also includes a Waterproof
application, which includes tools to
manage the use of water treatment
chemicals used to protect valuable
equipment on the vessel such as the steam
boilers and engine cooling systems from
the damaging effects of corrosion and
scaling.
Test results are periodically emailed
to WSS Waterproof support staff for
further interpretation and advice.
“The reason it was developed was to
see how well water was being treated in
terms of technical water such as cooling,”
said Mr Bauer.
This testing has now been taken one
step further with the introduction of
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potable water testing in line with new
regulations set out by the impending
Maritime Labour Convention (MLC)
2006 which requires vessels to maintain
high quality drinking water onboard ship.
The move will aim to give more
protection to crew from waterborne
health risks, as improperly managed
water is an established route for
infectious disease transmission on ships.
In response to the regulations,
Wilhemlsen Ships Service (WSS) has
launched the Nalfleet Potable Water Test
Kit which enables seafarers to monitor
the quality of the potable water network
onboard ship, providing tests for common
infectious bacteria and, in the process,
reducing the risk of possible risk to health
from bacteria.
In a recent white paper, WSS
announced: “The WSS ASP cannot solve
the problems of the global crewing
shortage, but WSS believes it can play a
vital role in supporting competence in
safe handling and application of marine
chemicals onboard ship. As a result, the
ASP can help mariners to better manage
their workload and responsibilities while
simultaneously providing more staff with
the means to monitor performance against
known benchmarks, increasing process
transparency and operating efficiency.” ■
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Only in
America

M

ost of the maritime world is
getting into the groove of the
Maritime Labour Convention
2006, the bellwether new international
pact that consolidates almost all of the 70
existing
International
Labour
Organisation maritime labour instruments
into one document.
But as might perhaps be expected, it is
a different story in the US.
As of the time of writing, Washington
had not ratified MLC 2006. This typical
inertia contrasted with global ratification
by some 30 flag states, among them bona
fide maritime nations such as Australia,
Canada, Denmark, Greece, Norway,
Singapore and Spain, as well as major
flags such as the Marshall Islands and
Panama.
Informed sources suggest that flag
states covering 70% of the world fleet are
on the list of MLC 2006 signatories. This
is an important point, because MLC 2006
requires the vessel to maintain a valid
Maritime Labour Convention certificate
issued by its flag administration.
The MLC certificate, too, is an
important piece of the puzzle, because it
amounts to prima facie but incontrovertible
evidence of compliance. In most cases,
PSC inspectors would not look beyond this
document for evidence of compliance. It is
somewhat akin to someone producing a
driving licence on demand – the mere
presence of this piece of plastic, in almost
all cases, automatically pre-supposes the
bearer to be qualified to operate vehicles.
Until the US ratifies the Convention,
an obvious trouble-spot looms. After MLC
2006 comes into force on 20th August this
year, US-flag tonnage not in compliance –
i.e., the entire US-flag fleet – runs the risk
of Port State Control actions, including
detentions and other hues of harassment,
while in a port of a ratifying nation.
The unique predicament in which USflag ships find themselves on MLC 2006
is “déjà vu all over again”, as American
baseball legend Yogi Berra famously said
after watching two consecutive home runs
in a game half a century ago.
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By Rajesh Joshi, SMI New York Correspondent

US ships and US citizen mariners are
already aware of the problems Washington’s
reluctance to sign on to international treaties
can cause, thanks to an unrelated subject: US
non-ratification of the International
Labour Organization’s treaty on seafarers’
identification documents, ILO 185.
US crews in certain ports have
encountered problems related to their lack of
proper visas or identification documents,
which mirrors the more common experiences
of foreign seafarers who face similar hassles
in US ports in the post-9/11 world.
Be prepared for this spectre “all over
again” after August, influential maritime
circles in the US have begun to warn.
At its core, MLC 2006 establishes
comprehensive minimum requirements for
working conditions of seafarers including,
among other things, conditions of
employment, hours of work and rest,
accommodations, recreational facilities, food
and catering, health protection, medical care,
welfare, and social security protection.
The irony is that existing US labour laws
address most of these issues adequately, often
to standards that are on par with MLC 2006
or exceed them. US maritime trade unions are
also an important force in the nation, with
mariners’ median incomes at respectable
levels and the seagoing professions enjoying
a steady, if not mainstream, respect in
American society.
This makes the possibility of US ships
being embarrassed in foreign harbours more
ironic. It also makes it more curious that
several mainline US-flag owners and
interests do not appear to have entirely caught
on to the potential pitfalls they may face
from August.
As Blank Rome partner Jonathan
Waldron, a former US Coast Guard man and
noted regulatory lawyer, put it, the industry
is “fast asleep” to a looming nightmare.
However, not so the USCG, which
recognised the possibility of MLC trouble
very early. At the beginning of this year, the
agency issued a draft Navigation and Vessel
Inspection Circular (NVIC) to provide
guidance on how US-flag vessels can prepare
for the post-MLC 2006 era.
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This document is a useful tool, whose
basic message is relevant for ships of all flags
as they prepare for the brand-new MLC 2006
compliance drill.
A basic element of the USCG proposal
is the issuance of a Statement of Voluntary
Compliance, Maritime Labour Convention
(SOVC-MLC) certificate to vessels that
demonstrate compliance/
The USCG intends to implement a
voluntary inspection programme for such
vessels before the enactment date. The
agency has authorised a select set of
classification societies to conduct compliance
inspections on ships, and furnish them with
SOVC-MLCs on behalf of the USCG.
Ships are encouraged to post this
document “in a conspicuous place onboard”,
easily visible to the crew as well as
inspectors. The hope and belief is that these
SOVC-MLCs would serve as de facto MLC
certificates in foreign ports.
The catch in the situation is that the
owner or operator of an applicable US vessel
is not legally compelled to obtain a SOVCMLC.
Experts fear that habitually ingrained
apathy among the industry (“comply only if
and when it becomes absolutely
unavoidable”) will turn MLC 2006 into an
even more vivid action replay of ILO 185.
The Chamber of Shipping of America,
the ship owners’ body whose membership
includes major US-flag as well as
international operators, has identified the
matter as a priority, CSA President Joseph
Cox told SMI.
He said the chamber is advising its
membership, not just US-flag owners but the
rank and file, to “prepare for the worst” on
PSC inspections, regardless of whether they
have put remedial measures in place and
obtained SVOC-MLCs or not.
Even for those owners and operators
who take the trouble to equip their ships with
SVOC-MLCs, the actual usefulness of this
document appears far from certain.
The USCG has admitted as such, noting
in its NVIC: “Foreign port state authorities
are not obligated to accept the SOVC-MLC
as proof of compliance. By the issuance of a
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SOVC-MLC, the vessel will be recognised as
being ‘certified’ to the standards of the MLC.”
However, how prevalent will foreign
PSC inspections of US ships be? One school
of thought holds that even though an SVOCMLC is not a legal MLC certificate, having it
onboard will eliminate most of the risk of
undue trouble in foreign harbours.
Experts such as Douglas Stevenson,
Director of the Centre for Seafarers’ Rights at
the Seamen’s Church Institute of New York
and New Jersey, point out that Port State
Control machineries in most main foreign
harbours are under-resourced and cashstrapped, with qualified personnel at a
premium even for routine work.
In this scenario, Mr Stevenson believes
draconian enforcement just because a ship is
flying a US flag is unlikely, as long as the
owner has had the wisdom to obtain a SVOCMLC.
Regulatory expert Dennis Bryant, a
former USCG man and an eminent lawyer
who retired from Holland & Knight four years
ago, also believes a SVOC-MLC will get the
job done
But Mr Bryant stressed the importance of
cosmetics and appearance, and the creation of
the first impression.
“In all cases, it is entirely up to the PSC
inspector on the spot whether or not to launch
a full inspection, so it might simply come
down to how the ship looks at first glance –
whether it looks ship-shape, or whether it is a
dog,” Mr Bryant said.
CSA’s Mr Cox, however, is having none
of this equivocation. He said he has identified
MLC 2006 as an active concern, and is
sparing no effort to educate the CSA
membership to remain on their toes,
even wary.
One reason for Mr Cox’s concern is MLC
2006’s “no more favourable treatment
clause”, which requires ratifying governments
to impose convention requirements even on
vessels from a non-ratifying government
when calling on their ports.
The USCG, for its part, has issued a tacit
signal to the rest of the world that, in a spirit
of fair play, it might not penalise foreign ships
in US harbours if they do not arrive with valid
MLC certificates.
“Until such time that the US ratifies the
MLC, the Coast Guard will not mandate
enforcement of its requirements on US
vessels or upon foreign vessels while in the
navigable waters of the United States,” the
USCG promised in its NVIC.
This prospect does not assuage Mr Cox’s
concerns. He said the “no more favourable
treatment” requirement might make foreign
PSC inspectors feel “duty-bound” to inspect
ships that do not have a bona fide MLC
certificate.
“Forget tit-for-tat and politics. If the
inspector does not ensure that no
‘favourable’ treatment is being meted out to

a ship because it flies the powerful US flag,
he would simply not be doing his or her job,”
Mr Cox said.
Another reason for his caution is the
mechanism by which a PSC inspection for
MLC 2006 compliance can be triggered.
What people often overlook is that while
the ultimate decision on whether to launch a
full inspection is the inspector’s, the process
through which this decision must be made
can be triggered by anyone – even someone
on shore, who might have reason to believe
that an inspection is warranted.
For US-flag interests in foreign ports,
asserts Mr Cox, this is an automatic signal to
be careful.

I
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So what would it take for the
“nightmare” to which people are fast asleep
to just disappear? One answer seems to come
straight out of the pages of a textbook on
child psychology.
Mr Bryant said that unless US-flag ships
start getting targeted in large number in
foreign ports on grounds of non-compliance
with MLC 2006, Congress is unlikely to do
anything.
“One obviously does not want to wish
bad things on US ships, but unless those ships
encounter a lot of such ‘static’ from foreign
inspectors, Congress will not even be aware
that we have a problem here,” said
Mr Bryant. ■

No chagrin, only reality
t must feel particularly mortifying for a
blue-chip ship manager to face up to
the prospect of enhanced and
potentially cumbersome Port State Control
enforcement on its fleet, especially when
the company knows it already meets all
applicable standards.
This is the situation in which leading
US-flag shipmanagement company Ocean
Shipholdings Inc finds itself, as the
country’s maritime sector gears up for the
coming into force of the Maritime Labour
Convention 2006 on 20th August this year.
Houston-headquartered
Ocean
Shipholdings, which was founded more
than 30 years ago, has a fleet of 13 vessels,
operating commercially and under
government contracts through the US
Military Sealift Command. The fleet trades
extensively to foreign harbours.
“Ocean Shipholdings maintains ships
operating worldwide under strict standards
for employee safety and environmental
protection,” the company’s publicity
materials assert.
Ocean Shipholdings’ Captain Robert
Sheen said the company is aware of the
mayhem possible due to Washington’s nonratification of MLC 2006, and is taking
steps to try to mitigate it.
Ocean Shipholdings during the spring
was in the process of obtaining Statement
of Voluntary Compliance, Maritime Labour
Convention (SOVC-MLC) certificates for
all ships in its fleet through class society
ABS.
But Captain Sheen admitted that his
company is prepared for robust PSC
enforcement in foreign ports after August
regardless.
Ocean Shipholdings’ operations are the
archetype of a truly international US-flag
operation. Over the past decades, its
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tonnage has plied extensive trades in the
Mediterranean and Southern Europe,
including Italy, Greece and Spain, and in
Asia and the Far East.
While respecting personal and political
sensitivities, Captain Sheen admitted that
Ocean Shipholdings crews, from time to
time, have experienced first-hand the mess
that US mariners can face because of US
non-ratification of ILO 185.
These problems are more prone to
break out in Asia rather than in Europe.
While it is too early to be certain, Captain
Sheen said it would not surprise him if USflag ships’ experiences on MLC 2006
inspections replicate this geographical track
record.
Ocean Shipholdings’ operations also
underscore a larger underlying “disconnect”
in the MLC 2006 saga: US labour laws
already set the basic threshold on the
treatment of seafarers at par with, if not
higher than, that enshrined in MLC 2006.
Captain Sheen did admit to SMI that
MLC 2006 has more delineated and
detailed requirements in certain specific
areas, such as crew entertainment and
complaint procedures. But this is an
irrelevant issue, he asserted.
“The fact is that our collective
bargaining agreements with seafarer trade
unions – not just for Ocean Shipholdings’
crews, but for US mariners in general –
include these provisions. So for practical
purposes, most US-flag ships are fully MLC
compliant.
“Yet we have to prepare for the issues
you and the Coast Guard’s NVIC have
brought up. What does it matter if we
would like the US government to ratify the
convention? As things stand, we are simply
stuck between a rock and a hard place, and
must simply get on with it.” ■
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Good luck when claiming goodwill
ebastiaan Moolenaar, a partner with
the Transport & Trade team at law firm
AKD in Rotterdam, outlines the
implications of a recent decision of the Dutch
Supreme Court on the calculation of a
commercial agent’s indemnity rights
In times of economic downturn, selfemployed intermediaries such as ship agents
may find themselves increasingly confronted
with termination of their agency agreement
with their principals. Commercial agents
throughout Europe, however, do have a
protected status, and for that reason it is
important that both agents and the commercial
interests who contract with them are fully
aware of their rights under agency law.
Self-employed intermediaries have
continuing authority to negotiate agreements
on behalf of a principal, or, as the case may
be, to negotiate and conclude such agreements
on behalf of and in the name of that principal.
The rules on commercial agency in
Europe are derived from uniform European
laws. The adoption of EU Council Directive
(86/653) on the Co-ordination of Laws of the
Member States relating to Self-Employed
Commercial Agents is an effort to harmonise
national legislation on commercial agency

law. Although uniform implementation into
national laws was foreseen, practice shows
that both national legislators and national
courts have failed to create the desired
uniformity and legal certainty.
One of the basic principles of the
Commercial Agency Directive is the
mandatory protection of commercial agents,
which follows from the agent’s position,
which itself is characterised by economic
dependency on the principal. The most
significant form of protection is the right of
the commercial agent to claim indemnity
(often called ‘goodwill indemnity’) upon
termination of the agency agreement. Such
indemnity is due by the principal if, during
the term of the agency agreement, the agent
has brought the principal new customers
or has significantly increased the volume
of business with existing customers, and
the principal continues to derive
substantial benefits from the business with
such customers.
It is this important issue of goodwill
indemnity, and in particular the method of
calculating the exact amount of indemnity due
to the agent, which has been subject to different
judicial interpretation throughout the EU.

Until recently, failing clear instructions
on the calculation of indemnity in both the
agency directive and the relevant provisions
of Dutch agency law, the Netherlands courts
have struggled to come up with a transparent
and predictable formula that parties can rely
on when confronted with a dispute on
goodwill indemnity.
The agency directive is implemented
into the Dutch Civil Code, whereby Dutch
legislators deliberately abandoned the
distinction made in the directive between
service agreements and agreements covering
the sale of goods. Thus, Dutch legislation on
commercial agency also relates to services
provided by, among others, shipbrokers,
airline ticket agents and commodity brokers.
In its decision of 2nd November 2012
(T-Mobile v ICOM e a, LJN BW9865), the
Dutch Supreme Court ruled on an motion
brought by several commercial agents which
concluded mobile phone subscriptions with
consumers on behalf of telecom operator TMobile. For the first time, this judgment
provides guidance on what steps to take
when calculating the goodwill indemnity
due to a commercial agent upon termination
of the agency relationship. Moreover,
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practice before the lower courts since then
shows that the test laid down by the
Supreme Court provides for a more
objective and uniform method of
indemnity calculation.
The Supreme Court explicitly ruled that
the decisions and views of the European
Court of Justice and the European
Commission on the application of the
agency directive – the scope of which only
covers agents negotiating the sale or
purchase of goods – also apply to agents
acting in the sale and purchase of services.
When formulating how to calculate the
level of goodwill due, the Dutch Supreme
Court relied heavily on European Court of
Justice case law in Turgay v Deutsche
Tamoil, case C-348/07. This judgment of the
ECJ states that the method of calculation of
goodwill as adopted by German agency law
is the proper method in conformity with the
principles of the agency directive. With
reference to these principles, to German
practice and to the decision of the ECJ, the
Dutch Supreme Court formulated the
following test:
1.
Has the agent brought the
principal new customers, or has the agent
significantly increased the volume of
business with existing customers?
2.
Does the principal continue to
derive substantial benefits from the business

with such customers after termination of the
agency agreement?
If the above questions – whereby the
burden of proof lies with the commercial
agent – can be answered in the positive,
the following calculation formula must
be followed:
3.
Quantification of the benefits
derived by the principal from the customers
brought by the agent during the term of the
agreement: The relevant aspect when
determining these benefits is the fact that the
principal has the possibility to continue
making use of the customer relations
established by the agent after termination of
the agreement, without having to pay any
form of remuneration to the agent. Having
identified the number of new customers and
the increased volume of business with
existing customers, the gross commission on
these is calculated for the last twelve months
of the agency agreement.
4.
Possible adjustment of this
amount taking into account the principles of
reasonableness, having regard to all the
relevant circumstances: These circumstances
include whether the agent is retained by other
principals, any fault of the agent which led to
the termination of the agreement, a decrease
in turnover of the principal, the extent of the
advantage to the principal, and the existence
of restraint of trade clauses in the agreement.
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Finally, the courts will check whether the
amount resulting from Steps 3 and 4 exceeds
the statutory maximum amount (as based on
the directive) of the average yearly
commission paid to the agent during the term
of the agreement, or the last five years
thereof, respectively.
Although not directly binding on the
courts of other European member states, the
decision of the Dutch Supreme Court
provides interesting guidance on the
development and interpretation of European
agency law. Failing an explicit choice of law
in the agency agreement, private international
law rules might dictate that the engagement
of self-employed agents located in the
Netherlands will be governed by Dutch law.
In such cases, foreign commercial interests
may be faced with a possible post-termination
liability towards their former commercial
agents which can have serious financial
consequences. Such consequences will from
now on be calculated in the manner
described above.
Commercial agents in turn should make
sure to closely observe their status as
intermediaries, and to properly substantiate
their goodwill claim. Although the specific
steps to be taken towards a goodwill indemnity
are now laid down by the highest Dutch court,
the actual ingredients for the formula will need
to be provided – and proven – by the agent. ■
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matter
of time

n February last year, the use of armed
guards came under the microscope
when two Italian marines were
accused of killing two Indian fisherman
after opening fire, allegedly believing
they were pirates.
Still in the process of being brought
to justice for the incident on the Enrica
Lexie, it caused many ship owners and
operators as well as security companies to
examine the effect of putting guns
on ships.
While it has had an obvious effect in
the Gulf of Aden, the Gulf of Guinea is a
completely different model and with
being unable to put private armed guards
onboard off the west coast of Africa, it is
causing a huge headache in protecting
vessels transiting that area.
Piracy attacks are escalating and this
has sparked terrorist threats not only in
coastal waters but in ports, inland
waterways and offshore projects.
“Coastlines, rivers and lakes are all
essentially open playing fields for a
potential threat,” said Jonathan Delf,
International Marine Sales Manager for
BCB International which designs and
manufactures survival and protective
equipment.
But how do you defend yourself
against such a threat when you are unable
to put the known deterrent of armed
guards on a vessel, and when you are
allowed, what sort of implications could
arise should a shoot-out occur?
Mr Delf said there had been numerous
instances where security had been an issue
whereby lethal force had been used - most
notably the incident last year in which the
two Italian armed security guards were
accused of killing two fishermen off the
coast of India.
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“Why does this matter to us? It
matters to us because ultimately we are
looking not just at the threat itself, but the
risk and impact to the organisations who
are trying to protect themselves. The
ramification could be so serious that the
damage caused by that act outweighs the
actual threat itself.”
BCB International believes there is an
equally important place in the market for
non-lethal solutions, particularly in areas
such as West Africa.
It has just launched a new anti-piracy
system, the Buccaneer Light Weight
Interceptor which fires out a 200-300
metre length of entrapment line to
entangle an approaching vessel’s prop and
disable the craft. Designed with several
applications in mind, it is not just to guard
against terror attacks but is useful for
areas such as counter narcotics.
Final operational trials took place in
November and Mr Delf said the company
now hoped to start rolling it out in the
commercial shipping sector.
“As far as I’m aware, we are the only
company doing this. Another company
does a hand-held variant which fires a
small net but it only has a range of about
15 metres.”
The Buccaneer system can stop the
vessel further away therefore preventing
it from getting too close and giving armed
guards time to assess whether there really
is a potential threat.
Mr Delf said the bombing of the USS
Cole in 2000 in the Port of Aden in
Yemen, showed what could happen in
another result of a craft getting too close.
The craft was
able to penetrate
the port and,
packed
with
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explosives, able to go alongside the naval
ship killing 17 sailors and injuring 39.
“Although this was a military target,
it shows the potential threat to commercial
ships too.”
Time is also a valuable asset to any
security set-up so having a layered defence
system was vital, he said. On many vessels
there are security guards onboard with
machine guns and that’s it.
“The target can be approaching them
and they still haven’t really identified who
is onboard, which is what happened with
the Indians – they apparently didn’t
understand what the Italians were saying to
them and so they carried on approaching.
“Considering the number of armed
guards is increasing on vessels – about 35%
now have them – I think in the future, you
could well envisage scenarios exactly like
that.”
He added: “You need to stop people
further away. If they penetrate a non-lethal
barrier and they get closer it kind of ticks a
box. You can say ‘hold on a minute – this
isn’t some kind of idiot. This person is
determined to board my ship and do me
harm’. So, if you end up in a legal situation
and a judge asks what did you do, you can
say ‘we shouted at them, we used this
system to try and prevent them getting to
us. It delayed them for a while but they then
proceeded to attack again, that’s when we
had to use lethal force.’
“I think most legal systems would
realise you’ve done as much as you can and
you were forced into it.”
He said having a non-lethal solution did
not remove the point of armed guards at all,
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but provided an additional layer: “It buys you time to make
a decision and for any security company, time is the most
precious commodity.”
Anthony Rix, Maritime Operations Director at
Salamanca Risk Management, agreed it was important to not
just rely solely on armed guards.
“You need to have a layered defence hence BMP4 which is
very good. There are lots of other ideas out there and one or
two coming onto the market.
“On the west coast of Africa there will be a greater need
for non-lethal measures. There is a ready market in the Gulf of
Guinea.”
He believes simplicity is a key characteristic of anything
that will be successful, and said shipping companies would also
favour measures that were not hugely expensive and did not get
in the way of the operation of the ship.
Peter Cook, Founder & Security Director at the Security
Association for the Maritime Industry (SAMI) said: “The
organisation of armed guards has been very successful in the
Indian Ocean but there are still only somewhere between 30
and 40% of ships that carry armed guards. Most ship owners
want to use non-lethal methods.
Another non-lethal solution in aiming to prevent piracy
attacks is the use of piracy data and several companies have
come up with software to help vessels avoid the hotspots.
Jeppesen, which produces electronic navigational charts
(ENC), has added a Piracy Update feature to its C-MAP
OceanView route planning system, based on intelligence from
recognised and authoritative sources on global sea piracy
including The International Maritime Bureau’s Piracy
Reporting Centre and The Maritime Security Centre – Horn of
Africa (EU naval forces) and is in co-operation with Bergen
Risk Solutions.
It displays the location of recent and historical pirate attacks
so vessels can avoid high-risk areas and also allows combined
views of piracy and weather data so transits can be planned in
conditions that hamper pirate activities.
Pirates often threaten using small craft such as skiffs and
according to BIMCO/IMB/UKMTO and others it is likely to
be difficult to operate these small crafts in sea state 3 and above.
Jeppesen says this means that commercial vessels should
head for waters with wave height above 125 metres.
Terje Jorgensen, Senior Manager, Global Marine Sales at
Jeppesen said: “The information from our provider, Bergen Risk
Solutions, is powerful in itself. Meaning everyone can find
piracy info on the web. The experienced staff of Bergen Risk
collect all this source data, interpret and validate it, meaning they
do a huge job on the customer’s behalf ensuring it is high quality
and accurate data flowing in as basis for the software solution.”
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He said the main benefits of running this in the software
were that it was presented on high quality scalable vectorised
navigational charts and it could be used together with the
company’s weather solution.
“Pirates cannot board vessels when waves are over a
certain height. By setting such wave height as parameter in
our solution, the user gets a nice and efficient presentation on
the fly where he is most likely to avoid pirate attacks.”
He said the number of the vessels subscribing to its
services was growing and he expected a higher growth rate
after providing an option for a shorter subscription period.
Customer feedback had showed they wanted to access
the piracy date for shorter periods than a year.
“Some vessels might only pass piracy areas for one
voyage. In our price list we have implemented shorter
subscription periods, starting at three months.”
Are the charts seen as a serious form of prevention, and
used as stand-alone or in tandem with other preventative
measures?
“It is normally used together with our weather service to
achieve a broader picture for decision making. Some use this
alone but I also know some use it in addition to armed
guards.”
The UKHO has also published two new Admiralty
Maritime Security Charts (pictured right) covering the waters
around India and Southeast Asia, including the Malacca
Straits.
The paper charts provide a single point of reference for
recording the most up to date security information and, taken
together with the UKHO’s three existing security and piracy
charts, are said to have created the world’s first suite of
security planning charts.
They are designed to be used by ship personnel, shorebased managers and security specialists as a key voyage
planning tool for recording the latest security-critical
navigational information, which can be accessed for free
through the UKHO’s Security Related Information to
Mariners (SRIM) service.
It is also said to be useful not just for piracy, but for other
security threats including exclusion zones, illegal fishing and
smuggling as well as routing and reporting requirements.
Chris Parry, Head of UK Fleet AWNIS Unit at the UK
Ministry of Defence, said: “The UKHO’s new Maritime
Security Charts provide an important voyage planning tool
for vessels travelling in and around SouthEast Asia. Maritime
security risks can take many forms and these charts allow
vessel owners, operators and mariners to build up a record of
maritime security information on a purpose-designed chart
than can serve as a valuable passage planning aid.
“Used in conjunction with other navigational charts and
publications, our suite of security charts will allow shipping
companies to engage in safe passage planning in the majority
of waters with identified security risks and to do all they can
to protect their crew, vessels and cargoes.” ■
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Sea-change in
security regulation

T

he maritime security industry is
gearing up for a sea-change in the
way the sector is regulated and while
many are ready to embrace the tightening of
controls there are fears some of the smaller
companies will fall by the wayside.
One of the biggest transitions will be the
introduction of the ISO PAS 28007 which
gives guidelines containing additional sectorspecific recommendations, which companies
who comply with ISO 28000 can implement
to demonstrate that they provide Privately
Contracted Armed Security Personnel
(PCASP) onboard ships.
Some companies are already taking part
in a pilot scheme of the audit with the proper
accreditation programme expected to be
rolled out later in the year.
“The ISO 28007 will have an impact and
that’s all important,” said Anthony Rix,
Maritime Operations Director at Salamanca
Risk Management.
“We have spent a huge amount of time
going through vetting processes with
companies, and indeed with flag states, and
hopefully once we’re ISO accredited we’ll be
able to say to shipping companies ‘here
we are’ rather than starting from scratch
each time.
“We fully support any sort of regulation
in this industry because it’s the type of
industry where mistakes can be made. We
want to try and make sure we are a cut above
the rest.”
Paul Gibson, Director of the Security in
Complex Environment Group (SCEG), said
he believed some of the smaller security
companies might struggle with keeping up
with the regulations, but he welcomed
tougher controls.
He said directors of security companies
would be “staring down the barrel” if, in
January next year, they have put people
onboard without the necessary certification
and will find themselves liable.
“I think what we are moving to now is
that the shipping companies having to do their
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own due dilligence will reduce. They will still
do some of their own checks – that’s
understandable. But they will be doing more
to put the liability on the security companies
rather than the ship owners and operators
themselves.
“The shipping industry is highly
regulated and they (the owners) are
uncomfortable with the lack of regulation
here,” he added.
The United Kingdom Accreditation
Service (UKAS) is the sole national body
recognised by government to assess
evaluating organisations, such as certification
bodies, and it will begin assessment of the
certification bodies in June, aiming to
complete the pilot project towards the end of
the year.
Another area which will soon be more
closely monitored is training – SCEG has
been lending its expertise in developing a new
course, the Maritime Security Operative
qualification which is being run through City
& Guilds, a UK-based vocational education
organisation.
One of the areas where more clear
direction is needed is application for the Rules
for the Use of Force, and Canada-based
Tundra International has entered into an
exclusive partnership with David Hammond,
Barriester of 9 Bedford Row International
Chambers (9BRI), to identify and develop
new technology based training methods to test
personnel on their knowledge and application
of the RUF and the ‘100 series Rules’ as it
applies to the maritime security environment.
The 100 Series Rules, created by Mr
Hammond, are intended to be a model set and
example of best practice for maritime Rules
for the Use of Force and are intended to
compliment current industry RUF guidance
as well as supporting the requirements of ISO
PAS 28007 as an international regulatory
document. They are being developed for use
and benefit of the whole maritime industry
with support and technical advice from
international organisations such as the
ISSUE 43 MAY/JUNE 2013

Security Association for the Maritime
Industry (SAMI) and BIMCO.
Tundra intends to use the Virtra 300
simulator to develop judgemental Use of
Force scenarios for the maritime
environment.
Commenting on the launch of the
simulator trainer, Founder and Security
Director of SAMI Peter Cook said: “The
association is firmly committed to the
development of technological security
solutions and so we are delighted that Virtra
and 9BRI will be providing cutting edge
training with integrated legal support, this
will help define the way in which realistic
maritime security simulation training will go
in the future.”
Vetting is also important and, in the UK,
the Criminal Records Bureau check has
recently been replaced by the Disclosure &
Barring Service.
“DBS are proving to be very efficient
and shortly they are going to roll out an
online system which means that you can keep
this updated. It is very useful for maritime
security companies and really useful for ship
owners as the ship owners obviously do their
own due diligence and can see that the
individual employed has gone through the
UK-accredited enhanced disclosure,” said
Mr Gibson.
Salamanca Risk Management’s Anthony
Rix said: “A lot of good work has happened
over the last couple of years which is good
and we’re now hopefully going to see the
fruits of that work. Regulations in the Indian
Ocean, in particular, have caught up with
what’s going on and some of those
regulations so far don’t apply in the Gulf of
Guinea and I think that maybe people will
want to look at the Gulf of Guinea to see what
sort of regulation is required there.
“I wouldn’t underestimate the problems
that any regulator has and coming up with
something that is effective and allows
operations to continue must be quite
difficult.” ■
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CHEMICAL & PRODUCTS TRADE

Confident
moves belie
market frailty

A

fter several years of poor earnings,
and despite weak overall market
conditions persisting through the
opening quarter of 2013, gradual
improvement in the chemical tanker
business is in the offing according to both
analysts and specialist operators. Freight
rates in Asia are trending upwards and
global demand for petrochemicals
continues to grow, especially in emergent
economies and the industrial powerhouses
of the Orient. Comparative newbuild
restraint coupled with sustained scrapping
could tip the capacity scenario in
operators’ favour by 2014.
In Stolt-Nielsen’s 2012 annual report,
Chief Executive Officer Nils G. StoltNielsen said “2013 is likely to be another
difficult year in the parcel tanker segment.
However, while good news is hard to come
by, we now believe the market has hit
bottom and conditions are unlikely to get
worse. Deliveries of newbuildings to the
parcel tanker fleet have slowed to a trickle
and the order book amounts to only a few
percentage points of the existing fleet.”
Although the terminal and tank container
divisions continued to advance, significant
improvement in group profitability is
dependent on a recovery in the shipping
market.
Odfjell’s chief financial officer Terje
Iversen observed in March that “the
supply/demand picture with the chemical
tanker segment continues to move in our
favour. However, favourable yard prices
and modern, fuel efficient designs may lure
investors to contract new tonnage. The
supply overhang, on the other hand, may be
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prolonged due to the reversal of lost
capacity through slow-steaming and low
utilisation.”
At the same time, high fuel costs and
new concerns over potential setbacks in the
global economy sustain uncertainties, and
call for even greater circumspection on the
part of those contemplating or embarking
on fleet renewal or expansion. A
fundamental strength of the major players,
as regards both market standing and overall
financial resilience, is the in-house
capability for integrated transportation and
storage services. Specialised tank storage
and terminal operations have continued to
perform reasonably well, and offer
substantial promise in many areas.
By comparison, a number of parcel
tanker operators are in financial distress, in
breach of covenants, with limited access to
new capital and with limited liquidity.
“They are being kept alive by banks that
repeatedly extend loan repayment terms in
the hope that the market will improve and
the loans will be repaid with interest at
some point in the future,” observed one
leading industry figure, adding that “In
many cases, the value of the banks’
collateral is less than the outstanding
loans.”
Towards the end of 2012, renewed
confidence in the parcel tanker market was
signalled by a tranche of shipbuilding
contracts. Stolt-Nielsen’s order for up to
eight vessels embodying stainless steel
cargo tanks throughout closely followed JO
Invest’s opening gambit in a programme
also looking towards eight fully-stainless
carriers. These new commitments have
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been made against the backcloth of rising
freight rates across many of the chemtanker
size ranges, the sector’s disposal of older
tonnage for scrap and relative restraint over
the past two years in booking new tonnage,
together with more positive fundamentals
for the market by 2015.
Norway’s JO Invest awarded the
construction of two 33,000dwt stainless
tankers to Nantong Mingde Heavy Industry
under an agreement which includes options
on six further vessels. The design is a truly
optimised version of the 30,000dwt type
currently in production at the yard for Jo
Tankers, in that it offers a claimed 30%
decrease in fuel oil consumption on a 10%
increase in capacity. The two 30,000tonners are due in August 2013 and
January 2014.
Stolt-Nielsen subsidiary Stolt Tankers
subsequently also took its requirement for
sophisticated new tonnage to China. The deal
with Hudong-Zhonghua Shipbuilding and
China Shipbuilding Trading Co encompasses
five vessels of 38,000dwt, plus three on
option. Each of the ships will incorporate 43
stainless steel tanks, giving an aggregate
cargo volume of 44,000m3, and a relatively
shallow, fully-laden draught will confer
greater operational flexibility and contribute
to lower fuel consumption relative to existing
parcel tankers. Possessing IMO I, II and III
capabilities, the ships will be able to handle
the full range of difficult-to-handle cargoes
that Stolt carries. The new tonnage will
replace five 1986-built parcel tankers
scheduled for recycling in 2016.
Due to divergent strategies, Odfjell
Tankers and National Chemical Carriers are
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Terje Iversen, Chief Financial
Officer, Odfjell
to dissolve the pool for coated chemical
carriers in the 40,000-45,000dwt range with
effect from the beginning of June this year.
Managed out of Dubai by the joint venture
company NCC Odfjell Chemical Tankers,
the pooled fleet comprised 13 vessels
owned by NCC and five owned and/or
controlled by Odfjell.
The pool had been established in 2009,
following nearly 20 years of collaboration
between the two organisations in trading
and operating stainless steel chemtankers.
Its ending reflects NCC’s desire to pursue
a more independent trading approach with a
primary focus on the Middle East, while the
Norwegian operator prefers a worldwide
ambit in the coated chemical tanker
segment. A level of cooperation will persist,
in that two such vessels of 75,000dwt under
construction in South Korea for Odfjell
will be commercially managed by an
NCC subsidiary.
NCC is 80% owned by the National
Shipping Company (BAHRI) of Saudi
Arabia and 20% by Saudi petrochemicals
group SABIC.
In December 2012, Odfjell signed a
letter of intent to expand its existing joint
venture with private equity firm Lindsay
Goldberg to encompass essentially all of
Odfjell’s tank terminal business worldwide.
The proposed transaction will significantly
increase the capitalisation of the terminal
division and will enable the partners to
embark on an ambitious and accelerated
growth strategy. The agreement foresees
Lindsay Goldberg obtaining a 49% share in
Odfjell Terminals, in place of its 49% stake
in the present joint venture dating from
September 2011, and making a cash
contribution of some $226m to the bulk
liquid storage and handling company.
Odfjell has recently concluded or is
completing investments at a number of its
facilities, including an expansion
programme at Houston, while new partowned terminals are due to become
operational at Charleston and Tianjin,
China, in 2013 and 2014 respectively. The
company is working on other schemes in

China and is evaluating development
projects in France, India, the Middle East,
Africa and South America.
On the strength of long-term charters to
Royal Dutch Shell, South Korean operator
Sinokor Merchant Marine has signed for 10
medium-range (MR) product tankers of
about 50,000dwt from Hyundai Mipo
Dockyard (HMD). Options on 10 vessels
are appended to the deal. The 20 ships come
under the auspices of the oil major’s Project
Silver tonnage renewal programme, and are
expected to be phased into the fleet through
2014 and 2015. Brokers have indicated that
the per-vessel price is around $31m, a
keenly-competitive level in today’s market.
MR tanker ordering has gathered pace
over recent months, amid strengthened
demand for products and an upward trend
in voyage miles, and in anticipation of
refinery expansion in the Middle East
and India.
New York-listed Scorpio Tankers has
placed multiple product tanker contracts so
far this year, building on a series of earlier
fleet development initiatives and the start of
deliveries of its 52,000dwt STI Amber-class
product carriers in 2012. The latest
transactions encompass six vessels,
announced during early April, and
increased the company’s orderbook to 39
product carriers, comprising 23 mediumrange (MR) tankers of 52,000dwt, eight
114,000dwt long-range (LR2) vessels and
eight 38,000dwt handymax ice class
1A tankers.
All construction has been entrusted to
South Korean yards, the contractors being
Hyundai
Mipo
Dockyard,
SPP
Shipbuilding, Hyundai Samho Heavy
Industries, and Daewoo Shipbuilding &
Marine Engineering. The fact that Scorpio
has fixed-price options on additional
vessels from the various yards holds out the
prospect of early extensions to the
programme. The timing and scale of the
company’s investments, whereby all
outstanding tonnage is due for completion
before the end of 2014, reflects a perception
of upcoming demand and new trading
opportunities, together with a belief in the
long-term value of more efficient vessel
designs and an appraisal of berth capacity
availability at qualified yards.
The latest 52,000-tonners commanded
approximately $36.5m apiece, while the
ice-classed 38,000-tonners were priced at
some $31.5m.
Another new deal is Teekay Tankers’
agreement with STX Offshore &
Shipbuilding, announced in early April and
potentially involving 16 vessels Four
113,000dwt LR2 product tankers have been
firmly contracted at approximately $47m
each, with fixed-price options covering 12
additional ships of the same type, to be
declared over the ensuing 18 months.
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“The shift in global refining capacity
east of the Suez Canal, development of new
long-haul product tanker trading patterns,
including the potential for increased US
exports, and a relatively modest orderbook,
make the LR2 segment a particularly
attractive growth area for Teekay Tankers,”
stated the company’s CEO Bruce Chan.
The fuel-efficient design is expected to
result in 20-30% fuel savings compared to
existing vessels in the LR2 fleet.
Swedish tanker shipping company
Stena Bulk has extended its collaboration
with Indonesia’s Golden Agri-Resources
(GAR), the world’s second largest palm oil
plantation firm, with integrated operations
focused on the production of palm-based
edible oil and fat for the food industry. The
two organisations have formed a 50-50
joint venture, Golden Stena Bulk, in the
product tanker sector. The new undertaking
will take over four 50,000dwt product
carriers ordered by Stena Bulk last
year, and will consider investing in
further vessels.
The Golden Stena Bulk tankers will be
technically husbanded by Stena-owned
Northern Marine Management and will be
deployed by Stena Weco, established at the
beginning of 2011 by Stena Bulk and
Danish Dannebrog to specialise in the
transportation of vegetable oils and
chemicals. In June 2012, Stena Weco and
GAR formed a 50-50 joint enterprise,
Golden Stena Weco, to serve GAR’s
international transportation needs as
regards palm oil products.
Golden Stena Bulk is thereby the
second step in the alliance with GAR. “For
us, it is also a gateway to Asia”, said Stena
Bulk’s president and CEO Erik Hanell.
“Such strategic partnerships are a well-tried
concept for us and involve coordinating
complementary assets, know-how and
experience. With GAR’s robust network
and intimate knowledge of the region, this
strategic partnership gives us greater access
to the South East Asian market as well as
to local competence,” added Mr Hanell.
The series of 50,000dwt newbuilds in
hand at Guangzhou Shipyard International
for Stena Bulk and the publicly-quoted
Stena group company Concordia Maritime
will be the most sophisticated in the
respective fleets. Four ships have so far
been confirmed for Stena Bulk and two for
Concordia, although a total of 10 at an
overall value of $400m could be in the
frame. The design has been developed to
give a competitive edge in the edible oil,
chemical and clean tanker markets.
The prominence of ‘blue-chip’
operators is one of the most salient aspects
of the recent wave of new investment, as is
the motivating influence of astute ship and
engineering design combined with as yet
keen pricing. ■
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Arctic bonanza

Russia removes its nuclear litter from the seabed
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T

he retreat of the Arctic ice cover
making the seabed accessible to
the ocean industries is about to
unleash a multi-billion dollar business for
the urgent recovery of navigation hazards
comprising radioactive waste materials
dumped by the bygone Soviet military
authorities in the frozen marine
environment. This is great news for the
shipping industry, and indeed all
humanity, but it may have come about at
the wrong time and for the wrong
reasons.
A centrepiece of a long series of
forthcoming international environment
protection projects is the lifting of Russia's
K-27 nuclear submarine corroding in 30
metres of water beneath the Kara Sea east
of the Kola Peninsula. The ship was
scuttled illegally in 1981, its two reactors
onboard still fully loaded with highly
enriched fuel that could go critical during
the operation.
That hazardous venture is expected to
be undertaken initially by Russia and
probably Norway. Both their governments
are underplaying the urgency and
importance that they attach to the scheme.
Frederic Hauge, the president of
Bellona, the authoritative Norwegian
environment protection organisation,
warns that, in the present conditions, the
corrosion of the ship alone could set off a
nuclear explosion. The vessel is likely to
be removed soon because the Russian
energy giant Rosneft and its Western
partners are eager to exploit an estimated
local seabed wealth of 21bn metric tons of
fossil fuel reserves lying near the wreck.
That is the equivalent of nearly five times
the annual global consumption.
A later phase of the clean-up operation
will cover a wider seabed area littered by
at least 19 ships and 17,000 containers
loaded with radioactive wastes in addition
to 14 complete reactors of which five still
hold toxic spent nuclear fuel, according to
notoriously unreliable Russian reckoning.
Authoritative Western observers believe
that, because of the shabby book-keeping
of the defunct Soviet military regime, the
country's nuclear energy administrators in
power now may not be aware of more than
a fraction of the abandoned wastes resting
on the seabed.
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A landmark report painstakingly
assembled by researchers of the Norwegian
Radiation Protection Authority (NRPA) has
concluded that, until the year 1992, the
dying Soviet regime regularly dumped solid
as well as liquid nuclear waste in the Arctic
Kara and Barents Seas.
Bellona says the Russian Northern
Fleet is among the most dangerous sources
of radioactive contamination in the country.
It encompasses five bases near Arkangelsk
and Murmansk. Some 115 of its vessels
have been decommissioned, but 36 of them
still await dismantlement with their spent
nuclear fuel held onboard. The Northern
Fleet has received much more attention
from donor nations and has a sounder
infrastructure than the Pacific Fleet. But
problems like temporary waste storage
shortages continue to plague it.
This legacy of the Cold War endangers
shipping and the fragile marine
environment and interferes with the orderly
development of the resource-rich Arctic.
The inevitable task of removing the
hazardous dumps or making them safe by
capping or burying them in the seabed
creates an unprecedented technological
challenge – as well as lucrative profit
opportunities for the ocean industries.
The investment is likely to be shared by
the major maritime powers jostling for
position in the unfolding race for
dominance over the Arctic shipping lanes
and mineral and fisheries resources. The
cost may well prove negligible compared to
the potential rewards.
For the removal of such potentially
perilous navigation hazards is essential for
the creation of safe and profitable trade
routes across the pole, the dream of
maritime
merchants
since
times
immemorial, made possible by the expected
advent of ice-free polar summers by the
years 2030-2040.
It will also ward off the danger of
nuclear contamination of the fertile Arctic
fishing grounds that are rapidly being
restocked by valuable fish species
migrating northwards in response to global
warming. And it will remove a formidable
barrier to exploiting the Arctic seabed,
which is thought to hold 15% of the world's
undiscovered oil and 30% of its gas
reserves.
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Cash strapped Russia is preparing to
make the most of these opportunities. Its
seabed clean-up campaign is to enable
Rosneft, its giant national energy company,
as well as its partners Statoil of Norway and
Exxon Mobil of America to drill beneath
the melting ice despite stubbornly
unresolved environmental hazards.
But the Arctic should be better
protected from a greedy global rush for
resources, cautions the United Nations
Environment Programme in its new 2013
Year Book. Achim Steiner, the secretarygeneral of the organization, explained:
"Look, the melting of the Arctic ice cover
is prompting a rush for exactly the same
fossil fuel resources that have caused the
melt in the first place. The rush to exploit
our vast untapped reserves will have longterm consequences affecting us all. They
must be carefully thought through by
countries everywhere, given the global
impacts and issues at stake."
Russia and Norway signed a historic
compromise agreement in 2010 settling a
bitter, 40-year territorial dispute over a
resource-rich 67,100sq km area of the
Barents Sea and providing for the joint
development of enormous seabed gas and
oil reserves. The accords have given Russia
sorely needed access to investment funds
and advanced ocean technology, secured
Norway's future as a major oil and gas
exporter despite its dwindling hydrocarbon
reserves elsewhere and opened the way to
close collaboration by the two neighbours
in their Arctic development policies.
They have now staged a joint scientific
survey of the seabed near the scuttled
Soviet K-27 submarine and beyond, the
first in 18 years, in preparation for lifting
the wreck. The preliminary results of the
survey identify a lower than feared level of
nuclear radiation adjacent to the ship.
However, the relatively high levels of
sediment Cessium-137 measured near some
dumped containers holding radioactive
material warn of possible, lasting local
contamination of the food chain.
A
timely
analysis
published by
the
American
journal
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Yale Environment 360 observes that the
ocean's capacity to dilute radiation is huge,
but there are signs that nuclear isotopes are
ominously moving up the local food chain.
In a global review of accidental nuclear
pollution, it warns that many radioactive
elements including cesium-137, with a halflife of 30 years, can be absorbed by marine
life and then be transmitted to... humans."
The removal of the K-27 submarine
from the shallow waters of the Stepovogo
Fjord in the Kara Sea is treated by the
Kremlin as a matter of strategic priority. It
was the first Soviet submarine to carry
two experimental lead-bismuth cooled
reactors powered by exceptionally highly
refined fuel.
K-27 was dumped in a secret operation
holding spent fuel in its sealed reactors after
a disastrous, persistent 1968 leak of
radioactive gases onboard. That accident
claimed the lives of nine sailors. The burial
of the ship 13 years later breached binding
international guidelines that would require
a minimum depth of 3,000m even for
properly decommissioned nuclear vessels.
Members of a joint Russian-Norwegian
environment survey of the fjord and
adjacent seabed areas say that their
operation had been mounted late last year
to ascertain whether the condition of the
wreck would permit its safe removal. Their
research vessel Ivan Petrov collected
samples of marine life and sediment and
employed a remotely controlled subsea
video device to examine the wreck. Further
environment impact studies are to follow.
But few doubt that the salvage
operation will take place. Professor Per
Strand, Director of the NRPA, has declared
that the first priority of his country, whose
coastlines lie 950km west from the scuttled
submarine, "must be to develop an effective
system of countermeasures should a chain
reaction occur onboard the K-27." Salvage
experts must also consider, he added,
whether they can lift the wreck without a
jolt that might cause a radiation leak or
indeed an explosion.
The K-27's threat of an uncontrolled
chain reaction was one of the rare military
secrets to survive the Cold War and the
subsequent Russian transition period. It
surfaced only in February during a joint
Rosatom-Bellona seminar. Bellona treats it
very seriously as a worst case scenario.
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Specialists fear that a disaster might occur
if the 95%-enriched nuclear fuel stored in
the submarine reactors comes into contact
with seawater, either during the salvage
operation or otherwise, and goes critical
causing an explosion.
Norway has so far sunk over $200m in
joint projects with Russia including the
decommissioning and safe dismantling of
many obsolete, dangerous and abandoned
nuclear powered icebreakers and
submarines of the Northern Fleet that had
been rotting at sea for decades. The
country has now offered generous further
scientific and technological assistance
with the K-27 project – but it has so far
refrained from making a financial
commitment to the projected salvage
operation.
However, perhaps significantly, Bard
Vegar Solhjell, the Norwegian minister of
the environment, has declared in the
Aftenposten newspaper his ignorance of
the threat emanating from the Stepovogo
seabed. He is quoted as saying: "I am
concerned that people should not be
unnecessarily disturbed by any of this - we
do not yet know if anything is seriously
wrong... I am not aware of any risk of an
explosion onboard the sunken K-27."
A somewhat comparable operation without the perilous dimensions of
experimental Soviet nuclear technology was the 2001 Arctic salvage of the Oscar
class Kursk, one of the biggest and most
modern submarines of the Russian navy. It
was carried out without hitch by an
international consortium led by Mammoet
of Holland. The ship had sunk to a depth
of 110m during a training exercise after
the accidental explosion of one of its
torpedoes. All 118 crew perished onboard
following an unsuccessful rescue attempt
carried out in the blaze of world attention
by a team of Norwegian divers.
That ship had also carried two nuclear
reactors as well as 22 missiles and 18
torpedoes. The vessel was lifted in a 15hour faultless, high-tech operation under
perfect Arctic weather conditions to a
mega-barge that brought it back to base.
The exercise cost $136m, $60m more than
expected, shared about equally by Russia
and the emergency Kursk Foundation
supported by a group of international
donors.
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The lure of a seabed energy bonanza in
Russian waters may well attract easy funds
for lifting the K-27. Even before the
conclusion of the Russian-Norwegian
environment survey, hydrocarbon-hungry
Rosneft and Exxon Mobil had initiated
extensive seismic tests in their Kara Sea
project area. They are about to sink their
first exploratory wells in the seabed.
Focused maritime safety surveys
employing magnetometers and remote
sonar and covering a wide range of
industrial hazards including radiation and
nuclear waste disposal issues are well under
way.
These companies are wise to ensure
that the area is swiped clean of nuclear
waste before they start any oil exploration
activity, comments a scientific spokesman
for Bellona. He said: "In the worst-case
scenario – meaning an uncontrolled chain
reaction in the reactor of K-27 - radiation
would spread in the Kara Sea and create
major difficulties for any industrial
activity."
Rosneft has also teamed up with
Norway's Statoil ASA and Eni SpA of Italy
to exploit the vast oil and gas resources of
the Russian segment of the Barents Sea
nearby that was once used by the Soviets as
dumping grounds for liquid nuclear waste.
Their joint exploration plans call for an
initial investment of $2.5bn raised by the
Western partners.
They are allowed a part in the action
because Russia still lacks the funds and
technology to exploit the seabed alone,
comments a knowledgeable industry
source. Statoil has expressed confidence
that the nuclear waste issues inherited from
the Soviets will not hinder the project.
Both project areas in the Russian Arctic
lie in a hostile, remote, sparsely populated
and hugely challenging environment still
frozen beneath a thick ice cover most of the
year. Bellona fears that such climatic
conditions could be expected to execrable
the damage done to the vulnerable marine
ecology in the event of oil pollution
emergencies. Its fears were borne out by the
grounding of the Arctic-class Shell drilling
ship Kulluk in violent weather off Alaska
on New Year's eve. ■
Thomas Ország-Land is an awardwinning foreign correspondent who writes
on global affairs.

NEWBUILDCONTRACTS
NEWBUILDING

RESOURCEFUL
PLAYERS LOCK INTO
NEW TRADING
OPPORTUNITES

W

By David Tinsley

ith current ownership of 14
LNG carriers, Japanese trading
house Marubeni Corporation is
aiming to expand its interests in the LNG
transportation business by focusing on the
development of the shale gas-driven sector
of the market. This new field of trading
opportunity is reflected in a construction
deal for two next-generation LNG tankers
ordered in collaboration with a South
Korean owner.
Two vessels of 180,000m3 cargo
capacity jointly booked by Marubeni and
Seoul-based SK Shipping from Samsung
Heavy Industries will be the largest LNG
carriers able to transit the Panama Canal
after the planned expansion of the
waterway in 2015. Following scheduled
delivery in January and October 2017,
respectively, the ships will be chartered for
up to 30 years by Total Gas & Power, a UK
subsidiary of the French oil major.
The vessels will be used to carry export
gas from two distinct, nascent schemes, the
Ichthys LNG Project in Australia and
Sabine Pass Liquefaction Project in
Louisiana, where US shale gas will be
transformed into LNG for the first time.
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On the strength of long-term ethane
shipment contracts from the US to the
European market, the Danish company
Evergas has placed an order in China for a
series of 27,500m3 multipurpose gas
carriers. The 15-year shipping agreements
with INEOS Europe arise from the Mariner
East Project, and call for the transportation
of ethane from the Marcus Hook terminal
in Pennsylvania to the Rafnes cracker in
Norway. The Mariner East pipeline network
will convey propane and ethane, as
feedstocks for the petrochemical industry,
to the eastern seaboard outlet for delivery
to both US and overseas users.
The new ships will be known as the
Dragon 27500 class, designed to carry
LNG, ethane and LPG and powered by
Wartsila dual-fuel engines able to operate
on LNG or fuel oil. The number of ships
ordered has not been disclosed, but the
programme has been entrusted to
Sinopacific Offshore & Engineering with
the initial delivery stipulated for 2015.
Sinopacific, which will also produce the
cargo tanks for the innovative new type, is
completing six 5,000m3 LPG carriers for
Evergas, formerly Eitzen Gas and a
specialist in the transportation of
petrochemical gases and natural gas liquids
(NGLs).
Recognising growing interest in
smaller LNG carriers for regional, coastal
and feeder trade, French engineering
company GTT (Gaz Transport &
Technigaz) has developed a range of
membrane containment-based designs in
the small-scale and mid-scale categories.
Class society ABS has granted approval in
principle (AIP) for GTT’s proposed
32,000dwt type. Several organisations are
evaluating vessels in the 20,000-30,000m3
range for Chinese regional redistribution
from large deepsea or satellite terminals.
A new fleet of LNG carriers with
individual capacities of some 170,000-
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175,000m3 is to be constructed in South
Korea for the Nigerian export trade, under
the operating aegis of Bonny Gas Transport,
a subsidiary of Nigeria LNG. It is
understood that orders covering four
vessels have been confirmed with
Samsung, and that the two other ships have
been contracted from Hyundai.
South Korean yards have gone full
steam into the offshore market over recent
years, such that per-newbuild levels of
capital-intensity, technological and craft
input generally far exceed those of the
shipbuilders’ foreign competitors. Hyundai
has secured new additions to the workload
at the top end of the market by attracting a
$1.9bn floating production, storage and
offloading(FPSO) unit for Chevron North
Sea plus $2bn-worth of work from Total
E&P Congo encompassing a floating
production unit(FPU) and a tension leg
platform (TLP). As a consequence, by midApril, Hyundai had won $5.1bn in new
contracts thus far in 2013, representing 85%
of the target for the full year.
The offshore order momentum is
expected to be maintained through 2013,
even as recovery remains slow in the
commercial shipping market as a whole.
While ordering remains light in sectors
of the containership field hitherto awash
with newbuild activity, industry sources
point to substantial enquiries among owners
for vessels in the 9,000-10,000TEU size
range. The start of April saw the
announcement of a major commitment to
this category by a prominent operator from
the southern hemisphere, Compania
Sud Americana de Vapores (CSAV).
Construction of seven boxships of 9,300teu
has been entrusted by the Chilean company
to Samsung under a $570m investment
plan.
The new vessels, due to be brought into
commission from the end of 2014 onwards,
will enable CSAV to increase the owned
component of its fleet from the current 37%
to around 55%, said to be more in line with
the industry average. In addition to
reducing outgoings in charter costs, the
Samsung series will improve fuel
consumption efficiency. The Chilean firm
plans to finance the order with 40% equity
and 60% financial debt, and has options
covering up to seven additional vessels on
similar conditions.
Chile’s gross domestic product has
grown more than 5% per annum since the
global financial crisis in 2009. Exports
account for more than a third of GDP, with
commodities including copper making up
about three-quarters of exports. ■
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Safe at sea – Combating
the long shadow of piracy
in the shipping industry
By Pippa Strasser-Ganderton, Head of Global Account Management, Marine &
Energy, ATPI

P

iracy remains one of the oldest
professions in the world and as long
as people trade by sea, which 90%
of the world’s goods do, there will be
pirates. It’s a reality of doing business that
many ship owners and managers have had
to learn how to manage, with careful
planning, preparation and crew training all
serving as useful precautions.
In the past six months the shipping
industry has fallen prey to pirate attacks in
the Gulf of Aden, Nigeria and the Straits of
Malacca to mention but a few. While the
success rates of these attacks have fallen
dramatically, ship owners remain vigilant
and take security needs seriously as the
threat of piracy remains an unfortunate
reality in certain areas of the world.
Security across the maritime sector is
essential to the safe operation of vessels and
in many cases, without the relevant security
support, standard day-to-day procedures
cannot take place. This much the industry
has accepted and has historically always
been vigilant about deploying tools and
adopting solutions to protect itself.
In fact, according to estimates by the
Security Association for the Maritime
Industry (SAMI), armed guards now
embark on upwards of 35%–40% of all
journeys. With figures such as these, it is

clear that the marine industry has embraced
the necessary tools to safeguard its assets.
In doing so however, a host of challenges
have sprung up that have complicated the
simple moving of cargo and crew from one
port to another.
Private security companies guarding
ships against attacks have begun to store
their weapons on so-called "floating
armouries", located in international waters
to avoid arms transiting laws when they
dock in ports. The carrying and transporting
of weapons into a country can often be
considered smuggling or the breach of an
arms embargo and strangely enough, some
countries that permit ships to enter ports
with armed guards may not then allow them
to depart with the same weapons.
With the challenges surrounding piracy
increasing by the day and competing
country regulations growing ever more
opaque, coalitions of navies have begun to
organise convoy systems - sometimes 25
nations strong - to protect the world’s most
at-risk shipping routes.
Having a specialist that understands the
complex requirements of transporting
guards, arms and ammunition has become
par for the course amongst ship owners and
managers. Demand for marine travel
consultants has responded in kind as ship
owners and managers seek to minimise
risks to their business, and in turn, their
cargo and crew. With geopolitical
uncertainty and the ever present threat of
piracy now a routine part of doing business,
the message from ship owners is that
they’re keen to do everything they can to
better manage the threat, and counter it with
every tool in their arsenal.
An innovative solution can be
seen in the new partnership between ATP
Instone and SAMI which has sought to
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make it easier for ship owners to navigate
the many requirements of arranging for the
safe passage of guards, ammunition and
arms.
Part of the ATPI Group – one of the
world’s fastest growing corporate travel
businesses – ATP Instone is a specialist
business powering travel management for
the shipping, offshore and energy sectors
and their supporting services such as
security. Providing a direct request facility
for advance and last minute bookings for
maritime security companies who are
SAMI members, the new service seeks to
put the resources, be they personnel or
equipment, into the hands of ship managers
to guard against hostile attacks.
Seeking assistance with the long list of
applications, licences, passport and visa
requirements and negotiations with airlines
(many of whom often have differing
requirements), growing numbers of ship
owners are putting their travel in the hands
of professionals with proven track records
of success.
With seafarers continuing to sail
through some of the world's most
dangerous sea lanes and with governments
struggling to address the roots of piracy it is
clear that the pressure on ship owners to
provide safe passage for their cargo and
crew will remain for some time. But, in
choosing to go with a travel specialist with
expertise in marine travel, ship owners can
do their utmost to ensure safer journeys
ahead. ■
ATP Instone is a worldwide travel
specialist for shipping and energy
companies. ATP Instone’s expertise
includes multinational buying power for
marine and corporate fares, twenty four
hour service, technology based solutions
and local expertise.
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CHARTING A CRUEL GAME

A Hijacking goes on general release
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is requested, a thought-provoking
psychological drama also unfolds between
the shipping company CEO (Søren
Malling) and the pirates.
Having attended a special screening of
the film, the SMI Editorial team can
confirm it is a powerful, skilfully directed
piece, which will hopefully raise some
awareness among the general public of the
harsh realities of piracy.
Produced by Tomas Radoor and Rene
Ezra, A Hijacking also stars Pilou Asbæk,
Dar Salim, Roland Møller and Gary
Skjoldmose Porter. The movie is released
through Arrow Films and is out in
cinemas now.
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Stills from the film A Hijacking, which skilfully depicts the trauma and mental anguish piracy causes

D

etailing a harrowing piracy attack
on a cargo ship, A Hijacking – the
movie which gained much
acclaim at the Venice, Toronto and BFI
London Film Festivals in 2012 – is now
on general release.
Inspired by true events, the film is a
tense thriller, directed by Tobias Lindholm,
which takes care to focus on the emotional
journey of the vessel’s crew during their
ordeal in the Indian Ocean.
The ship MV Rozen is heading for
harbour when it is hijacked by Somali
pirates and the crew are taken hostage in a
callous game of life and death. As a
ransom demand for millions of dollars

ADHOC

S
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MAKE THE CUT
upplying high quality crew to the
industry can prove a challenge but
according to Narcis Bacaintan,
Managing Director of Nedcon Maritime
– a Romanian manpower supply
company specialising in Romanian
seafarers, riding teams, shipyard
personnel, oil and gas and hospitality
professionals – the key issue is ensuring
client requirements are respected.
“We believe the only way to ensure a
consistently high level of customer
service is to invest in hiring and training
the best people. We invest significant
amounts of time and money in maritime
industry and recruitment training,”
he said.
“The feedback of our clients is one
of the most important elements that we
take into consideration in improving our
quality services and client satisfaction is
a major key to our success.”
But what key qualities does Mr
Bacaintan seek in seafarers? He said the
Nedcon Maritime database holds
experience and technical knowledge
high, in addition to good English
language skills, but he added that health
and safety knowledge, discipline,
trustworthiness, efficiency and teamwork
skills also reign high.
“We also perform cross reference
checks from previous employers,
medical checks, police record checks and
psychological profiles,” he said, adding
that a responsible and positive attitude
are additional qualities taken into
consideration during selection.” So,
seafarers hoping to make the cut – take
heed!

A

UK CHAMBER
OF SHIPPING:
WORKING TO
PROTECT OUR
FEATHERED
FRIENDS

T

he number of seabirds recorded
washed up on beaches in two
incidents along the English
Channel, covered in polyisobutene (PIB),
has passed 4,000, leading wildlife
conservation and animal welfare
charities, along with the UK Chamber of
Shipping, to come together as a single
voice to call for an urgent review of the
hazard classification status of PIB.
The Maritime and Coastguard Agency
(MCA) is currently investigating the cause
and culprit of these incidents but to date,
no-one has been successfully prosecuted
for illegally discharging PIB from ships in
European waters.
Although not directly toxic to
seabirds, polyisobutene becomes sticky
when it comes into contact with seawater,
coating the plumage of seabirds, restricting
their movements and preventing them
from feeding.
Currently, it is legal to discharge PIB
in small quantities, based on certain

conditions as set out by the international
MARPOL Convention (International
Convention for the Prevention of Pollution
from Ships). However, the impacts of PIB
on marine ecosystems, as well as the
amount of PIB released routinely as part
of legal shipping operations, are not well
known or understood.
Alec Taylor, Marine Policy Officer for
the RSPB, said: “The needless deaths of
thousands of seabirds on our beaches has
sickened and angered many people. With
support from the shipping industry, we’re
hoping that the UK Government can push
for tighter regulations preventing the
discharge of PIB into the sea for good.”
David Balston, Director of Safety and
Environment at the UK Chamber of
Shipping, said: “Although no regulation
can eliminate the possibility of illegal
activity, we strongly support an urgent
review to see how best to help prevent a
recurrence of the recent deaths and injury
to wildlife.”
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former Merchant Navy seafarer
has set up a new website which
allows crew members and
sailors across the globe to get in touch
with like-minded people and even meet
up with old colleagues.
Roger Loads, from the West
Midlands, UK served in the MN for 13
years, firstly as an apprentice and 3rd
mate in tramp ships, then as 2nd Mate in
tankers and short sea traders before
becoming Chief Officer on ships trading
in the Mediterranean and the Baltic.
Years later, he longed to reconnect
with his maritime past and the idea
of www.shipmatesahoy.co.uk was
registered in 2002. Unfortunately other
business interests stopped Mr Loads

from giving the website his full
commitment until recently, when he
teamed up with a technical business
associate to get the site up and running.
“Since 2002 a number of Merchant
Navy based websites have come online,
all with their individual characteristics.
Taking into account the changes in the
internet market my aim has now
broadened and is to offer a wider
spectrum of interests within one website
which enables them to access a number
of nautical or marine-based activities.”
There are a selection of forums
including ‘Merchant Navy’ for MN
personnel, ‘Cruisers’ for cruise ship
passengers, ‘Inland Waterways’ for canal
and river sailors, ‘Offshore’ for oil rig
MAY/JUNE 2013 ISSUE 43

personnel and support vessel crews and
‘Yacht and Sailing Clubs’ for those sailing
in dinghies to tall ships.
“I also invite companies and clubs to
avail themselves of the website to advertise
and the use the forums for reunions,” said
Mr Loads.
He has also set up a Shipmates Ahoy
Facebook page, with a link to the main site.
SHIP MANAGEMENT INTERNATIONAL
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D

utch company Tempohousing is
addressing housing crises in an
ingenious way, using shipping
containers to build everything from
student accommodation and a Salvation
Army shelter in Amsterdam to a four star
hotel in Port au Prince, Haiti – and the
concept is also helping people vulnerable
to homelessness, to find safe and
comfortable accommodation to call
their own.
Quinten
de
Gooijer,
CEO,
Tempohousing, explained how the
concept of using shipping containers in
this way came to light: “We saw the urgent
need for student homes in Amsterdam.
With the high construction costs at the
time, not many parties were happy to
provide new homes for groups who pay
low rents, like students. We suggested to
build at much lower costs, while
maintaining the same quality and to make
the homes movable.”
In 2003 Tempohousing won a tender
from the city of Amsterdam to build a city
of 1,000 student homes based on this new
concept. After constructing a number of
prototypes for the public to view,
manufacture of the homes began in China
in early 2005.

NO PLACE LIKE HOME
The resulting container homes meet all
building and legal standards and provide
27m2 for one person, consisting of two
rooms, a bathroom and a kitchen. The
properties are stacked five metres high, with
walkways on one side and balconies on the
other.
“We created large internal court areas
for safe bicycle parking with central access
doors as stealing bicycles is a national sport
in Holland!” Mr de Gooijer said, adding that
the homes are fully insulated and have gas
central heating. “We added campus like
facilities like a sports field, laundry,
supermarket and a bicycle repair shop. This
project was rented out completely from the
beginning and still today, after seven years,
there is a long waiting list.”
In South East England, the Brighton
Housing Trust (BHT) is working with
developer QED to provide Tempohousing
properties consisting of 36 adapted
containers, to provide ‘transition’ housing to
vulnerable people, in a city where the
average house price is £300,000.
Ross Gilbert, Director at QED, said
the project is important in providing a high
standard of accommodation quickly, to
meet desperate needs for housing in
Brighton and Hove. “With the help of the

BHT, the containers give men and women,
who have successfully addressed the issues
that may have led them to becoming
homeless in the first place and are working
towards their own accommodation, a place
to live independently in the meantime.”
Mr de Gooijer concluded: “When
housing problems are identified on a
political level and solutions are expected, it
will generally take another five years of
discussing all kind of solutions, endless
budget and design meetings and then years
of looking at zoning issues, NIMBY (‘not
in my back yard’) protestors, court cases
and what have you. Real estate is a world
of patience, long procedures and high
budgets. If you live on the streets, you need
a solution and you need it quickly,
especially when the temperature is
below zero.
“Homeless people – or any other
group with limited resources – cannot live
on a promise, a power point presentation
or a good intention. They need a real
solution. Our shipping containers are
economical, solid, highly mobile, warm,
safe and spacious – they can contribute on
the short term to solve a problem, at least
until permanent solutions are realised
(perhaps in 10 years’ time!).”

GEOGRAPHY
LESSON

P

ublished by port information
specialist company Shipping
Guides, the eighth edition of the
Shipping World's Map is now available
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and features 1,500
major ports and
terminals from
across the globe,
including 90 new
entries.
With
the
clever use of
detailed port symbols, the map gives a
great impression of the relative size of
global ports and terminals, along with what
cargoes are handled at that facility.
ISSUE 43 MAY/JUNE 2013

Key maritime areas are shown
enlarged on inset maps, and features also
include MARPOL 73/78 with latest
amendments, load line zones and areas,
major dry docks and time clocks indicating
UT (GMT) standard time zones.
The map is available in various sizes
up to 2120mm x 1500mm – here at SMI
towers, our own copy is the laminated
version, which is easy to wipe clean – but
no fear of spilt coffee for this map, which
holds pride of place on the wall.

OBJECTS OF DESIRE

LIVE

Objects of desire
Easy on the eye
Whether you’re at sea, in the car or
on the beach, protecting your eyes
from the sun’s harmful rays is a must.
These super stylish sunglasses from Louis Vuitton will not only
do the job but they look the part too, with their classic aviator style.
They feature Louis Vuitton’s historic Damier pattern in matte and shiny
metal on the temples and nose bridge, offer 100% UV protection and
have graduated lenses. The glasses are also available in gold and
black.
Louis Vuitton Attitude Pilote Sunglasses
£345

www.louisvuitton.com

Towering tunes
This stunning iPod and iPhone dock speaker is the result of four years’ research and development by
legendary French music composer and performer Jean Michel Jarre and his team of sound engineers. The
powerful tower sound system accepts all digital formats and is compatible with all iPod and iPhone models,
coming with an integrated USB 2.0 port as well as a mini-jack port which provide the opportunity to connect
to a laptop, CD/DVD player, smartphones, hard disk files as well as a vinyl turntable. Its elegant design means
it not only sounds good but looks amazing too.
AeroSystem One
£749

www.amazon.co.uk

Good vibrations
After a hard day at the office, this 3D massager could be just what you need to take away
your tension and fatigue. The clever design uses shiatsu (Japanese for finger pressure),
vibration massage and heat in order to soothe your back and shoulders, combining a
deep kneading action with soothing warmth to relax your muscles. It also
boasts spot shiatsu to target specific areas so you can tailor the type of
massage you want to your specifications and relieve even the tightest
of knots.
Homedics 3D Back and Shoulder Shiatsu Massager
£153.32

www.iwantoneofthose.com
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Stunning views
This top performing projector provides a movie theatre viewing
experience whether watching in 2D or 3D. It is the ultimate in home
cinema projection with its ultra-high definition 4k resolution, 2,000
lumen output and an incredible contrast ratio of a million to one. The
lens assembly is entirely motorised, meaning you can shift, focus and
zoom using the remote control and the lens cover also opens and
closes automatically when you power on the projector, making it
ideally suited to mounting on the ceiling..
Sony VPL-VW1000ES
£16,799
www.audiovisualonline.co.uk

Top marks
Writing aficionados will love this beautifully crafted luxurious plungeraction fountain pen – Graf von Faber-Castell’s Pen of the Year 2012.
Its barrel is made from 1,700-year-old ancient wetland oak wood and
finished with layer upon layer of 24 karat gold leaf applied using a fine
squirrel-hair brush. Its 18 karat bicolour gold nib has been ‘run in’ by
hand and it also features a chessboard-faceted citrine gemstone set
in the cap. The pen is limited to just 1,500 and each comes presented
in a high-gloss black case complete with a signed certificate.
Graf von Faber-castell Pen of the Year 2012
£3,500
www.harrods.com

Bold statement
This new special edition Ranger Rover Evoque is bound to lift your spirits with its bright yellow bodywork. Based on the 2013
Evoque Dynamic derivative, the model boasts a number of unique features and is available in coupé and five-door. And if fullon yellow is too much, there is also the option of Santorini Black
exterior finish with a Sicilian Yellow contrast roof and door
mirrors. The car is powered by a choice of engines,
including the efficient and lightweight 2.2-litre diesel
engine that can be had in either TD4 or SD4 trim
with outputs of 150 and 190 horsepower
respectively, and a four-wheel
drive-equipped Si4 engine
that produces 240hp.
Range Rover Evoque
Sicilian Yellow
Limited Edition
£44,000
www.landrover.com
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Race2Recovery: Beyond Injury, Achieving the Extraordinary
By Stephanie Temple
Haynes and FireStep Publishing

The horrors they have encountered are
beyond many of our imaginations, but in
January this year a team of injured UK
servicemen bravely put their personal
traumas behind them to take part in the
world’s toughest motor rally.
Now, their extraordinary story has been
told in a book, which aims to raise
money for two charities which help
wounded servicemen and women –
Race2Recovery and Help for Heroes.
One of the members of the 28-strong
team which took part in the South
American challenge in January was
Corporal Philip ‘Barney’ Gillespie, who
lost his right leg, below the knee, when

It is Good Friday 1612, in Pendle Hill,
Lancashire.
A mysterious gathering of 13 people is
interrupted by a local magistrate – is it a
witches’ Sabbat?
In Lancaster Castle two notorious
witches await trial and certain death,
while the beautiful and wealthy Alice
Nutter rides to their defence.
Elsewhere, a starved child lurks, and a
Jesuit priest and former Gunpowder
plotter makes his way from France to a
place he believes will offer him
sanctuary. But will it? And how safe can
anyone be in Witch Country?
Mixing facts with pure speculation and
fantasy, Winterson bases her story on the
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£17.99

he stood on an improvised explosive
device (IED) during his third tour of
Afghanistan two years ago.
Writing in the team’s official book, he
said: “After I lost my leg, I wanted to do
something big to prove to myself and
others that anything is still possible, and
I’ve done just that. When we were on the
podium, I felt like a huge weight had
been lifted.”
The Race2Recovery team’s four Land
Rover Defender-based Wildcat rally cars
set off from Peru on 5th January but only
one car crossed the line in Chile two
weeks later, after driving across some of
the most challenging terrains on the
planet.
Cpl Gillespie’s co-driver was Captain
Matt O’Hare, a founding member of the

The Daylight Gate
By Jeanette Winterson
Hammer

£7.99

infamous Pendle Witch Trials of 1612,
when superstition was rife and belief in
witchcraft was widespread.
Twelve accused ‘witches’ were sent for
trial for witchcraft, having ‘bewitched to
death’ 16 inhabitants of the Forest of
Pendle, in what has been described as
one of the most infamous examples of
persecution in British history. Of these,
10 were executed, one died in prison and
one was acquitted.
Jeanette Winterson is the author of 10
novels, including the best-selling
Oranges Are Not the Only Fruit which
won her the Whitbread Award for Best
First Novel in 1985.
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Race2Recovery team, who served for 11
years in Northern Ireland, Iraq and
Afghanistan.
“It was just phenomenal and a privilege
to stand next to Barney on the podium,”
he said.
Race2Recovery is the first recipient of a
£100,000 grant from The Royal
Foundation Endeavour Fund, set up by
the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge and
Prince Harry to enable wounded and
injured servicemen and women to take
part in challenges and expeditions that
will help with their recovery.
From every copy of the book, £2 will be
divided between the charity and Help for
Heroes to support the Help for Heroesrun recovery centre for injured military
personnel in Wiltshire.

books, theatre, dining, events, culture, films, festival, music, art, dvd, wine
Lifetime
By Liza Marklund
Transworld Publishers

£6.99

She has been dubbed ‘Scandinavia’s
queen of crime fiction’ and in this, her
latest novel, Liza Marklund maintains
her moniker with a plot that will
intrigue and excite.
The Swedish author has drawn on a 10year career as an investigative news
reporter to create her now popular main
character - Annika Bengtzon - who
features in a series of six previous
novels.
In Lifetime, news reporter Annika sets
about a new investigation into the death
of one of the most famous police
officers in Sweden, David Lindholm,
who is found murdered in his bed. His
four-year-old son has also vanished
without trace and his wife, Julia, is
suspected of killing them both and is
clearly in need of psychiatric help – no
one believes her when she says she is
innocent.
No one that is, except for Bengtzon
who, with her personal life in turmoil,
turns all her energies into getting to the
truth. She soon discovers faults in
David’s apparently flawless personality
and it seems that dangerous secrets are
being kept hidden. But if Julia is
innocent where is their son, and will the
truth be uncovered in time to find him
before it is too late?
Marklund made her debut in 1995 and
since then has written 11 novels and two
non-fiction books, selling 13 million
copies in 30 languages to date.

London Bridge in America
By Travis Elborough
Jonathan Cape

In 1968, US multi-millionaire oil baron
and chainsaw manufacturer Robert P.
McCulloch decided to build his very own
city, Lake Havasu, in a barren stretch of
the Arizona desert.
His plans included a bridge, but wanting
to add some history he didn’t want an
unremarkable crossing – he wanted one of
the most famous bridges of all – London
Bridge.
This hardback book tells the story of how

Inferno
By Dan Brown
Bantam Press

£14.99

the world’s largest antique was transported
from the River Thames to America and
why he shipped the 130-year-old bridge to
a waterless patch of desert. But did he
even get the right bridge?
We meet a whole host of historical figures
and characters along the way who shape
the story including Disneyland designers,
Thames dockers, Guinness Book of
Records officials, the Lord Mayor, guntoting US Sheriffs and an apache Indian or
two.
Chapters chart the history of the bridge
from its conception to the present day,
where it still remains in Arizona and is a
tourist attraction. There are also some
fascinating photographs which show the
bridge in its glory days as well as in the
1960s before it was taken down, no longer
suitable for the heavy traffic which was
now crossing the River Thames.
We also read about strange sightings at the
bridge - just days after its opening in the
US in 1971, a shadowy figure of a woman
in a long black Victorian dress was
reportedly seen crossing the bridge, with
speculation from the press that it might be
the transplanted ghost of a jilted bride who
committed suicide or a murdered
prostitute whose body was dumped in the
river.
Elborough has created an interesting delve
into a piece of Anglo-American history,
and it follows three other acclaimed books
which have a nostalgic theme including
The Long Player Goodbye - a celebration
£20.00

The new novel from bestselling author
of The Da Vinci Code, Dan Brown,
features renowned Harvard symbologist
Robert Langdon and is set in the heart
of Europe, where Langdon is drawn into
a harrowing world centred around one
of history’s most enduring and
mysterious literary masterpieces.
As Dan Brown comments: “Although I
studied Dante’s Inferno as a student, it
wasn’t until recently, while researching
in Florence, that I came to appreciate
the enduring influence of Dante’s work
on the modern world. With this new
novel, I am excited to take readers on a
journey deep into this mysterious
realm…a landscape of codes, symbols,
and more than a few secret
passageways.”
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Michael Bublé
To Be Loved
Warner Bros

This is the eighth
album from the
young Canadian
crooner and comes
on the back of the
release of its first
single, It’s A
Beautiful Day.
Love him or loathe
him, the guy can
sing and this
album features
four original tracks
and 10 covers
including
Something Stupid,
on which he duets
with Hollywood
actress Reese
Witherspoon,
Randy Newman’s
You’ve Got a Friend in Me and the Bee Gees’ hit To Love Somebody.
There are also covers of the Miracles' Who's Lovin' You, Jackie Wilson's To Be Loved,
and Elvis Presley's Have I Told You Lately.
Produced by Bob Rock, who was also responsible for Bublé’s hugely popular
Christmas album, this follow up is bound to be equally successful.

Hugh Laurie
Didn’t It Rain
Warner Music Entertainment

Actor Hugh
Laurie went in to
the Guinness
World Records
Book in 2011 as
the world’s most
watched leading
man on
television for his
appearance in the US drama House, which
earned him a staggering £250,000 per
episode.
But outside of acting, his career as a
musician is taking on its own momentum
with the release of this, his second, album.
Didn’t It Rain, on two discs, follows on
from his successful debut album but
leaves behind the jazzier sounds of New
Orleans and follows Blues upstream to the
American heartland. It includes songs
dating back to early pioneers such as W.C.
Handy’s St Louis Blues to more recent
artists such as Alan Price of The Animals
and his song Changes.
Laurie, who is also a comedian, writer and
director, is an accomplished musician,
playing the piano, guitar, drums,
harmonica and saxophone so this musical
feast is a real treat for anyone who
appreciates such a wide-ranging talent.
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art
Lowry and the Painting of
Modern Life
www.tate.org.uk
Showing 26th June to 20th October 2013

L. S. Lowry
The Fever Van 1935
© The Estate of LS Lowry
Image courtesy of National Museums
Liverpool

A major exhibition begins at the Tate
Britain this summer, displaying work by
one of the most distinguishable artists in
recent times – L S Lowry.
It is the first such show held by a public
institution in London since the artist’s
death in 1976 and brings together around
80 works including Tate’s own pictures
Coming Out of School, from 1927, and
The Pond, from 1950, alongside
significant loans.
Lowry drew inspiration for his paintings
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Agnetha Faltskog
A
Polydor

Known as the
sexy blonde in
legendary
Swedish pop
group ABBA,
when Agnetha
Fältskog opened
her mouth the
whole world fell
in love with her velvet tones as she sang
about failed romances and taking chances.
Indeed, her website states she had “a voice
that soundtracked millions of lives.”
Now the star of the ‘70s and ‘80s is back
with a rich tapestry of beautiful vocals
which sound equally as stunning and as
fresh as they did all those decades ago.
And there is definitely a much more
modern sound to the album thanks to
production from Peter Nordahl and Jörgen
Elofsson, who has worked with current
singers such as Britney Spears and Kelly
Clarkson. There is even a duet with
popular singer/songwriter and Take That
member Gary Barlow on I Should’ve
Followed You Home.
The first single from the 10-track album is
titled When You Really Loved Someone,
and begs the question if it’s about the
break-up of her marriage to ABBA
bandmate Björn Ulvaeus. These days
Agnetha can be found living on an island
to the west of Stockholm in her native
Sweden and the peace this has brought her
following her much-publicised divorce is
evident in the ability to come back with
such beautiful songs.

from the streets he walked daily for his
living as a rent collector but his is not
straightforward ‘realist’ art, nor is it
impressionist though there are few 20th
century British artists, the show will
argue, who engaged more fruitfully with
the French tradition.
The show aims to reveal what Lowry
learned from the strange ‘symbolist’
townscapes of his French-born teacher at
the Manchester School of Art, Adolphe
Valette, and demonstrate important
parallels with late 19th and early 20th
century French painting, including
eleven works by Vincent van Gogh,
Camille Pissarro, Georges Seurat,
Maurice Utrillo and Valette.
Lowry’s modern paintings represent the
20th century working class and rituals of
public life such as football matches and
protest marches and workers going to
and from the mill. Above all he was a
landscape painter and he wished to show
what the industrial revolution had made
of the world.
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Table9 by Nick and Scott
www.table9dubai.com
Hilton Dubai Creek, Deira, Dubai

Future looks rosy for Hollywood superstars

wine

The wine world has been tickled pink by a
new rosé which has come from the 500hectare French estate of Hollywood
A-listers Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie.
The superstar couple and their family had
been leasing Château Miraval in Correns,
Provence, since 2008 but last year they
bought the property and decided to take
over the running of the vineyard from the
previous winemaker.
They have done this in partnership with
the Perrin family, long-term owners of
Château Beaucastel in Châteauneuf-duPape, who have been responsible for both
the winemaking and distribution of
Miraval Rosé 2012, which is claimed to
be the most anticipated release of a rosé
ever seen.
Such has been the success that the first
6,000 bottles sold out within five hours
after being offered online in France online
but the wine is now available in the US
following shipment of around 15,000
cases.
The vineyards at Château Miraval are
cultivated 100% organically without using
herbicides, pesticides or chemicals that
can enter the vine. The rosé, which scored
an impressive 90 points on Wine
Spectator’s 100-point scale, is a blend of
red grapes Cinsault, Grenache and Syrah
with the white grape Rolle, also known as
Vermentino. The winery will also produce
a white wine, available later this summer,
and a red, scheduled to be released next
spring.

In a city where there are numerous chain
restaurants, Table 9 by Nick and Scott
stands out as an independent, home-grown
dining experience.
The award-winning restaurant, run by chef
patrons Nick Alvis and Scott Price,
promises diners a seasonal fluid menu
made up of ‘smaller’ and ‘larger’ plates so
guests can create their own bespoke menu
or just pop in for a couple of smaller
dishes and a glass of wine. However, for
the more traditional diner who wants the
choices made for them, there is a tasting
menu to behold.
Seasonal favourites in the smaller plates
include lobster, coconut and mango while
the larger plates include lamb, smoked
aubergine, scratchings and tomato. The
dessert menu boasts equally deliciously
sounding offerings such as blueberries,
almond, shortbread and chocolate,
hazelnut and caramel – a winning
combination in anyone’s book.
Francis Goodman: Back in Focus
www.npg.ork.uk
Showing until 3rd November 2013
Photographer Francis Goodman (191389) focused on subjects from the worlds
of art, design, film and high society and
this first museum retrospective display
will include his portrait, fashion and
photojournalistic work.
Most of his early work was lost during
the Second World War but his surviving
collection of original negatives was
bequeathed to the National Portrait
Gallery in 1989. This commemorative
display contains over 40 black and white
photographs spanning Goodman’s career
from the 1930s to the 1970s and
includes portraits of artists Lucian Freud
and Pietro Annigoni and writers Noël
Coward and Nancy Mitford.
Goodman was born in London to
German-Jewish parents and was brought
up in Munich, Germany but returned to

England in his late teens. He then
became an apprentice to photographer
Shaw Wildman before establishing
himself as a fashion photographer,
contributing to the British edition of
Harper’s Bazaar and The Sketch.
In later years he went on to work for the
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Tourist Boards of the Bahamas,
Barbados and Jamaica, photographing
celebrities relaxing on holiday including
Kinglsey Amis and Fred Perry. It was in
Jamaica that Goodman took the last
photographs of James Bond writer Ian
Fleming on his estate ‘Goldeneye’.
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How fashion is blending punk with prim and proper
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uniform – a collaboration which will see a
complete re-imagining of the company’s
uniform.
The project will see Westwood’s
influences, from 1940s French couture
cutting techniques, to London’s Savile Row
tailoring heritage, combining glamour and
style for men and women.
“I design things to help people to
hopefully express their personality,” Ms
Westwood said, but how will she be
combining punk and personality in a
uniform – something which should, by its
very nature, be obedient and conformist?
For the company’s male cabin crew, a
sharp Savile Row inspired three-piece-suit
in rich burgundy wool is subverted with
shadow details in grey wool under the
lapels and pockets. The effect is of a very
traditional British look which is given a
contemporary feel. Over 7,500 staff
including cabin crew, pilots, Clubhouse
staff and Virgin Holidays employees will
receive new uniforms from the iconic
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Sid Vicious, 1977
Courtesy of The Metropolitan Museum of
Art, Photograph © Dennis Morris - all
rights reserved

M

uch like a horror movie villain
who keeps bouncing back to life
for sequel after sequel, punk is
one fashion trend which refuses to die and
since its emergence in the 1970s, this
daring look has been re-hashed and
reincarnated by new generations seeking a
slice of rebellious pie.
But does the punk genre, which is more
keenly associated with scruffy rips and
safety pins than dressing to impress, have
any place in the contemporary high fashion
realm, and is it ever permissible to bring
such punk elements of dress into the work
place?
Designers have been keen to add
splashes of tartan and the occasional
peculiarly placed zip to more tailored
shapes, signifying a more rebellious
approach to work wear, but billionaire
businessman Richard Branson wins the
punk prize in 2013, with the announcement
of Vivienne Westwood as the new official
designer for Virgin Atlantic’s iconic red

LIFESTYLE
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John Lydon, 1976
Courtesy of The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Photograph by Richard Young/Rex USA

designer
and employees
have been involved
throughout the design process.
Many items of the new uniform
will be produced using recycled materials in particular working with recycled
polyester yarn made from used plastic
bottles. The suiting fabrics will also have a
nano finish applied which extends the life
of garments and enables clothing to retain
its colour and finish for longer. Virgin
Atlantic is also developing all items with
closed loop Recycling in mind. This new
technology takes worn polyester clothing
and turns it back into fibres that can be
woven again into new fabrics and in turn
new clothing – all in the punk spirit.
Another brand strongly associated with
punk is the famous boot producer Dr
Martens, which is supporting British
manufacturing through its MIE (Made in
England) collection, which uses hands-on
craftsmanship
in
the
company’s
Northamptonshire factory, creating shoes
and boots using methods identical to those
invented by the firm 50 years ago.
Products in the range with a
particularly punk flavour but which are
smart and totally suitable for the workplace,
are the 3989 classic brogue shoe, available
with a panel of navy and cherry red silk
striped material (from silk weavers Stephen
Walters and Sons), or a more subtle grey
chequered version, on a sleek-shaped shoe
in pewter grey or oxblood leather finish.
Meanwhile, Alexander McQueen,
perhaps the most reliable high fashion
source for gothic garments, has retained a

punk
flavour to its
latest collection, with
smart shirts in rebellious
prints. This includes a simple white
shirt with a dense black pattern, which on
closer inspection, is exposed as a striking
covering of moths and flies which wouldn’t
look out of place on the set of Silence of the
Lambs.
Another shirt boasts tattoo-like images
of birds and crossbones, which, worn with
skinny trousers and platform brogues, gives
even the most straight-laced man a punk
edge to be proud of. For those seeking a less
pricey approach to punkish prints, British
brand All Saints offers affordable t-shirts
with designs ranging from
wishbones tangled into a heart
shape, to realistic pencil
illustrations of cracked skulls
and stark black and white
imagery of roses.
When it comes to work
wear, All Saints also comes up
trumps, in offering stylish
garments with a punk twist,
but with a collection that’s still
suitable for the office. Sharp
jackets matched with tailored
chino shorts are the brand’s
flavour of the summer for
relaxed work wear, to be worn
with shirts covered in nautical
prints.
But if you really want to
live and breathe the punk
ethos of 2013, a visit to the
spring
2013
exhibition
organised by The Costume
Institute of The Metropolitan
Museum of Art is in order.
PUNK: Chaos to Couture is
an exhibition showing from
May 9th to August 14th,
which will examine punk’s
impact on high fashion from

the
movement’s
birth in the 1970s,
through its continuing
influence today.
“Punk’s signature mixing of
references was fuelled by artistic
developments such as Dada and
postmodernism,” said Thomas P. Campbell,
Director and CEO, The Metropolitan
Museum of Art. “So it makes sense to
present this exhibition in a museum that
also shows the broader output of those
movements. Indeed, that dialogue between
art and fashion is what makes The Costume
Institute so singular.”
“Since its origins, punk has had an
incendiary influence on fashion,” said
Andrew Bolton, Curator in The Costume
Institute. “Although punk’s democracy
stands in opposition to fashion’s autocracy,
designers continue to appropriate punk’s
aesthetic vocabulary to capture its youthful
rebelliousness
and
aggressive
forcefulness.”
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for Heroes gallery, embodied by Jordan (the
1970s punk model, as opposed to the
British page three model), will examine
designers who extend the visual language
of punk, as it was originally articulated by
McLaren and Westwood, by merging social
realism with artistic expression.
Do-it-yourself, punk’s enduring
contribution to high fashion, will be
explored in the four final galleries: DIY
hardware, focusing on couture’s use of
studs, spikes, chains, zippers, padlocks,
safety pins, and razor blades, with Sid
Vicious as its icon; DIY Bricolage,
highlighting the impact of punk’s ethos of
customisation on high fashion, including
the use of recycled materials from trash and
consumer culture, as epitomised by Wayne
County; D.I.Y. Graffiti and Agitprop,
exploring punk’s tradition of provocation
and confrontation through images and text
exemplified by The Clash; and DIY
Destroy, examining the effect of punk’s ripit-to-shreds spirit, typified by Johnny
Rotten, via torn and shredded garments
associated with deconstructionism.
All mannequin head treatments and
masks will be designed by Guido Palau,
who also created treatments for Alexander
McQueen: Savage Beauty and last year’s
Schiaparelli and Prada: Impossible
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Left: Westwood and Branson face off
Right: Smart yet edgy, Vivienne Westwood’s new design for Virgin Atlantic’s male cabin crew

The exhibition, in the museum’s
second-floor Cantor galleries, will feature
approximately 100 designs for men and
women. Original punk garments from the
mid-1970s will be juxtaposed with recent,
directional fashion to illustrate how haute
couture and ready-to-wear have borrowed
punk’s visual symbols, with safety pins,
feathers, razor blades, bugle beads with
studs serving a major role.
Focusing on the relationship between
the punk concept of 'do-it-yourself' and the
couture concept of 'made-to-measure,' the
exhibition will be organised around the
materials, techniques, and embellishments
associated with the anti-establishment style.
Presented as an immersive multimedia,
multisensory experience, the clothes will be
animated with period music videos and
soundscaping audio techniques.
Organised thematically, each of the
seven galleries will have designated punk
‘heroes’ who embody the broader concepts
behind the fashions on view. The first
gallery will be devoted to the CBGB venue
in New York City, represented by Blondie,
Richard Hell, The Ramones, and Patti
Smith. Next will be a gallery inspired by
Malcolm McClaren and Vivienne
Westwood and their Seditionaries boutique
at 430 King’s Road in London. The Clothes

Conversations. The exhibition will feature
the work of dozens of designers, including
Hussein Chalayan, Dior, John Galliano,
Katharine Hamnett, Christopher Kane and
Vivienne Westwood. ■
PUNK: Chaos to Couture. The
exhibition, on view from May 9 through
August 14, 2013 at the Metropolitan
Museum,
New
York.
Visit
www.metmuseum.org for more information

